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preface I joined an e-commerce company in 2000, nothing unusual I suppose. We were quite annoyed by the quality of Amazon’s search engine results compared to ours. A few years later, we reimplemented our search engine from scratch using Lucene. That’s where I learned that a good search engine is 50% kick-ass technology and 50% deep understanding of the business and the users you serve. Then I sailed different seas and joined the Hibernate team and, later on, JBoss Inc. It must be Destiny that a few years later I worked on unifying Hibernate and Lucene. Hibernate Search’s design has been influenced by the work on Java Persistence and JBoss Seam: ease of use, domain model-centric, annotation-driven and focused on providing a unified experience to the developer. Hibernate Search brings full-text search to Hibernate application without programmatic shift or infrastructural code. Search is now a key component of our digital life (Google, Spotlight, Amazon, Facebook). Virtually every website, every application, has to provide a human-friendly, word-centric search. While Google addresses the internet, Spotlight searches your desktop files, Amazon focuses on products, and Facebook finds people. I firmly believe Lucene’s flexibility is a key differentiator for developers building business-centric search engines. This has also influenced the design on Hibernate Search: While Hibernate Search relieves you of the burdens of indexing and retrieving objects, we made sure that all the flexibility of Lucene is accessible to you, especially when you build queries.
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PREFACE



I am thrilled to see the rapidly growing community around Hibernate Search and nothing is more rewarding than hearing people saying: “I wish I knew about Hibernate Search six months ago.” EMMANUEL BERNARD At JavaOne 2007 I attended a presentation titled “Google Your Database!” and heard Emmanuel present his full-text search framework Hibernate Search. I had been working with Lucene, Hibernate Search’s engine, for over a year and a half and when Emmanuel invited anyone to help collaborate, I jumped. After Emmanuel’s presentation we had time only to exchange email addresses. That was the last time I saw him in person until JavaOne 2008 where we at least got to hang out together for an evening. Email and IM are amazing things. We have two other active project committers now and I have to admit it never ceases to amaze me that four people: Emmanuel in Atlanta, Georgia; myself in a little town in Utah; Sanne Grinovero in Rome, Italy; and Hardy Ferentschik in Stockholm, Sweden, can produce and maintain a framework like Hibernate Search. JOHN GRIFFIN
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about this book Hibernate Search is a library providing full-text search capabilities to Hibernate. It opens doors to more human friendly and efficient search engines while still following the Hibernate and Java Persistence development paradigm. This library relieves you of the burdens of keeping indexes up to date with the database, converts Lucene results into managed objects of your domain model, and eases the transition from a HQL-based query to a full-text query. Hibernate Search also helps you scale Lucene in a clustered environment. Hibernate Search in Action aims not only at providing practical knowledge of Hibernate Search but also uncovering some of the background behind Hibernate Search’s design. We will start by describing full-text search technology and why this tool is invaluable in your development toolbox. Then you will learn how to start with Hibernate Search, how to prepare and index your domain model, how to query your data. We will explore advanced concepts like typo recovery, phonetic approximation, and search by synonym. You will also learn how to improve performance when using Hibernate Search and use it in a clustered environment. The book will then guide you to more advanced Lucene concepts and show you how to access Lucene natively in case Hibernate Search does not cover some of your needs. We will also explore the notion of document scoring and how Lucene orders documents by relevance as well as a few useful tools like term highlighters. Even though this is an “in Action” book, the authors have included a healthy amount of theory on most of the topics. They feel that it is not only important to know
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“how” but also “why.” This knowledge will help you better understand the design of Hibernate Search. This book is a savant dosage of theory, reference on Hibernate Search and practical knowledge. The latter is the meat of this book and is lead by practical examples. After reading it, you will be armed with sufficient knowledge to use Hibernate Search in all situations.



How to use this book While this book can be read from cover to cover, we made sure you can read the sections you are interested independently from the others. Feel free to jump to the subject you are most interested in. Chapter 2, which you should read first, will give you an overview of Hibernate Search and explain how to set it up. Check the road map section which follows for an overview of Hibernate Search in Action. Most chapters start with background and theory on the subject they are covering, so feel free to jump straight to the practical knowledge if you are not interested in the introduction. You can always return to the theory.



Who should read this book This book is aimed at any person wanting to know more about Hibernate Search and full-text search in general. Any person curious to understand what full text search technology can bring to them and what benefits Hibernate Search provides will be interested. Readers looking for a smooth and practical introduction to Hibernate Search will appreciate the step-by-step introduction of each feature and its concrete examples. The more advanced architect will find sections describing concepts and features offered by Hibernate Search as well as the chapter about clustering to be of interest. The regular Hibernate Search users will enjoy in-depth descriptions of each subject and the ability to jump to the chapter covering the subject they are interested in. They will also appreciate the chapter focusing on performance optimizations. The search guru will also enjoy the advanced chapters on Lucene describing scoring, access to the native Lucene APIs from Hibernate Search, and the Lucene contribution package. Developers or architects using or willing to use Hibernate Search on their project will find useful knowledge (how-to, practical examples, architecture recommendations, optimizations). It is recommended to have basic knowledge of Hibernate Core or Java Persistence but some reviewers have read the book with no knowledge of Hibernate, some with knowledge of the .Net platform, and found the book useful.
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Roadmap In the first part of the book, we introduce full-text search and Hibernate Search. Chapter 1 describes the weakness of SQL as a tool to answer human queries and describes full-text search technology. This chapter also describes full-text search approaches, the issues with integrating them in a classic Java SE/EE application and why Hibernate Search is needed. Chapter 2 is a getting started guide on Hibernate Search. It describes how to set up and configure it in a Java application, how to define the mapping in your domain model. It then describes how Hibernate Search indexes objects and how to write fulltext queries. We also introduce Luke, a tool to inspect Lucene indexes. PART 2 focuses on mapping and indexing. Chapter 3 describes the basics of domain model mapping. We will walk you through the steps of marking an entity and a property as indexed. You will understand the various mapping strategies. Chapter 4 goes a step further into the mapping possibilities. Custom bridges are introduced as well as mapping of relationships. Chapter 5 introduces where and how Hibernate Search indexes your entities. We will learn how to configure directory providers (the structure holding index data), how to configure analyzers and what feature they bring (text normalization, typo recovery, phonetic approximation, search by synonyms and so on). Then we will see how Hibernate Search transparently indexes your entities and how to take control and manually trigger such indexing. PART 3 of Hibernate Search in Action covers queries. Chapter 6 covers the programmatic model used for queries, how it integrates into the Hibernate model and shares the same persistence context. You will also learn how to customize queries by defining pagination, projection, fetching strategies, and so on. Chapter 7 goes into the meat of full-text queries. It describes what is expressible in a Lucene query and how to do it. We start by using the query parser, then move on to the full programmatic model. At this stage of the book, you will have a good understanding of the tools available to you as a search engine developer. Chapter 8 describes Hibernate Search filters and gives examples where cross-cutting restrictions are useful. You will see how to best benefit from the built-in cache and explore use cases such as security filtering, temporal filtering, and category filtering. PART 4 focuses on performance and scalability. Chapter 9 brings in one chapter all the knowledge related to Hibernate Search and Lucene optimization. All areas are covered: indexing, query time, index structure, and index sharding.
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Chapter 10 describes how to cluster a Hibernate Search application. You will understand the underlying problems and be introduced to various solutions. The benefits and drawbacks of each will be explored. This chapter includes a full configuration example. PART 5 goes beyond Hibernate Search and explores advanced knowledge of Lucene. Chapter 11 describes ways to access the native Lucene APIs when working with Hibernate Search. While this knowledge is not necessary in most applications, it can come in handy in specific scenarios. Chapter 12 takes a deep dive into Lucene scoring. If you always wanted to know how a full-text search engine order results by relevance, this chapter is for you. This will be a gem if you need to customize the scoring algorithm. Chapter 13 gives you an introduction to some of Lucene’s contribution projects like text highlighting, spell checking, and so on.



Code conventions All source code in listings and in text is in a fixed-width font just like this to separate it from normal text. Additionally, Java class names, method names, and object properties are also presented using fixed-width font. Java method names generally don’t include the signature (the list of parameter types). In almost all cases the original source code has been reformatted; we’ve added line breaks and reworked indentation to fit page space in the book. It was even necessary occasionally to add line continuation markers. Annotations accompany all of the code listings and are followed by numbered bullets, also known as cueballs, which are linked to explanations of the code.



Code downloads Hibernate Search and Hibernate Core are open source projects released under the Lesser GNU Public License 2.1. You can download the latest versions (both source and binaries) at http://www.hibernate.org. Apache Lucene is an open source project from the Apache Software Foundation released under the Apache Public License 2.0. Lucene JARs are included in the Hibernate Search distribution but you can download additional contributions, documentation and the source code at http://lucene.apache.org. The source code used in this book as well as various online resources are freely available at http://book.emmanuelbernard.com/hsia or from a link on the publisher’s website at http://www.manning.com/HibernateSearchinAction



Author Online Purchase of Hibernate Search in Action includes free access to a private web forum run by Manning Publications where you can make comments about the book, ask technical questions, and receive help from the lead author and from other users. To access
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the forum and subscribe to it, point your web browser to http://www.manning.com/ HibernateSearchinAction or http://www.manning.com/bernard. This page provides information on how to get on the forum once you’re registered, what kind of help is available, and the rules of conduct on the forum. Manning’s commitment to our readers is to provide a venue where a meaningful dialog between individual readers and between readers and the authors can take place. It’s not a commitment to any specific amount of participation on the part of the authors, whose contribution to the AO remains voluntary (and unpaid). We suggest you try asking the authors some challenging questions lest their interest stray! The Author Online forum and the archives of previous discussions will be accessible from the publisher’s website as long as the book is in print.
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About the title By combining introductions, overviews, and how-to examples, the In Action books are designed to help learning and remembering. According to research in cognitive science, the things people remember are things they discover during self-motivated exploration. Although no one at Manning is a cognitive scientist, we are convinced that for learning to become permanent it must pass through stages of exploration, play, and, interestingly, retelling of what is being learned. People understand and remember new things, which is to say they master them, only after actively exploring them. Humans learn in action. An essential part of an In Action guide is that it is exampledriven. It encourages the reader to try things out, to play with new code, and explore new ideas. There is another, more mundane, reason for the title of this book: our readers are busy. They use books to do a job or to solve a problem. They need books that allow them to jump in and jump out easily and learn just what they want just when they want it. They need books that aid them in action. The books in this series are designed for such readers.



About the cover illustration The illustration on the cover of Hibernate Search in Action is captioned “Scribe” and is taken from the 1805 edition of Sylvain Maréchal’s four-volume compendium of regional dress customs. This book was first published in Paris in 1788, one year before the French Revolution. Each illustration is colored by hand.



The colorful variety of Maréchal’s collection reminds us vividly of how culturally apart the world’s towns and regions were just 200 years ago. Isolated from each other, people spoke different dialects and languages. In the streets or the countryside, they were easy to place—sometimes with an error of no more than a dozen miles—just by their dress. Dress codes have changed everywhere with time and the diversity by region, so rich at the time, has faded away. It is now hard to tell apart the inhabitants of different continents, let alone different towns or regions. Perhaps we have traded cultural diversity for a more varied personal life—certainly a more varied and fasterpaced technological life. At a time when it is hard to tell one computer book from another, Manning celebrates the inventiveness and initiative of the computer business with book covers based on the rich diversity of regional life of two centuries ago, brought back to life by Maréchal’s pictures.



Part 1 Understanding Search Technology



I



n the first two chapters of Hibernate Search in Action, you will discover the place of search in modern applications, the different solutions at your disposal, and their respective strengths. Chapter 1 covers the reasons behind the need for search, introduces the concepts behind full-text search, and describes the types of full-text search solutions available. Going closer to the Java developer's mind, chapter 1 also explains some of the problems that arise with integrating the object-oriented domain model and full-text search. Once you are equipped with this background, chapter 2 will guide you through your first steps with Hibernate Search. After reading this part of the book, you will understand the concepts behind full-text search and benefits of this technology. You will also discover some issues that may arise when integrating full-text search in an object-oriented world and will learn how to set up and start using Hibernate Search in your Java applications.



State of the art



This chapter covers ■



The need for search in modern applications



■



Full-text search concepts



■



Full-text search solutions



Search is a quite vague notion involving machine processes, human processes, human thoughts, and even human feelings. As vague as it is, search is also a mandatory functionality in today’s applications, especially since we’re exposed to and have access to much more information than we used to. Since the exposure rate doesn’t seem to slow down these days, searching efficiently, or should we say finding efficiently, becomes a discriminatory element among applications, systems, and even humans. It’s no wonder your customers or your users are all about searching. Unfortunately, integrating efficient search solutions into our daily applications isn’t an easy task. In Java applications, where the domain model of your business is described by an object model, it can be particularly tricky to provide “natural” search capabilities without spending a lot of time on complex plumber code. Without breaking the suspense of this chapter, we’ll just say that Hibernate Search
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helps you build advanced search functionalities in Java-based applications (functionalities that will not shy against the big contenders in this field like Google or Yahoo!). But even more important, it relieves the application developer from the burdens of infrastructure and glue code and lets him focus on what matters in the end, optimizing the search queries to return the best possible information. Before jumping into the details of Hibernate Search, we want you to understand where it comes from and why this project was needed. This chapter will help you understand what search means today when speaking about interacting with an information system (whether it be a website, a backend application, or even a desktop). We’ll explore how various technologies address the problem. You’ll be able to understand where Hibernate Search comes from and what solutions it provides. Take a comfortable position, relax, and enjoy the show.



1.1



What is search? Search: transitive verb. To look into or over carefully or thoroughly in an effort to find or discover something. Whenever users interact with an information system, they need to access information. Modern information systems tend to give users access to more and more data. Knowing precisely where to find what you’re looking for is the edge case of search, and you have practically no need for a search function in this situation. But most of the time, where and what are blurrier. Of course, before knowing where to look, you need to have a decent understanding of what you’re looking for. Surprisingly, some users barely know what they’re looking for; they have vague (sometimes unorganized) ideas or partial information and seek help and guidance based on this incomplete knowledge. They seek ways to refine their search until they can browse a reasonably small subset of information. Too much information and the gem are lost in the flow of data; too little and the gem might have been filtered out. Depending on typical system usage, the search feature (or let’s call it the reach feature) will have to deal with requests where what is looked for is more or less clear in the user’s mind. The clearer it is, the more important it is for the results to be returned by relevance. NOTE



WHAT IS RELEVANCE? Relevance is a barbarian word that simply means returning the information considered the most useful at the top of a result list. While the definition is simple, getting a program to compute relevance is not a trivial task, mainly because the notion of usefulness is hard for a machine to understand. Even worse, while most humans will understand what usefulness means, most will disagree on the practical details. Take two persons in the street, and the notion of usefulness will differ slightly. Let’s look at an example: I’m a customer of a wonderful online retail store and I’m looking for a “good reflex camera.” As a customer, I’m looking for a “good reflex camera” at the lowest possible price, but the vendor might want to provide me with a “good reflex
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camera” at the highest retail margin. Worst-case scenario, the information system has no notion of relevance, and the end user will have to order the data manually. Even when users know precisely what they’re looking for, they might not precisely know where to look and how to access the information. Based on the what, they expect the information system to provide access to the exact data as efficiently and as fast as possible with as few irrelevant pieces as possible. (This irrelevant information is sometimes called noise.) You can refine what you’re looking for in several ways. You can categorize information and display it as such, you can expose a detailed search screen to your user, or you can expose a single-search text box and hide the complexity from the user.



1.1.1



Categorizing information One strategy is to categorize information up front. You can see a good example of this approach in figure 1.1. The online retail website Amazon provides a list of departments and subdepartments that the visitor can go through to direct her search. The categorization is generally done by business experts during data insertion. The role of the business expert is to anticipate searches and define an efficient category tree that will match the most common requests. There are several drawbacks when using this strategy: ■



■



Predefined categories might not match the search criteria or might not match the mindset of the user base. I can navigate pretty efficiently through the mountain of papers on my desk and floor because I made it, but I bet you’d have a hard time seeing any kind of categorization. Manual categorization takes time and is nearly impossible when there’s too much data.



However, categorization is very beneficial if the user has no predefined idea because it helps her to refine what she’s looking for. Usually categorization is reflected as a navigation system in the application. To make an analogy with this book, categories are the table of contents. You can see a category search in action figure 1.1. Unfortunately, this solution isn’t appropriate for all searches and all users. An alternative typical strategy is to provide a detailed search screen with various criteria representing field restrictions (for example, find by word and find by range).



1.1.2



Using a detailed search screen A detailed search screen is very useful when the user knows what to look for. Expert users especially appreciate this. They can fine-tune their query to the information system. Such a solution is not friendly to beginner or average users, especially users browsing the internet. Users who know what they are looking for and know pretty well how data is organized will make the most out of this search mode (see, for example, the Amazon.com book search screen in figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.1 Searching by category at Amazon.com. Navigating across the departments and subdepartments helps the user to structure her desires and refine her search.



For beginners, a very simple search interface is key. Unfortunately it does add a lot of complexity under the hood because a simple user interface has to “guess” the user’s wishes. A third typical strategy is to provide a unique search box that hides the complexity of the data (and data model) and keeps the user free to express the search query in her own terms.



Figure 1.2 A detailed search screen exposes advanced and fine-grained functionalities to the user interface. This strategy doesn’t fit beginners very well.
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Using a user-friendly search box A search box, when properly implemented, provides a better user experience for both beginning and average users regardless of the qualification of their search (that is, whether the what is vaguely or precisely defined). This solution puts a lot more pressure on the information system: Instead of having the user use the language of the system, the system has to understand the language of the user. Proceeding with our book analogy, such a solution is the 21st-century version of a book index. See the Search box at Amazon.com in figure 1.3.



Figure 1.3 Using one search box gives freedom of expression to users but introduces more complexity and work to the underlying search engine.



While very fashionable these days, this simple approach has its limits and weaknesses. The proper approach is usually to use a mix of the previous strategies, just like Amazon.com does.



1.1.4



Mixing search strategies These strategies are not mutually exclusive; au contraire, most information systems with a significant search feature implement these three strategies or a mix or variation of them. While not always consciously designed as such by its designer, a search feature addresses the where problem. A user trying to access a piece of information through an information system will try to find the fastest or easiest possible way. Application designers may have provided direct access to the data through a given path that doesn’t fit the day-to-day needs of their users. Often data is exposed by the way it’s stored in the system, and the access path provided to the user is the easiest access path from an information system point of view. This might not fit the business efficiently. Users will then work around the limitation by using the search engine to access information quickly. Here’s one example of such hidden usage. In the book industry, the common identifier is the ISBN (International Standard Book Number). Everybody uses this number when they want to share data on a given book. Emmanuel saw a backend application specifically designed for book industry experts, where the common way to interact on a book was to share a proprietary identifier (namely, the database primary key value in the company’s datastore). The whole company interaction process was designed around this primary key. What the designers forgot was that book experts employed by this company very often have to interact outside the company boundaries. It turned out that instead of sharing the internal identifiers, the experts kept using
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the ISBN as the unique identifier. To convert the ISBN into the internal identifier, the search engine was used extensively as a palliative. It would have been better to expose the ISBN in the process and hide the internal identifier for machine consumption, and this is what the employees of this company ended up doing.



1.1.5



Choosing a strategy: the first step on a long road Choosing one or several strategies is only half the work though, and implementing them efficiently can become fairly challenging depending on the underlying technology used. In most Java applications, both simple text-box searches and detailed screen searches are implemented using the request technology provided by the data store. The data store being usually a relational database management system, an SQL query is built from the query elements provided by the user (after a more or less sophisticated filtering and adjustment algorithm). Unfortunately, data source query technologies often do not match user-centric search needs. This is particularly true in the case of relational databases.



1.2



Pitfalls of search engines in relational databases SQL (Structured Query Language) is a fantastic tool for retrieving information. It



especially shines when it comes to restricting columns to particular values or ranges of values and expressing data aggregation. But is it the right tool to use to find information based on user input? To answer this question, let’s look at an example and see the kind of input a user can provide and how an SQL-based search engine would deal with it. A user is looking for a book at her favorite online store. The online store uses a relational database to store the books catalog. The search engine is entirely based on SQL technology. The search box on the upper right is ready to receive the user’s request: "a book about persisting objects with ybernate in Java"



A relational database groups information into tables, each table having one or several columns. A simple version of the website could be represented by the following model: ■ ■ ■



A Book table containing a title and a description An Author table containing a first name and a last name A relation between books and their authors



Thanks to this example, we’ll be able to uncover typical problems arising on the way to building an SQL-based search engine. While this list is by no mean complete, we’ll face the following problems: ■ ■ ■



Writing complex queries because the information is spread across several tables Converting the search query to search words individually Keeping the search engine efficient by eliminating meaningless words (those that are either too common or not relevant)



Pitfalls of search engines in relational databases ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
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Finding efficient ways to search a given word as opposed to a column value Returning results matching words from the same root Returning results matching synonymous words Recovering from user typos and other approximations Returning the most useful information first



Let’s now dive into some details and start with the query complexity problem.



1.2.1



Query information spread across several tables Where should we look for the search information our user has requested? Realistically, title, description, first name, and last name potentially contain the information the user could base her search on. The first problem comes to light: The SQL-based search engine needs to look for several columns and tables, potentially joining them and leading to somewhat complex queries. The more columns the search engine targets, the more complex the SQL query or queries will be. select book.id from Book book left join book.authors author where book.title = ? OR book.description = ? OR author.firstname = ? OR author.lastname = ?



This is often one area where search engines limit the user in order to keep queries relatively simple (to generate) and efficient (to execute). Note that this query doesn’t take into account in how many columns a given word is found, but it seems that this information could be important (more on this later).



1.2.2



Searching words, not columns Our search engine now looks for the user-provided sentence across different columns. It’s very unlikely that any of the columns contains the complete following phrase: “a book about persisting objects with ybernate in Java.” Searching each individual word sounds like a better strategy. This leads to the second problem: A phrase needs to be split into several words. While this could sound like a trivial matter, do you actually know how to split a Chinese sentence into words? After a little Java preprocessing, the SQL-based search engine now has access to a list of words that can be searched for: a, about, book, ybernate, in, Java, persisting, objects, with.



1.2.3



Filtering the noise Not all words seem equal, though; book, ybernate, Java, persisting, and objects seem relevant to the search, whereas a, about, in, and with are more noise and return results completely unrelated to the spirit of the search. The notion of a noisy word is fairly relative. First of all, it depends on the language, but it also depends on the domain on which a search is applied. For an online book store, book might be considered a noisy word. As a rule of thumb, a word can be considered noisy if it’s very common in the data and hence not discriminatory (a, the, or, and the like) or if it’s not meaningful for the search (book in a bookstore). You’ve now discovered yet another bump in the holy
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quest of SQL-based search engines: A word-filtering solution needs to be in place to make the question more selective.



1.2.4



Find by words...fast Restricted to the list of meaningful query words, the SQL search engine can look for each word in each column. Searching for a word inside the value of a column can be a complex and costly operation in SQL. The SQL like operator is used in conjunction with the wild card character % (for example, select ... from ... where title like ‘%persisting%’ ...). And unfortunately for our search engine, this operation can be fairly expensive; you’ll understand why in a minute. To verify if a table row matches title like '%persisting%', a database has two main solutions: ■



■



Walk through each row and do the comparison; this is called a table scan, and it can be a fairly expensive operation, especially when the table is big. Use an index.



An index is a data structure that makes searching by the value of a column much more efficient by ordering the index data by column value (see figure 1.4). To return the results of the query select * from Book book where book.title = 'Alice's adventures in Wonderland', the database can use the index to find out which rows match. This operation is fairly efficient because the title column values are ordered alphabetically. The database will look in the index in a roughly similar way to how you would look in a dictionary to find words starting with A, followed by l, then by i. This operation is called an index seek. The index structure is used to find matching information very quickly. Note that the query select * from Book book where book.title like 'Alice%' can use the same technique because the index structure is very efficient in finding values that start with a given string. Now let’s look at the original search engine’s query,



Figure 1.4 A typical index structure in a database. Row IDs can be quickly found by title column value, thanks to the structure.
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where title like ‘%persisting%’. The database cannot reuse the dictionary trick here because the column value might not start with persisting. Sometimes the database will use the index, reading every single entry in it, and see which entry has the word persisting somewhere in the key; this operation is called an index scan. While faster than a table scan (the index is more compact), this operation is in essence similar to the table scan and thus often slow. Because the search engine needs to find a word inside a column value, our search engine query is reduced to using either the table scan or the index scan technique and suffers from their poor performance.



1.2.5



Searching words with the same root and meaning After identifying all the previous problems, we end up with a slow, complex-to-implement SQL-based search engine. And we need to apply complex analysis to the human query before morphing it into an SQL query. Unfortunately, we’re still far from the end of our journey; the perfect search engine is not there yet. One of the fundamental problems still present is that words provided by the user may not match letter to letter the words in our data. Our search user certainly expects the search engine to return books containing not only persisting but also persist, persistence, persisted, and any word whose root is persist. The process used to identify a root from a word (called a stem) is named the stemming process. Expectations might even go further; why not consider persist and all of its synonyms? Save and store are both valid synonyms of persist. It would be nice if the search engine returned books containing the word save when the query is asking for persist. This is a new category of problems that would force us to modify our data structure to cope with them. A possible implementation could involve an additional data structure to store the stem and synonyms for each word, but this would involve a significant additional amount of work.



1.2.6



Recovering from typos One last case about words: ybernate. You’re probably thinking that the publication process is pretty bad at Manning to let such an obvious typo go through. Don’t blame them; I asked for it. Your user will make typos. He will have overheard conversation at Starbucks about a new technology but have no clue as to how to write it. Or he might simply have made a typo. The search engine needs a way to recover from ibernate, ybernate, or hypernate. Several techniques use approximation to recover from such mistakes. A very interesting one is to use a phonetic approach to match words by their phonetic (approximate) equivalent. Like the last two problems, there’s no simple approach to solving this issue with SQL.



1.2.7



Relevance Let’s describe one last problem, and this is probably the most important one. Assuming the search engine manages to retrieve the appropriate matching data, the amount
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of data might be very large. Users usually won’t scroll through 200 or 2000 results, but if they have to, they’ll probably be very unhappy. How can we ensure data is ordered in a way that returns the most interesting data in the first 20 or 40 results? Ordering by a given property will most likely not have the appropriate effect. The search engine needs a way to sort the results by relevance. While this is a very complex topic, let’s have a look at simple techniques to get a feel for the notion. For a given type of query, some parts of the data, some fields, are more important than others. In our example, finding a matching word in the title column has more value than finding a matching word in the description column, so the search engine can give priority to the former. Another strategy would be to consider that the more matching words found in a given data entry, the more relevant it is. An exact word certainly should be valued higher than an approximated word. When several words from the query are found close to each other (maybe in the same sentence), it certainly seems to be a more valuable result. If you’re interested in the gory details of relevance, this book dedicates a whole chapter on the subject: chapter 12. Defining such a magical ordering equation is not easy. SQL-based search engines don’t even have access to the raw information needed to fill this equation: word proximity, number of matching words per result, and so on.



1.2.8



Many problems. Any solutions? The list of problems could go on for awhile, but hopefully we’ve convinced you that we must use an alternative approach for search engines in order to overcome the shortcomings of SQL queries. Don’t feel depressed by this mountain of problem descriptions. Finding solutions to address each and every one of them is possible, and such technology exists today: full-text search, also called free-text search.



1.3



Full-text search: a promising solution Full-text search is a technology focused on finding documents matching a set of words. Because of its focus, it addresses all the problems we’ve had during our attempt to build a decent search engine using SQL. While sounding like a mouthful, full-text search is more common than you might think. You probably have been using full-text search today. Most of the web search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Altavista use full-text search engines at the heart of their service. The differences between each of them are recipe secrets (and sometimes not so secret), such as the Google PageRank™ algorithm. PageRank™ will modify the importance of a given web page (result) depending on how many web pages are pointing to it and how important each page is. Be careful, though; these so-called web search engines are way more than the core of full-text search: They have a web UI, they crawl the web to find new pages or existing ones, and so on. They provide business-specific wrapping around the core of a fulltext search engine. Given a set of words (the query), the main goal of full-text search is to provide access to all the documents matching those words. Because sequentially scanning all the documents to find the matching words is very inefficient, a full-text search engine
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(its core) is split into two main operations: indexing the information into an efficient format and searching the relevant information from this precomputed index. From the definition, you can clearly see that the notion of word is at the heart of full-text search; this is the atomic piece of information that the engine will manipulate. Let’s dive into those two different operations.



1.3.1



Indexing Indexing is a multiple-step operation whose objective is to build a structure that will make data search more efficient. It solves one of the problems we had with our SQLbased search engine: efficiency. Depending on the fulltext search tools, some of those operations are not considered to be part of the core indexing process and are sometimes not included (see figure 1.5). Let’s have a look at each operation: ■



■



■



The first operation needed is to gather information, for example, by extracting information from a database, crawling the net for new pages, or reacting to an event raised by a system. Once retrieved, each row, each HTML page, or each event will be processed. The second operation converts the original data into a searchable text representation: the document. A document is the container holding the text representation of the data, the searchable representation of the row, the HTML page, the event data, and so on. Not all of the original data will end up in the document; only the pieces useful for search queries will be included. While indexing the title and content of a book make sense, it’s probably Figure 1.5 The indexing process. Gather data, and unnecessary to index the URL pointing to the convert it to text. From the cover image. Optionally, the process might also text-only representation of the want to categorize the data; the title of an HTML data, apply word processing page may have more importance than the core of and store the index structure. the page. These items will probably be stored in different fields. Think of a document as a set of fields. The notion of fields is step 1 of our journey to solve one of our SQL-based search engine problems; some columns are more significant than others. The third operation will process the text of each field and extract the atomic piece of information a full-text search engine understands: words. This operation is critical for the performance of full-text search technologies but also for the richness of the feature set. In addition to chunking a sentence into words,
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this operation prepares the data to handle additional problems we’ve been facing in the SQL-based search engine: search by object root or stem and search by synonyms. Depending on the full-text search tool used, such additional features are available out of the box—or not—and can be customized, but the core sentence chunking is always there. The last operation in the indexing process is to store your document (optionally) and create an optimized structure that will make search queries fast. So what’s behind this magic optimized structure? Nothing much, other than the index in the database we’ve seen in section 1.2, but the key used in this index is the individual word rather than the value of the field (see figure 1.6). The index stores additional information per word. This information will help us later on to fix the order-by-relevance problem we faced in our SQL-based search engine; word frequency, word position, and offset are worth noticing. They allow the search engine to know how “popular” a word is in a given document and its position compared to another word.



While indexing is quite essential for the performance of a search engine, searching is really the visible part of it (and in a sense the only visible feature your user will ever care about). While every engineer knows that the mechanics are really what makes a good car, no user will fall in love with the car unless it has nice curvy lines and is easy



Figure 1.6 Optimizing full-text queries using a specialized index structure. Each word in the title is used as a key in the index structure. For a given word (key), the list of matching ids is stored as well as the word frequency and position.
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to drive. Indexing is the mechanics of our search engine, and searching is the useroriented polish that will hook our customers.



1.3.2



Searching If we were using SQL as our search engine, we would have to write a lot of the searching logic by hand. Not only would it be reinventing the wheel, but very likely our wheel would look more like a square than a circle. Searching takes a query from a user and returns the list of matching results efficiently and ordered by relevance. Like indexing, searching is a multistep process, as shown in figure 1.7. We’ll walk through the steps and see how they solve the problems we’ve seen during the development of our SQL-based search engine. The first operation is about building the query. Depending on the fulltext search tool, the way to express query is either: ■



■



String based—A text-based query language. Depending on the focus, such a language can be as simple as handling words and as Figure 1.7 Searching process. From a user or program request, determine the list of words, find the complex as having Boolean appropriate documents matching those words, operators, approximation oper- eliminate the documents not matching, and order the ators, field restriction, and results by relevance. much more! Programmatic API based—For advanced and tightly controlled queries a programmatic API is very neat. It gives the developer a flexible way to express complex queries and decide how to expose the query flexibility to users (it might be a service exposed through a Representational State Transfer (REST) interface).



Some tools will focus on the string-based query, some on the programmatic API, and some on both. Because the query language or API is focused on full-text search, it ends up being much simpler (in complexity) to write than its SQL equivalent and helps to reduce one of the problems we had with our SQL-based search engine: complexity. The second operation, let’s call it analyzing, is responsible for taking sentences or lists of words and applying the similar operation performed at indexing time (chunk
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into words, stems, or phonetic description). This is critical because the result of this operation is the common language that indexing and searching use to talk to each other and happens to be the one stored in the index. If the same set of operations is not applied, the search won’t find the indexed words—not so useful! This common language is the cornerstone of full-text search performances (another problem we had with our SQL-based search engine). Based on the common language between indexing and searching, the third operation (finding documents) will read the index and retrieve the index information associated with each matching word (see figure 1.8). Remember, for each word, the index could store the list of matching documents, the frequency, the word positions in a document, and so on. The implicit deal here is that the document itself is not loaded, and that’s one of the reasons why full-text search is efficient: The document does not have to be loaded to know whether it matches or not. The next operation (filtering and ordering) will process the information retrieved from the index and build the list of documents (or more precisely, handlers to documents). From the information available (matching documents per word, word frequency, and word position), the search engine is able to exclude documents from the matching list. More important, it is able to compute a score for each document. The higher its score, the higher a document will be in the result list. A lengthy discussion about scoring is available in chapter 12, but in the meantime let’s have a look at some factors influencing its value: ■



■



■



■



In a query involving multiple words, the closer they are in a document, the higher the rank. In a query involving multiple words, the more are found in a single document, the higher the rank. The higher the frequency of a matching word in a document, the higher the rank. The less approximate a word, the higher the rank.



Depending on how the query is expressed and how the product computes score, these rules may or may not apply. This list is here to give you a feeling of what may affect the score, therefore the relevance of a document. This last part has solved the final problem faced by our SQL-based search engine: ordering results by relevance. Once the ordered list of documents is ready, the full-text search engine exposes the results to the user. It can be through a programmatic API or through a web page. Figure 1.8 shows a result page from the Google search engine. Sounds like we’ve found the perfect solution to address our problem. Now let’s have a look at the kind of full-text search solutions on the market.
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Search results returned as a web page: one of the possible ways to expose results



Full-text search solutions A variety of full-text search solutions are available. Depending on their focus, they might better fit different needs. Some go beyond the core part of full-text searching and all the way up to exposing the results in a web page for you. Three main families of solutions exist: ■ ■ ■



An integrated full-text engine in the relational database engine A black box server providing the full-text service A library providing a full-text engine implementation



Let’s explore these three classic approaches. FULL TEXT IN RELATIONAL DATABASES



Integrating full-text search with the relational engine sounds like a very appealing solution when full-text searches aim at targeting data stored in the database. When the objective is to enhance SQL queries of our application with full-text search capabilities, this solution is a serious contender. Let’s go through some of the benefits: ■



■



Less management duplication—Because both your data and your index are handled by the same product, administering the system should be quite simple. (Note that some full-text-search relational integration is not that integrated and requires a different backup-and-restore process.) Data and index are always synchronized—Because a database knows when you update your data, keeping the index up to date is very easy. Note that not all products shine in that regard.
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Mixing SQL queries and full-text queries—The authors think this is the most appealing benefit; SQL provides a lot of flexibility when querying data. Enhancing it with full-text-search keywords makes the querying experience more integrated.



Performance-wise, these products differ greatly depending on the quality of the fulltext search engine and the complexity of the integrated query (SQL and full-text). Recent versions of the main databases tend to include a full-text search module. Oracle DB, Microsoft SQL Server, and MySQL, to name a few, embed such a module. As shown in figure 1.9, your application talks only to the database. This solution unfortunately suffers from some problems: ■



■



■



The first problem is scalability. In today’s application architecture, the database tends to be the most critical path where scalability cannot be as easily achieved as in other tiers. Full-text indexing and searching can be quite intensive in terms of CPU, memory, and input/output. Do we really want to spend database resources on such a feature set as depicted in figure 1.9? Will it be a problem in the future, and how fast will we reach the scalability limit? The second problem is portability. Unfortunately, there is no standard today to express a full-text query. Relational vendors have extended SQL to support the ability to express those kind of queries, every single one in its own way. The end result for the user is the inability to build an application compatible with multiple relational backends. Even if the user is committed to a migration effort, the features themselves are not standard, and their behavior might change from one product to another (if they are even present in both). The third problem is flexibility. Depending on the relational engine, indexing can be more or less flexible. Generally speaking, flexibility is not the strong point of such engines. Flexibility is key to adapting your search engine to your business needs and to fulfilling your user’s requests. Flexibility is needed both at indexing time (how you want your data to be prepared) and at searching time (what kind of full-text operations are available).



Full-text search engines embedded in a relational database are best for people who specifically target searching on the data embedded in their database, who don’t



Figure 1.9



Full-text embedded in a relational database
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expect the requirements to go too far, who aren’t ready to invest a lot in development time, and of course who aren’t concerned about database portability. Scalability is another concern for some implementations. APPLIANCE SOLUTIONS



On the other side of the full-text search spectrum are fully dedicated products whose focus is mainly on searching heterogeneous content on a website, intranet, or the information system in general. As shown in figure 1.10, they serve as the central indexing and searching service. Thanks to their focus, they tend to have very good performances both at indexing time and for processing queries. The best-known example today is the Google Search Appliance, but the giant is not the only one on this market. Such a tool is deployed on a dedicated server (included or not) and crawls your website, your intranet, and the content of your documents (stored in a content management system or elsewhere) in the background, pretty much like Yahoo! and Google.com do for the web. Those tools are very interesting for the out-of-the-box experience they provide. Beyond the core indexing and searching capabilities that belong to full-text search, these products usually provide some or all of those functionalities: ■ ■



■



Crawling for websites, CMS, wikis, and databases Indexing a variety of document formats such as presentations, spreadsheets, and text documents Providing a unified web page to search this content and render the results



Black box solutions really shine when you aim at finding data across the enterprise and when they are stored in a variety of areas. Maintenance of these solutions is usually quite low because of their out–of-the-box focus. Most products come with an administration interface. They’re not primarily focused on providing a business-



Figure 1.10



Server dedicated to full-text search
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oriented search capability of a specific application and might lack the flexibility and refinement to do so. Another differentiator you need to look at is the variety of connectors: You might need to manually code access to your information system through some custom connector API if available connectors are lacking or are too generic. For commercial products, pricing may vary, but a price per document indexed or per index size is quite common. NOTE



Apache Solr™, a product based on Apache Lucene™, is a hybrid product in between the appliance and the library category. It takes care of a lot of the administration but exposes the indexing and searching through an XML-based API.



Let’s now explore the last approach: search libraries. LIBRARIES



A full-text search library is an embeddable full-text engine that you can use in your application. This solution is by far the most flexible of the three when the search feature aims at being integrated into an application. Your application will call the library APIs when indexing a document or when searching a list of matching results. The query expressiveness and flexibility is the strong point of such solutions: The application developer can decide which full-text feature will be exposed and which data specifically will be searchable (and potentially manipulate this data before indexing) and is free to decide how a user will express his query (which user interface, which natural language, and so on). Flexibility when indexing is also quite strong since the application developer decides when and what to index and has control over the structure. The application is at the center of the full-text experience, as figure 1.11 shows. Depending on the richness and the popularity of the library you choose, it may be able to read complex formats such as PDFs or Word documents (either as part of the core product or as third-party plug-ins).



Figure 1.11



Library providing a full-text search engine implementation
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Unfortunately, flexibility comes at a price. You need to be able to integrate the fulltext library into your application, as shown in figure 1.11. While it’s very easy for a new application, it might be more difficult for an application that has reached the end of its life (or close to it) or for an application for which you don’t have the source code. While developers are willing to spend time working on integrating the search phase, they often find it harder to integrate the necessary indexing phase. Said differently, developers would rather avoid the burdens of infrastructure code. But as you’ve seen previously, both operations (indexing and searching) are integral parts of a full-text search engine. Among the libraries available to you, Apache Lucene™ is probably the most popular. Lucene is an open source library from the Apache Software Foundation initially written and still maintained in Java. Because of its popularity, Lucene has subsequently been ported in different languages (C, C++, C#, Objective-C, Perl, PHP, Python, and a few more). Lucene is also noticeable because this library is at the core of Hibernate Search; this is not the last time you’ll read about Lucene in this book. Now that we know the three main full-text solutions, the hard part is in front of us. Which one should we choose? WHICH ONE SHOULD I CHOOSE?



The answer is, “It depends.” For each solution, we’ve tried to give you the most common use case and the strong and weak points. Each product on the market fits more or less in one of those categories, but some will sit in between. Instead of giving you a definitive answer, let’s have a look at some of the questions you should answer before deciding to go for one product: ■ ■



■ ■



■



■ ■ ■



■ ■



Do I need to search data from one database or from multiple sources? Do I want to slightly improve an existing search feature, or do I want to fully benefit from a full-text search engine? How much (in time and money) will this solution cost me? Can I modify or influence the scoring (prioritize) algorithm to fit my needs? Do I care? Can I express a search by phrase, approximation, range, exclusion, weak inclusion, mandatory inclusion, and so on? Can I index nontextual data? What about my own data format? What is the maintenance cost? How fast is indexing? How fast is searching? How about after 1, 10, or 100 million records? How much integration and customization do I need for my business rules? How well integrated does a search need to be with my user interface?



This list of questions is not exhaustive. Both authors have used Lucene extensively in their applications and like the flexibility and performance it provides. They also think that the way to implement the best search engine focused on your business needs is to use the library approach. They also were ready to pay the price of flexibility and dig more into the code. This is the approach described in this book. Hibernate Search
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and this book are focused on reducing as much as possible the overhead paid for the flexibility gained when using Lucene and Hibernate. NOTE



HOW DOES HIBERNATE SEARCH COMPARE TO XYZ? During the book development, people have asked for a comparison between Hibernate Search and other approaches on the market. The authors have decided to resist doing that for a couple of reasons: ■ Nobody is equally knowledgeable on all products; this makes comparisons unfair. ■ Products evolve rapidly, making such comparison obsolete quickly. ■ We believe that this chapter has given you the fundamentals to understand full-text search and a grid to make your own choices—a cleaner approach, we think.



The next section will focus on problems and difficulties of integrating Lucene into domain model–centric applications. This will help you understand the reasons behind Hibernate Search.



1.4



Mismatches between the round object world and the flat text world Full-text search seems to be the magic bullet for our search solution when search is driven by a human input. It solves many of the problems we had with an SQL-based solution: performance, complexity to express the query, search by approximation, phonetic search, and ordering by relevance. And if we focus on the library solution, which is the one that seems to provide the most flexibility for achieving our goals, we’ll be able to extend our application with a custom search engine that will increase user productivity. But how hard will it be to add such a solution into an application? To answer this question, we’ll take a typical Java application and try to integrate Lucene. Our typical Java application is a web application (it could very well be a rich client application) that uses Hibernate to persist a domain model into a relational database. NOTE



A domain model is the object representation of a data model; it represents the business domain of an application. This model, which is fairly close to the relational model, is mapped to the database thanks to an object-relational mapper (ORM) such as Hibernate in our application. This object model is at the heart of your application and is used by different modules to interact with the data.



This journey will show us three fundamental problems: ■ ■ ■



The structural mismatch The synchronization mismatch The retrieval mismatch



Mismatches between the round object world and the flat text world
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People used to ORMs might find the idea of mismatch quite familiar. This is not surprising since we try to exchange information from an object model to an index model, as ORMs do from the object model to the relational model.



1.4.1



The structural mismatch Lucene represents a record (an entry) as a Document. A Document is an API that can receive as many fields as pleases you. Each field has a name and a value. This value is a string. A full-text search engine like Lucene does not know a lot of types. The only type it understands is string. We need to find a way to convert the rich and strongly typed domain model in Java to a string-only representation that can be digested and indexed by the full-text search engine (see figure 1.12). While this is fairly easy for some types, it can be pretty questionable for others. Date is one example. When doing a search query on a date or date range, we don’t always need the date with its full precision up to the millisecond. Perhaps providing a way to store only the date up to the day or the hour could make sense. Date is not the only type with problems; number is another one. When comparing numbers, mathematical common sense tells us that 23 is lower than 123. Not for Lucene! Remember, everything is a string, and in the string world, 23 is indeed higher than 123 because the lexical order of 2 is higher than 1. Beyond built-in Java types, custom classes like Address or MoneyAmount also have to be somewhat translated into a string representation in the index. Let’s explore our domain model a bit more. Some entities have relationships with each other. In a relational model, these relations are represented by foreign keys, while in an object model, they are pointers from one object to another. Unfortunately, Lucene doesn’t support the notion of relation between documents, as shown in figure 1.13. The consequence is quite strong and means that Lucene does not support the notion of JOIN (as in SQL). We need to find a workaround to build queries that rely on constraint to related entities or documents, like returning the list of matching orders where one item has Alice in the title and the customer lives in Atlanta.



Figure 1.12 All rich types from Java have to be converted into a string-only world.
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Figure 1.13 The notion of relationship between entities is not available in a full-text index such as Lucene. How can a query on associated objects be expressed?



To integrate the conversion from the object model to the index model, we need to write some boilerplate code.



1.4.2



The synchronization mismatch Converting the data is one part of the problem; the system also has to keep the data synchronized between the database and the index. Remember, Lucene isn’t part of the relational engine and doesn’t know when the data is updated. Thanks to its highlevel knowledge, the application layer knows when data is changed. The application could be responsible for updating the index when it updates a database row, as shown in figure 1.14. This solution is a bit fragile, especially if data is updated in multiple areas in the system. Missing one or two update routines might have unfortunate consequences



Figure 1.14 Every change made to the database by the application has to be made to the full-text index as well.



Mismatches between the round object world and the flat text world
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and be very hard to track down. Likewise, if you make use of the update-by-cascade feature provided by ORMs, it can be fairly hard to know which object is deleted, updated, or created in a whole object graph.



Why not get rid of the database? A lot of the problems encountered are due to the fact that data has to be maintained in both the full-text index and the database. Why not store all the data in the Lucene index and remove the database from the equation? A database is a very complex system that guarantees some very important properties while you’re playing with your data. Data is accessible and updatable by many concurrent users as if they were the only one playing around. Modern relational databases have become very good at ACID (atomicity, concurrency, isolation, durability) concurrency and offer scalability unattained by other storage systems. Beyond concurrency and referential integrity, relational databases have years of known records of stability in keeping data safe. Every major development platform has access to the main relational databases. Maybe you’re rewriting an old COBOL application in Java. Your data and databases hosting it will most likely outlive your application.Compatibility is key; don’t jeopardize it.



Our integration process now has to take care of the synchronization between the two data structures, one way or another.



1.4.3



The retrieval mismatch Once the data is properly converted to the index and kept synchronized with the database, we need to think about doing what we planned from day one: finding information. The full-text search engine will return a list of matching documents through a Lucene-specific API. A document is essentially a map of field names and field values. The developer has two choices: Accept an untyped version of its domain model (the map) and adjust the code to deal with two different models depending on the search method (full-text versus SQL), or convert the document back to the domain model. In addition to having to write the code to convert the index data back into an object model, some problems will arise: The index needs to store the same amount of data as the database, potentially wasting Lucene performance. You also need to be sure that the text version of the data can be converted back into its original type. This system also needs to implement lazy loading.
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Lazy loading Lazy loading is a technique heavily used in ORMs to avoid loading too much information into memory. Without lazy loading, loading an object means loading the object and all its associated objects recursively. Provided that the entities have rich relationships, this could mean loading the whole database into memory. To avoid that, an ORM will load only the object or object graph up to a certain level. This level is defined statically or dynamically by the developer. If the program reaches one of the nonloaded associations, the ORM will load the needed object graph section transparently. Don't try this at home; you’ll soon discover that lazy loading is a quite complex problem to solve! There’s an additional inconvenience even if you manage to solve the lazy loading problem: Hibernate no longer takes care of the loaded objects. If the application changes one of those objects, how do you make sure the changes will be propagated to both the database and the index? One last problem with this architecture is that you could end up having two instances of an object representing the same database row, one from Hibernate and one from Lucene, leading to synchronization hell. Which one has the correct information?



1.5



Summary We’ve shown in this chapter various strategies to provide search functionalities to an application and to help the user on his quest to access information. While categorization and a detailed search screen address some of the needs, the simple search box feature popularized by websites such as Google or Yahoo! has become increasingly important. Traditional relational database query solutions do not address efficiently (and sometimes not at all) search requirements when it comes to interaction with human demand. Full-text search technologies address those concerns by providing solutions to searching by relevance, searching by approximation, efficiently searching documents matching certain words, and so on. Full-text search opens a lot of doors that were not accessible by other technologies; it pushes the limits of the user experience by providing a seminatural way of expressing queries. Unfortunately, properly integrating a full-text search engine like Lucene into a classic Java architecture, whether it be SE (Standard Edition) or EE (Enterprise Edition), is not an easy task, and most people have to accept some inconsistency within their programmatic model (from the Java Persistence/Hibernate part and from the Lucene part). The authors believe that these problems are the major reasons for the lack of large-scale adoption of full-text search engines like Lucene by Java applications despite constant pressure by the customers. The price to pay is high enough that project leaders think twice before jumping. Fortunately, Hibernate Search addresses the three mismatches and makes using Hibernate and Lucene a pleasant experience in which developers can focus on the business value of a search instead of spending most of their time in boring conversions and infrastructure code. This sounds like the perfect time to be introduced to
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Hibernate Search! The next chapter will get you started with Hibernate Search in a pragmatic way, from the setup and configuration process to the mapping and querywriting process. While walking through this guide, you’ll start to see how Hibernate Search addresses the three mismatches we introduced in this chapter.



Getting started with Hibernate Search



This chapter covers ■



What is Hibernate Search?



■



How to set up and configure Hibernate Search



■



An introduction to mapping your domain model



■



An introduction to indexing your data



■



An introduction to doing full-text queries



■



How to use Luke



In the chapter 1, we discussed difficulties of integrating a full-text search engine such as Apache Lucene into a Java application centered on a domain model and using Hibernate or Java Persistence to persist data. More specifically, we saw three mismatches: ■



Structural mismatch—How to convert the object domain into the text-only index; how to deal with relations between objects in the index.
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29 ■



■



Synchronization mismatch—How to keep the database and the index synchronized all the time. Retrieval mismatch—How to get a seamless integration between the domain model-centric data-retrieval methods and full-text search.



Hibernate Search leverages the Hibernate ORM and Apache Lucene (full-text search engine) technologies to address these mismatches. This chapter will give you an overview of Hibernate Search: how to use it, how to express full-text queries, and how it fits into the Hibernate programmatic model. Hibernate Search is a project that complements Hibernate Core by providing the ability to do full-text search queries on persistent domain models. Hibernate Core is probably the most famous and most used ORM tool in the Java industry. An ORM lets you express your domain model in a pure object-oriented paradigm, and it persists this model to a relational database transparently for you. Hibernate Core lets you express queries in an object-oriented way through the use of its own portable SQL extension (HQL), an object-oriented criteria API, or a plain native SQL query. Typically, ORMs such as Hibernate Core apply optimization techniques that an SQL handcoded solution would not: transactional write behind, batch processing, and first- and second-level caching. Hibernate Core is released under an open source license and can be found at http://hibernate.org. Hibernate Search’s full-text technology entirely depends on Apache Lucene. Lucene is a powerful full-text search engine library hosted at the Apache Software Foundation (http://lucene.apache.org/java). It has rapidly become the de facto standard for implementing full-text search solutions in Java. This success comes from several factors: ■ ■ ■ ■ ■



It is free and open source. It has low-level and very powerful APIs. It is agnostic as to the kind of data indexed and searched. It has a good record of performance and maturity. It has a vibrant community.



All these qualities make Lucene the perfect information-retrieval library for building search solutions. These reasons are why Hibernate Search is built on top of Lucene. Hibernate Search, which is also released under an open source license, is a bridge that brings Lucene features to the Hibernate world. Hibernate Search hides the lowlevel and sometimes complex Lucene API usage, applies the necessary options under the hood, and lets you index and retrieve the Hibernate persistent domain model with minimal work. This chapter should give you a good understanding of how Hibernate Search fits into the Hibernate programmatic model and describe how to quickly start and try Hibernate Search. To demonstrate this integration, we’ll start by writing a DVD store application. We won’t write the whole application but rather focus on the domain model and the core engine, specifically the search engine.
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Our object model will be quite simple and contain an Item entity. The Item entity represents a DVD. We want to let our users search by some of the Item properties. In this chapter, we’ll show how to set up Hibernate Search, describe the metadata to make Item a full-text searchable entity, index the items stored in the database, and query the system to retrieve the matching DVDs.



2.1



Requirements: what Hibernate Search needs Hibernate Search has been developed with Java 5 and needs to run on the Java Development Kit (JDK) or Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 5 or above. Aside from this limitation, Hibernate Search runs everywhere Hibernate Core runs, especially in the architecture and environment of your choice. While it’s next to impossible to list all the possible environments Hibernate and Hibernate Search run on, we can list a few typical ones: ■



■ ■ ■ ■



■ ■



Full-featured applications (web based or not) deployed on a Java EE application server Simpler web-based applications on a servlet container Web-based applications using JBoss Seam Swing applications So-called lightweight dependency injection frameworks such as Spring Framework, Guice, or Web Beans Applications built on Java SE Frameworks or platforms that use Hibernate, such as Grails



Hibernate Search integrates well into the Hibernate platform. More specifically, you can use any of the following mapping strategies and APIs while using Hibernate Search: ■ ■ ■ ■



Hibernate Core APIs and hbm.xml files Hibernate Core APIs and Hibernate Annotations Hibernate EntityManager APIs and hbm.xml files Hibernate EntityManager APIs and Hibernate Annotations



In other words, Hibernate Search is agnostic to your choice of mapping metadata (XML or annotations) and integrates with both Hibernate native APIs and Java Persistence APIs. While Hibernate Search has few restrictions, this chapter has some. The authors expect the reader to understand the basics of Hibernate. The reader must be familiar with the object-manipulation APIs from the Hibernate Session or the Java Persistence EntityManager as well as the query APIs. She also must be familiar with association mappings and the concept of bidirectional relationships. These requirements are nothing unusual for someone having a few months of experience with Hibernate. In this book, most examples will use Hibernate Annotations as the mapping metadata. Annotations have some advantages over an XML deployment descriptor:
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Metadata is much more compact, and mixing the class structure and the metadata greatly enhances behavior readability. Besides, modern platforms, including the Java platform, are moving away from XML as the preferred choice for code-centric metadata descriptors, which is reason enough for the authors to leave XML alone. Remember, while Hibernate Search uses annotations for its metadata, it works perfectly with hbm.xml-based domain models, and it should be simple to port the examples.



2.2



Setting up Hibernate Search Configuring Hibernate Search is fairly easy because it integrates with the Hibernate Core configuration lifecycle. That being said, we’ll go through the steps of adding Hibernate Search in a Hibernate-based application. We’ll add the libraries to the classpath and add the configuration properties. But first you need to download Hibernate Search at http://www.hibernate.org or use the JBoss Maven repository (http://repository.jboss.org/maven2/org/hibernate/hibernate-search). It’s useful to download the Apache Lucene distribution as well, which is available at http://lucene.apache.org/ java/. It contains both documentation and a contribution section containing add-ons that aren’t bundled with Hibernate Search. Make sure you use the same Lucene version that Hibernate Search is based on. You can find the correct version in the Hibernate Search distribution in lib/readme.txt.



2.2.1



Adding libraries to the classpath Add Hibernate Search’s necessary JARs (Java Archives) into your classpath. Hibernate Search requires three JARs: ■ ■ ■



hibernate-search.jar—The core API and engine of Hibernate Search lucene-core.jar—Apache Lucene engine hibernate-commons-annotations.jar—Some common utilities for the Hibernate project



All three JARs are available in the Hibernate Search distribution, and pulling them from there is the safest way to have a compatible trio. Thus far Hibernate Search has been staying as close as possible to the latest Lucene version to benefit from bug fixes, performance improvements, and new features of the Lucene community. You can also add the optional support for modular analyzers by adding the following JARs to your classpath: ■ ■ ■



solr-common.jar solr-core.jar lucene-snowball.jar



These JARs (available in the Hibernate Search distribution) are a subset of the Solr distribution and contain analyzers. While optional, we recommend adding these JARs to your classpath because it greatly simplifies the use of analyzers. This feature is available beginning with Hibernate Search 3.1.
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You can put the full Solr distribution instead of the version provided by Hibernate Search in your classpath if you wish to.



Hibernate Search is not compatible with all versions of Hibernate Core and Hibernate Annotations. It’s best to refer to the compatibility matrix available on the Hibernate.org download page. At the time this book was written, the compatibility matrix tells us that: ■



■



NOTE



Hibernate Search 3.0.x is compatible with Hibernate Core 3.2.x starting from 3.2.2, Hibernate Annotations 3.3.x, and Hibernate EntityManager 3.3.x. Hibernate Search 3.1.x is compatible with Hibernate Core 3.3.x, Hibernate Annotations 3.4.x, and Hibernate EntityManager 3.4.x. You can find dependencies that Hibernate Search has been built on and initially tested on in the Hibernate Search distribution or in the Maven dependency file (POM). Hibernate Search is published to the JBoss Maven repository (http://repository.jboss.org/maven2/org/hibernate/ hibernate-search).



If you use Hibernate Annotations, hibernate-commons-annotations.jar is already present in your classpath. Adding a JAR to your classpath depends on your deployment environment. It’s virtually impossible to describe all likely deployments, but we’ll go through a few of them. In an SE environment, the JAR list is provided to the virtual machine thanks to a command-line argument: # on Windows platforms java -classpath hibernate-search.jar;lucene-core.jar ➥;hibernate-commons-annotations.jar;solr-core.jar ... my.StartupClass



# on Unix, Linux and Mac OS X platforms java -classpath hibernate-search.jar:lucene-core.jar: ➥ hibernate-commons-annotations.jar:solr-core.jar ... my.StartupClass



If you happen to deploy your Hibernate application in a WAR (Web Archive) either deployed in a naked servlet container or a full-fledged Java EE application server, things are a bit simpler; you just need to add the necessary JARs into the lib directory of your WAR. WEB-INF classes [contains your application classes] lib hibernate-search.jar lucene-core.jar hibernate-commons-annotations.jar solr-core.jar
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solr-common.jar lucene-snowball.jar [contains other third party libraries] ...



You could also put Hibernate Search-required JARs as a common library in your servlet container or application server. The authors don’t recommend such a strategy because it forces all deployed applications to use the same Hibernate Search version. Some support or operation teams tend to dislike such a strategy, and they’ll let you know it. If you deploy your application in an EAR (Enterprise Archive) in a Java EE application server, one of the strategies is to put the third-party libraries in the EAR’s lib directory (or in the library-directory value in META-INF/application.xml if you happen to override it). myejbjar1.jar mywar.war META-INF ... lib hibernate-search.jar lucene-core.jar hibernate-commons-annotations.jar solr-core.jar solr-common.jar lucene-snowball.jar [contains other third party libraries] ...



Unfortunately, this solution works only for Java EE 5 application servers and above. If you’re stuck with a J2EE application server, you’ll need to add a Class-Path entry in each META-INF/MANFEST.MF file of any component that depends on Hibernate Search. Listing 2.1 and listing 2.2 describe how to do it. Listing 2.1



MANIFEST.MF declaring a dependency on Hibernate Search



Manifest-Version: 1.0 Class-Path: lib/hibernate-search.jar lib/lucene-core.jar ➥lib/hibernate-commons-annotations.jar lib/solr-core.jar ...



Listing 2.2



Structure of the EAR containing Hibernate Search



myejbjar1.jar META-INF/MANIFEST.MF (declaring the dependency on Hibernate Search) mywar.war META-INF ... lib hibernate-search.jar lucene-core.jar
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hibernate-commons-annotations.jar solr-core.jar solr-common.jar lucene-snowball.jar [contains other third party libraries] ...



The Class-Path entry is a space-separated list of JARs or directory URLs relative to where the referencing archive is (in our example, EAR root). Believe it or not, you just did the hardest part of the configuration! The next step is to tell Hibernate Search where to put the Lucene index structure.



2.2.2



Providing configuration Once Hibernate Search is properly set up in your classpath, the next step is to indicate where the Apache Lucene indexes will be stored. You will place your Hibernate Search configuration in the same location where you placed your Hibernate Core configuration. Fortunately, you do not need another configuration file. When you use Hibernate Core (possibly with Hibernate Annotations), you can provide the configuration parameters in three ways: ■ ■ ■



In a hibernate.cfg.xml file In the /hibernate.properties file Through the configuration API and specifically configuration.setProperty(String, String)



The first solution is the most commonly used. Hibernate Search properties are regular Hibernate properties and fit in these solutions. When you use Hibernate EntityManager, the standard way to provide configuration parameters is to use the METAINF/persistence.xml file. Injecting Hibernate Search properties into this file is also supported. This is good news for us, in that there’s no need to think about yet another configuration file to package! What kind of configuration parameters does Hibernate Search need? Not a lot by default. Hibernate Search has been designed with the idea of configuration by exception in mind. This design concept uses the 80 percent-20 percent rule by letting the 80 percent scenarios be the default configuration. Of course, it’s always possible to override the default in case we fall into the 20 percent scenarios. The configurationby-exception principle will be more visible and more useful when we start talking about mapping. Let’s look at a concrete example. When using Hibernate Search, you need to tell the library where to find Apache Lucene indexes. By default, Hibernate Search assumes you want to store your indexes in a file directory; this is a good assumption because it provides a good trade-off between performance and index size. However, you’ll probably want to define the actual directory where the indexes will be stored. The property name is hibernate.search.default.indexBase, so depending on the configuration strategy used, the configuration will be updated as shown in listing 2.3.
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Listing 2.3



Hibernate Search configuration



#hibernate.properties



hibernate.properties file



Define your Hibernate



Core properties #regular Hibernate Core configuration hibernate.dialect org.hibernate.dialect.PostgreSQLDialect hibernate.connection.datasource jdbc/test



Define Hibernate Search-



specific properties #Hibernate Search configuration hibernate.search.default.indexBase /users/application/indexes hibernate.cfg.xml file org.hibernate.dialect.PostgreSQLDialect jdbc/test Hibernate Search



properties /users/application/indexes List your entities







META-INF/persistence.xml jdbc/test 
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Hibernate Search properties







This is the last time you’ll see the XML headers (doctype and schema) in this book. They should always be there, but for conciseness we’ll drop them in future examples. This is the only configuration property we need to set to get started with Hibernate Search. Even this property is defaulted to ./, which is the JVM current directory, but the authors think it’s more appropriate to explicitly define the target directory. Another property can be quite useful, especially in test environments: the Lucene directory provider. Hibernate Search stores your indexes in a file directory by default. But it can be quite convenient to store indexes only in memory when doing unit tests, especially if, like the authors, you prefer to use in-memory databases like HSQLDB, H2, or Derby to run your test suite. It makes the tests run faster and limits side effects between tests. We’ll discuss this approach in section 5.1.3 and section 9.5.2. NOTE



IN-MEMORY INDEX AND UNIT TESTING



We’d like to warn you of a classic error we’re sure you’ll be bitten by that can cost you a few hours until you figure it out. When you run a test on your index, make sure it is on par with the database you’re testing on. Classically, unit tests clear the database and add a fresh set of data. Every so often you’ll forget to update or clear your file system’s Lucene directory. Your results will look confusing, returning duplicate or stale data. One elegant way to avoid that is to use in-memory directories; they’re created and destroyed for every test, practically isolating them from one another.



As you can see, configuring Hibernate Search is very simple, and the required parameters are minimal. Well, it’s not entirely true—we lied to you. If your system uses Hibernate Annotations 3.3.x and beyond, these are truly the only parameters required. But if your system uses Hibernate Core only, a few additional properties are required. NOTE



HOW DO I KNOW WHETHER TO USE HIBERNATE ANNOTATIONS OR SIMPLY HIBERNATE CORE? There are three very simple rules: ■



■



■



If your domain model uses Hibernate Annotations or Java Persistence annotations, you’re using Hibernate Annotations. If your application uses the Hibernate EntityManager API (the Java Persistence API really), you’re also using Hibernate Annotations under the cover. If you’re still unsure, check whether you create a Configuration object or an AnnotationConfiguration object. In the former case, you’re using Hibernate Core. In the latter case, you’re using Hibernate Annotations.
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Why is that? Hibernate Annotations detects Hibernate Search and is able to autowire Hibernate event listeners for you. Unfortunately this is not (yet) the case for Hibernate Core. If you’re using only Hibernate Core, you need to add the event listener configuration, as shown in listing 2.4. Listing 2.4



Enable event listeners if you don’t use Hibernate Annotations



... 



Now each time Hibernate Core inserts, updates, or deletes an entity, Hibernate Search will know about it. NOTE



If you use Hibernate Search 3.0.x, you need a slightly different configuration. Listing 2.5 describes it.



Listing 2.5



Enable event listeners for Search 3.0 if you don’t use Annotations.



... 
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Collection event listener differs 



This event listener configuration looks pretty scary, but remember: You don’t even need to think about it if you use Hibernate Annotations or Hibernate EntityManager 3.3.x or above, a good reason to move to these projects! We’ll discuss additional Hibernate Search parameters when the need arises, but what you know right now is more than enough to get started and suits a great many production systems.



2.3



Mapping the domain model Now that Hibernate Search is configured properly, we need to decide which entity and which property will be usable in our full-text searches. Indexing every single entity and every single property doesn’t make much sense. Putting aside that such a strategy would waste CPU, index size, and performance, it doesn’t make a lot of business sense to be able to search a DVD by its image URL name. Mapping metadata will help define what to index and how: It will describe the conversion between our objectoriented domain object and the string-only flat world of Lucene indexes. Hibernate Search expresses this mapping metadata through annotations. The choice of annotations was quite natural to the Hibernate Search designers because the metadata is closely related to the Java class structure. Configuration by exception is used extensively to limit the amount of metadata an application developer has to define and maintain.



2.3.1



Indexing an entity Let’s go practical now. What’s needed to make a standard entity (a mapped plain old Java object [POJO] really) full-text searchable? Let’s have a look at listing 2.6.
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Listing 2.6



Mapping a persistent POJO



package com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model; @Entity Mark for indexing @Indexed public class Item { @Id @GeneratedValue @DocumentId private Integer id; @Field private String title;



Mark id property shared by Core and Search Mark for indexing using tokenization



@Field private String description; @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED, store=Store.YES) private String ean; This property is not private String imageURL; //public getters and setters



Mark for indexing without tokenization



indexed (default)



}



The first thing to do is to place an @Indexed annotation on the entity that will be searchable through Hibernate Search. In the previous section, you might have noticed that nowhere did we provide a list of indexed entities. Indeed, Hibernate Search gathers the list of indexed entities from the list of persistence entities marked with the @Indexed annotation, saving you the work of doing it manually. The index for the Item entity will be stored in a directory named com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Item in the indexBase directory we configured previously. By default, the index name for a given entity is the fully qualified class name of the entity. The second (and last) mandatory thing to do is to add a @DocumentId on the entity’s identity property. Hibernate Search uses this property to make the link between a database entry and an index entry. Hibernate Search will then know which entry (document in the Lucene jargon) to update in the index when an item object is changed. Likewise, when reading results from the index, Hibernate Search will know to which object (or database row) it relates. That’s it for the necessary steps: Add @Indexed on the entity, and add @DocumentId on the identifier property. But of course, as it is, it wouldn’t be really useful since none of the interesting properties are indexed.



2.3.2



Indexing properties To index a property, we need to use an @Field annotation. This annotation tells Hibernate Search that the property needs to be indexed in the Lucene document. Each property is indexed in a field that’s named after the property name. In our example, the title, description, and ean properties are indexed by Lucene in, respectively, the title, description, and ean fields. While it’s possible to change the
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default Lucene field name of a property, it’s considered a bad practice and will make querying more unnatural, as you’ll see in the query section of this chapter. imageURL, which is not marked by @Field, won’t be indexed in the Lucene document even if Hibernate stores it in the database. NOTE



An object instance mapped by Hibernate roughly corresponds to a table row in the database. An object property is roughly materialized to a table column. To make the same analogy in the Lucene index, an object instance mapped by Hibernate roughly corresponds to a Lucene document, and an object property is roughly materialized to a Lucene field in the document. Now take this analogy with a grain of salt because this oneto-one correspondence isn’t always verified. We’ll come to these more exotic cases later in this book.



The ean property is indexed slightly differently than the others. While we still use @Field to map it, two new attributes have been defined. The first one, index, specifies how the property value should be indexed. While we have decided to chunk title and description into individual words to be able to search these fields by word (this process is called tokenization), the ean property should be treated differently. EAN, which stands for European Article Number, is the article bar code that you can see on just about any product sold nowadays. EAN is a superset of the UPC (Universal Product Code) used in North America. It would be fairly bad for the indexing process to tokenize a unique identifier because it would be impossible to search by it. That’s why the index attribute is set to Index.UN_TOKENIZED; the EAN value won’t be chunked during the indexing process. The second particularity of the ean property is that its value will be stored in the Lucene index. By default, Hibernate Search doesn’t store values in the index because they’re not needed in most cases. As a result, the Lucene index is smaller and faster. In some situations, though, you want to store some properties in the Lucene index, either because the index is read outside of Hibernate Search or because you want to execute a particular type of query—projection—that we’ll talk about later in the book. By adding the store attribute to Store.YES in the @Field annotation, you ask Hibernate Search to store the property value in the Lucene index. The example shows annotations placed on fields. This isn’t mandatory; you can place annotations on getters as well. If the annotation is on the getter, Hibernate Search will access the property value through the getter method. Indeed, this is the authors’ preferred access strategy. To keep the example as short and readable as possible, this book will show annotations only on fields. NOTE



SHOULD I USE GETTER OR FIELD ACCESS? There’s no performance impact in using one or the other, nor is there any advantage with regard to Hibernate Search. Choosing is more a matter of architectural taste. The authors tend to prefer getter access because it allows an abstraction over the object state. Also, the Java Persistence specification requires accessing data through getters for maximum portability. In any case, consistency is
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the rule you should follow. Try to use the same access strategy for both Hibernate Core and Hibernate Search, because it will save you from some unwanted surprises. We’ll now show how to use Hibernate Search on an existing XML-based mapping structure (hbm.xml files).



2.3.3



What if I don’t use Hibernate Annotations? The previous example shows the use of Hibernate Search in conjunction with Hibernate Annotations, but the same example would work perfectly with hbm.xml files as well. This is particularly useful if you try to use Hibernate Search on an existing Hibernate Core–based application where the mapping is defined in XML. Have a look at listing 2.7. Listing 2.7



Mapping a persistent POJO using an hbm.xml file



package com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model; @Indexed public class Item { @DocumentId private Integer id;



No Java Persistence annotations are present



@Field private String title; @Field private String description; @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED, store=Store.YES) private String ean; private String imageURL; //public getters and setters }



Mapping externalized in hbm.xml files 



It’s currently not possible to express the Hibernate Search metadata using an XML descriptor, but it might be added to a future version of the product, depending on user demand.
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Indexing your data We’ve just shown how the object model will be mapped into the index model, but we haven’t addressed when the object model is indexed. Hibernate Search listens to Hibernate Core operations. Every time an entity marked for indexing is persisted, updated, or deleted, Hibernate Search is notified. In other words, every time you persist your domain model to the database, Hibernate Search knows it and can apply the same changes to the index. The index stays synchronized with the database state automatically and transparently for the application. That’s good news for us because we don’t have anything special to do! What about existing data? Data already in the database may never be updated, and so Hibernate Search will then never be able to receive a notification from Hibernate Core. Because in most scenarios the index needs to be initially populated with existing and legacy data, Hibernate Search proposes a manual indexing API. This is our first look at the Hibernate Search API. Hibernate Search extends the Hibernate Core main API to provide access to some of the full-text capabilities. A FullTextSession is a subinterface of Session. Similarly, a FullTextEntityManager is a subinterface of EntityManager (see figure 2.1). Those two subinterfaces Figure 2.1 FullTextSession and contain the same methods and especially FullTextEntityManager extend Session the one interesting us at the moment: the and EntityManager, respectively. ability to manually index an object. Where can we get an instance of theses interfaces? Internally, the FullTextEntityManager and FullTextSession implementations are wrappers around an EntityManager implementation or a Session implementation. Hibernate Search provides a helper class (org.hibernate.search.jpa.Search) to retrieve a FullTextEntityManager from a Hibernate EntityManager as well as a helper class to retrieve a FullTextSession from a Session (org.hibernate.search.Search). Listing 2.8 shows how to use these helper classes. Listing 2.8



Retrieving a FullTextSession or a FullTextEntityManager



Session session = ...; FullTextSession fts = org.hibernate.search.Search.getFullTextSession(session);



Wrap a Session object



EntityManager em = ...; FullTextEntityManager ftem = org.hibernate.search.jpa.Search.getFullTextEntityManager(em);



Wrap an EntityManager object
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getFullTextSession and getFullTextEntityManager were named createFullTextSession and createFullTextEntityManager in Hibernate



Search 3.0. The two full-text APIs have a method named index whose responsibility is to index or reindex an already persistent object. Let’s see in listing 2.9 how we would index all the existing items. Listing 2.9



Manually indexing object instances



FullTextEntityManager ftem = Search.getFullTextEntityManager(em); ftem.getTransaction().begin(); @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") List items = em.createQuery("select i from Item i").getResultList(); for (Item item : items) { ftem.index(item); } ftem.getTransaction().commit();



Manually index an item instance Index is written at commit time



In this piece of code, items is the list of Item objects to index. You’ll discover in section 5.4.2 a more efficient solution to massively indexing data, but this one will be good enough for now. The index method takes an item instance and indexes it. The Lucene index will thus contain the necessary information to execute full-text queries matching these items. The initial dataset indexed, subsequent changes, and whether it is item creation, item update, or item deletion will be taken care of by the Hibernate event system. The index and the database stay synchronized. We now have an up-to-date index ready to be queried, which leads to the next question: How do I query data using Hibernate Search?



2.5



Querying your data Hibernate Search tries to achieve two somewhat contradictory goals: ■



■



Provide a seamless integration with the Hibernate Core API and programmatic model Give the full power and flexibility of Lucene, the underlying full-text engine



To achieve the first goal, Hibernate Search’s query facility integrates into the Hibernate query API (or the Java Persistence query API if you use the EntityManager). If you know Hibernate Core, the query-manipulation APIs will look very familiar to you; they’re the same! The second key point is that Hibernate Search returns Hibernate managed objects out of the persistence context; in more concrete terms it means that the objects retrieved from a full-text query are the same object instances you would have retrieved from an HQL query (had HQL the same full-text capabilities). In particular, you can update those objects, and Hibernate will synchronize any changes to the
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database. Your objects also benefit from lazy loading association and transparent fetching with no additional work on the application programmer’s side. NOTE



WHAT IS A PERSISTENCE CONTEXT? While the Hibernate Session is the API that lets you manipulate the object’s state and query the database, the persistence context is the list of objects Hibernate is taking care of in the current session lifecycle. Every object loaded, persisted, or reattached by Hibernate will be placed into the persistence context and will be checked for any change at flush time. Why is the persistence context important? Because it’s responsible for object unicity while you interact with the session. Persistence contexts guarantee that a given entry in the database is represented as one object and only one per session (that is, per persistence context). While usually misunderstood, this is a key behavior that saves the application programmer a lot of trouble.



To achieve the second goal, Hibernate Search doesn’t try to encapsulate how Lucene expresses queries. You can write a plain Lucene query and pass it to Hibernate Search as it is. Let’s walk through the steps to create a query and retrieve the list of matching objects. For Lucene beginners, don’t worry; no prerequisite knowledge of Lucene is necessary. We’ll walk with you each and every step.



2.5.1



Building the Lucene query The first thing we need to do is determine what query we’re willing to execute. In our example, we want to retrieve all items matching a given set of words regardless of whether they are in the title properties or the description properties. The next step is to write the Lucene query associated with this request. We have a few Figure 2.2 Query parser syntax ways to write a Lucene query. For starters, we’ll use the simpler-to-understand query parser solution. Lucene comes bundled with an example of a query parser that takes a string as a parameter and builds the underlying Lucene query from it. The full description of the query syntax is available in any Lucene distribution at docs/queryparsersyntax.html, but let’s have a quick look at it. Figure 2.2 describes the components of a query. A query is composed of terms to look for (words) targeted in a given Lucene document field. The field name is followed by a colon (:) and the term to look for. To query more than one term, Boolean operators such as OR, AND, or NOT (they must be capitalized) can be used between terms. When building a query parser, a default field name is provided. If the term is not preceded by a field name, the default field name applies. When you need to apply some approximation searching to a word (maybe because you don’t know the exact spelling), it needs to be followed by a tilde (~). For example:
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Querying your data title:hypernate~ OR description:persistence



To learn more about the Lucene query syntax, have a look at chapter 7, the Lucene documentation, or the excellent book Lucene in Action by Erik Hatcher and Otis Gospodnetic`. How does a field map back to our domain model mapping? Hibernate Search maps each indexed property into a field of the same name (unless you explicitly override the field name). This makes a query quite natural to read from an object-oriented point of view; the property title in our Item class can be queried by targeting the title field in a Lucene query. Now that we can express our queries, let’s see how to build them (listing 2.10). NOTE



You might be afraid that the query syntax is not one your customer is willing or even able to use. The Lucene query parser is provided here to give you a quick start. Most public-faced applications define their own search syntax and build their Lucene queries programmatically. We’ll explore this approach later in this book.



Listing 2.10



Building a Lucene query



String searchQuery = "title:Batman OR description:Batman"; QueryParser parser = new QueryParser( "title", new StandardAnalyzer() Analyzer ); used



Default field



Query string



Build a query parser



org.apache.lucene.search.Query luceneQuery; try { Build Lucene query luceneQuery = parser.parse(searchQuery); } catch (ParseException e) { throw new RuntimeException("Unable to parse query: " + searchQuery, e); }



Once you’ve expressed the query as a string representation, building a Lucene query with the query parser is a two-step process. The first step is to build a query parser, define the default field targeted in the query, and define the analyzer used during the query building. The default field is used when the targeted fields are not explicit in the query string. It turns out that the authors don’t use this feature very often. Next we’ll present a more interesting solution. Analyzers are a primary component of Lucene and a key to its flexibility. An analyzer is responsible for breaking sentences into individual words. We’ll skip this notion for now and come back to it in greater detail in section 5.2, when you will be more familiar with Hibernate Search and Lucene. The query parser is now ready and can generate Lucene queries out of any syntax-compliant query string. Note that the query hasn’t yet been executed. Lucene provides an improved query parser that allows you to target more than one field at a time automatically. Because Hibernate Search, by default, matches one property to one Lucene field, this query parser turns out to be very useful as a way to finely target which property to search by. Let’s see how to use it (see listing 2.11).
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Using the MultiFieldQueryParser



String searchQuery = "Batman"; String[] productFields = {"title", "description"};



Targeted fields



Map boostPerField = new HashMap(2); boostPerField.put( "title", (float) 4); boostPerField.put( "description", (float) 1); QueryParser parser = new MultiFieldQueryParser( productFields, new StandardAnalyzer(), boostPerField );



Boost factors



Build multifield query parser



org.apache.lucene.search.Query luceneQuery; try { luceneQuery = parser.parse(searchQuery); } catch (ParseException e) { throw new RuntimeException("Unable to parse query: " + searchQuery, e); }



The MultiFieldQueryParser allows you to define more than one default field at a time. It becomes very easy to build queries that return all objects matching a given word or set of words in one or more object properties. In our example, the query will try to find Batman in either the title or the description field. The MultiFieldQueryParser also allows you to express the intuitive idea that title is more important than description in the query results. You can assign a different weight (also called boost factor) to each targeted field.



2.5.2



Building the Hibernate Search query Our Lucene query is now ready to be executed. The next step is to wrap this query into a Hibernate Search query so that we can live in the full object-oriented paradigm. We already know how to retrieve a FullTextSession or FullTextEntityManager from a regular Session or EntityManager. A FullTextSession or a FullTextEntityManager is the entry point for creating a Hibernate Search query out of a Lucene query (see listing 2.12). Listing 2.12



Creating a Hibernate Search query



FullTextSession ftSession = Search.getFullTextSession(session); org.hibernate.Query query = ftSession.createFullTextQuery( luceneQuery, Item.class); Return matching Items query = ftSession.createFullTextQuery( luceneQuery); Return all matching indexed entities query = ftSession.createFullTextQuery( luceneQuery, Item.class, Actor.class);



Return matching Items and Actors
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Querying your data FullTextEntityManager ftEm = Search.getFullTextEntityManager(entityManager); javax.persistence.Query query = ftEm.createFullTextQuery( luceneQuery, Item.class); javax.persistence.Query query = ftEm.createFullTextQuery( luceneQuery); javax.persistence.Query query = ftEm.createFullTextQuery( luceneQuery, Return matching Item.class, Items and Actors Actor.class);



Return matching Items Return all matching indexed entities



The query-creation method takes the Lucene query as its first parameter, which isn’t really a surprise, but it also optionally takes the class targeted by the query as an additional parameter (see our first example). This method uses a Java 5 feature named varargs. After the mandatory Lucene query parameter, the method can accept any number of Class parameters (from zero to many). If no class is provided, the query will target all entities indexed. If one or more classes are provided, the query will be limited to these classes and their subclasses (Hibernate Search queries are polymorphic, just like Hibernate Query Language [HQL] queries). While most queries target one class, it can be handy in some situations to target more than one entity type and benefit from the unstructured capabilities of Lucene indexes. Note that by restricting the query to a few entity types (and especially one entity type), Hibernate Search can optimize query performance. This should be your preferred choice. The second interesting point to note is that the query objects are respectively of type org.hibernate.Query or javax.persistence.Query (depending whether you are targeting the Hibernate APIs or the Java Persistence APIs). This is very interesting because it enables a smooth integration with existing Hibernate applications. Anybody familiar with Hibernate or Java Persistence’s queries will have no problem executing the query from this point.



2.5.3



Executing a Hibernate Search query Executing and interacting with a Hibernate Search query is exactly like executing and interacting with an HQL or Java Persistence Query Language (JPA-QL) query simply because they share the same concepts and the same APIs. Listing 2.13 demonstrates this. Listing 2.13



Executing a Hibernate Search query



//Hibernate Core Query APIs query.setFirstResult(20).setMaxResults(20); List results = query.list(); Execute the query



Set pagination



//Java Persistence Query APIs query.setFirstResult(20).setMaxResults(20); Set pagination List results = query.getResultList(); Execute



the query
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for (Item item : (List) results) { display( "title: " + item.getTitle() + "\nDescription: " + item.getDescription() ); }



There’s no difference here between executing an HQL or JPA-QL query and executing a Hibernate Search query. Specifically, you can use pagination as well as execute the query to return a list, an iterator, or a single result. The behavior and semantic are the same as for the classic queries. Specifically, the returned result is composed of objects from your domain model and not Documents from the Lucene API. The objects returned by the query are part of the Hibernate persistence context. Hibernate will propagate every change made to the returned objects into the database and the index transparently. And, more important, navigating through lazy associations (collections or single-ended associations) is possible transparently, thanks to Hibernate. While building a query seems like a lot of steps, it’s a very easy process. In summary: 1 2 3 4



Build the Lucene query (using one of the query parsers or programmatically). Wrap the Lucene query inside a Hibernate Search query. Optionally set some query properties (such as pagination). Execute the query.



Unfortunately (or fortunately. if you like challenges), queries don’t always return what you expect them to return. This could be because indexing didn’t happen, or the query you’ve written doesn’t do what you think it should. A tremendously useful tool is available that allows you to have an inside look at the Lucene index and see what queries return. Its name is Luke.



2.6



Luke: inside look into Lucene indexes The most indispensable utility you can have in your arsenal of index troubleshooting tools—in fact it may be the only one you need—is Luke. With it you can examine every facet of an index you can imagine. Some of its capabilities are these: ■ ■ ■ ■



View individual documents. Execute a search and browse the results. Selectively delete documents from the index. Examine term frequency.



Luke’s author is Andrzej Bialecki, and he actively maintains Luke to keep up with the latest Lucene version. Luke is available for download at http://www.getopt.org/ luke/, shown in figure 2.3. You can download Luke in several different formats. A Java WebStart JNLP direct download of the most current version is the easiest to retrieve; it’s basically automatic. You can also download several .jar file compilations and place them in your classpath any way you want them. ■



lukeall.jar—Contains Luke, Lucene, Rhino JavaScript, plug-ins, and additional analyzers. This JAR has no external dependencies. Run it with java -jar lukeall.jar.



Luke: inside look into Lucene indexes
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■



lukemin.jar—A standalone minimal JAR, containing Luke and Lucene. This JAR has no external dependencies either. Run it with java -jar lukemin.jar.



■



Individual jars: ■ luke.jar ■ lucene-core.jar ■ lucene-analyzers.jar ■ lucene-snowball.jar ■ js.jar



Minimum requirements are that at least the core JARs be in your classpath, for example, java -classpath luke.jar;lucene-core.jar org.getopt.luke.Luke. Be careful to use the right Luke version for your Lucene version, or Luke might not be able to read the Lucene index schema. Luke’s source code is also available for download from the website shown in figure 2.3 for those of you who want to dig into the real workings of the application.



Figure 2.3



Luke’s website with download links in various formats along with source code downloads
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Let’s go on the fifty-cent tour of Luke. We’ll start with figure 2.4. The Overview tab is the initial screen when Luke is first started.



Figure 2.4



B



Luke’s opening screen containing the index path and modes to open it



The Path field contains the operating system path to the index’s location and modes you can choose to open the index. A convenient filesystem browser makes navigation easier. Utilizing open modes, you can force unlock on an index that may be locked. This could be useful from an administration point of view. Also, you can open the index in read-only mode to prevent making accidental changes. An advanced option allows you to open the index using an MMapDirectory instance, which uses nonblocking I/O (NIO) to memory map input files. This mode uses less memory per query term because a new buffer is not allocated per term, which may help applications that use, for example, wildcard queries. Behind this subwindow you can see the other tabs: Overview, Documents, Search, Files, and Plugins, which are all coming up shortly. Let’s move on to the Overview tab. Looking at figure 2.5, you can see a wealth of information in this tab alone.



Luke: inside look into Lucene indexes
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Figure 2.5 The Overview tab showing the index’s statistics, fields, and an order ranking of the top terms in the index



B The top section is a comprehensive listing of the index’s statistics, including last modification date, total number of documents in the index, number of fields, and so on. C is the Re-open button. NOTE



Documents deleted or updated (a delete followed by an insert in Lucene) are not seen until the index is reopened. When you open an index, you have a snapshot of what was indexed at the time it was opened.



A list of all available fields in the documents is shown at D. The field name is the string enclosed in brackets. E is an ordered listing, from the most frequently occurring to the least, of the top terms in the index. From this quadrant of the tab you can do several things. Doubleclicking a term transfers you to the Documents tab (we’ll talk about that tab next) and automatically inserts the term you double-clicked into the Browse by Term text box. Right-clicking a term in this quadrant gives you several options. Browse Term Docs does the same thing as double-clicking the term: It transfers you to the Documents tab and automatically inserts the term you double-clicked into the Browse by Term text
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box. Show All Term Docs transfers you to the Search tab (we’ll talk about that shortly) and automatically inserts a search based on the Field and Text data in D. Let’s move on to the next tab in Luke, the Documents tab. This is shown in figure 2.6.



Figure 2.6



The Documents tab, where documents can be stepped through, deleted, and examined



C allows you to browse the index’s documents by stepping through them one at a time. They are ordered by Lucene’s internal document number. You can even add, edit, and delete individual documents by using this quadrant of the tab. The Edit Document screen is shown in figure 2.7. Here you can edit any field in the document. The Stored Original tab will show you the data stored in the index for this document’s selected field. NOTE



If the data is not stored in the index via the Store.YES or Store.COMPRESS setting, you won’t be able to access that data because it’s simply not there! You’ll see instead.
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The Luke Edit Document screen showing the Stored Original tab



One of the really neat features here is the Tokenized tab. For fields that do store their data in the index, this tab shows the tokenized text based on the analyzer used to index the field. This is all well and good, but suppose we wanted to browse the index by its terms in term order and not in the order of frequency, as listed in the Documents tab. This is done in the upper-right quadrant D (in figure 2.6) of the tab, Browse by Term, but is not as straightforward as it sounds. Clicking First Term takes you to the first term for that field in the index (alphabetical, numbers first). Of course, Next Term continues forward. Below this button is the document browser. Clicking First Doc takes you to the first document B containing the term in the Browse by Term text box we just talked about. The Show All Docs button takes you to the Search Tab and automatically inserts a search for that field and term in the search window. NOTE



Be careful with the Delete All Docs button. Be positive about which index you have open before clicking this button. It would be a sad day if you forgot you were looking at the production index!



You may have noticed several terms scattered about this tab like Doc freq of this term and Term freq in this doc. We’ll explain these terms and use them a lot in chapter 12, but for now, don’t worry about them. Their meaning will become clear, and they’ll mean a lot more then.
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We’re finally going to discuss the Search tab. This is important because the authors find themselves on this tab the vast majority of time when they’re testing the effect of different analyzers, what the stop word effect will be, and the general behavior of a query. Figure 2.8 shows this tab.



Figure 2.8



B



The Search tab showing the search window, details, and the results window



is the search window. Here you enter search expressions based on the current index. Searches are expressed utilizing the Lucene query parser syntax. In this example the search is for two terms, both of which must occur in the Description field, and both terms are required (that’s what the + signs indicate). A complete discussion of the syntax is given on the Lucene website at http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/ queryparsersyntax.html or in the Lucene documentation available in each distribution. We’ll also cover the essential part of this syntax in chapter 7. You must specify the field name of a term (using the field_name: syntax) if you wish to query a different field than the one specified in the Default field just under E. The uses of the +, -, ~ and other symbols are explained on the website.
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After you enter your query in B, select the analyzer E to use to parse your query. The default analyzers supported by Luke are: ■ ■ ■ ■



StandardAnalyzer StopAnalyzer WhitespaceAnalyzer SimpleAnalyzer



When Luke initializes, it looks in the classpath for any additional analyzers and adds them to the drop-down list. That’s how you can test any analyzer that you may have written. All you have to do then is select it from the drop-down list. Then click the Update button between B and C, and the parsed query will be shown in the Parsed window C. We strongly recommend you get into the habit of doing this because, many times, the analyzer does things a little differently than you think it would. This will save you from heartaches. The Search button F executes the search displayed in C against the current index and displays the search results in D. In this example, a search on the Description field for salesman and reeves resulted in one matching document, with Lucene ID 108. Double-clicking any matching document will take you back to the Documents tab, with the appropriate information concerning that document being displayed, such as the document number and a vertical listing of the document’s fields. Also at F is the Explain button. Clicking this button brings up the Explain window, shown in figure 2.9. This window shows how the score of a document was calculated against a particular query and what factors were considered. This may not mean much to you now, but when you get into the middle of chapter 12 and we show you exactly what this provides, you’ll appreciate it much more. This is especially true if you’re one of those who want to modify the way documents are scored. The next-to-last tab of Luke is the Files tab, shown in figure 2.10. From an administration point of view, this presents a lot of information. First, the Total Index Size value could be important for disk space considerations. Below that is a listing of all the



Figure 2.9 The Explain window showing how the document’s score was calculated
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files associated with the index. There are no right-clicks or double-clicks here. What you see is what you get. This file listing helps with determining whether or not the index needs to be optimized.



Figure 2.10



This is a listing of all files associated with the currently open index



Remember, the greater the number of segment files (.cfs), the slower searches become, so be sure to optimize. How often you optimize depends on several factors, but this tab will help you determine how often you will need to do it. For more information about optimization, check out section 9.3.



Luke: inside look into Lucene indexes
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Our last Luke tab is the Plugins tab. This is the developer’s tab. Five items on this tab will help you accomplish several things. We’re going to show only two of these tabs because they apply more to the discussions we’re going to have later in the book. Figure 2.11 shows the Custom Similarity plug-in; this allows you to design and test your own Similarity object which enables you to implement your own document scoring mechanism. You will learn all about this in detail in chapter 12.



Figure 2.11



The Custom Similarity Designer selection on the Plugins tab
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Figure 2.12 shows the Analyzer Tool. This lets you examine exactly how a particular analyzer affects the text that’s put into an index.



Figure 2.12



The Analyzer Tool tab for examining how analyzers change text put into indexes



B is a drop-down list of all analyzers found in the classpath. Picking a particular analyzer and clicking the Analyze button will display a list of tokens D generated by that analyzer from the text you enter in the text window C. This makes it quite easy to test an analyzer to see if it generates the tokens you thought it would. Clicking one of the tokens, then clicking the Hilite button will cause that token to be highlighted in the Original Text window E. WARNING



Luke has several known issues when the Java Network Launching Protocol (JNLP) version is used. These are enumerated on the Luke download page. One of these issues is recognizing analyzers on the classpath. When you work with analyzers, the authors recommend that you download one of the standalone Luke versions and work with it.



Summary
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The best recommendation we can give you for learning how these plug-ins work (and in case you want to write one yourself) is to study Luke’s documentation and especially the various plug-ins’ source code. Remember, Luke’s source code is also available for download from the website. That’s all for Luke right now. Luke is your best friend in the full-text query jungle, so use it!



2.7



Summary In chapter 1 you saw some of the issues that arise when you try to integrate domain model-centric applications and full-text search technologies (and in particular Lucene). These problems were threefold: a structural mismatch, a synchronization mismatch, and a retrieval mismatch. From what you’ve seen so far, does Hibernate Search address all these problems? The first problem we faced was the structural mismatch. The structural mismatch comes in two flavors: ■ ■



Convert the rich object-type structure of a domain model into a set of strings. Express the relationship between objects at the index level.



Hibernate Search addresses the first problem by allowing you to annotate which property and which entity need to be indexed. From them, and thanks to sensitive defaults, Hibernate Search builds the appropriate Lucene indexes and converts the object model into an indexed model. The fine granularity is a plus because it helps the application developer to precisely define what Lucene needs to process and in which condition. This getting-started guide did not show how Hibernate Search solves the relationship issue, because we have to keep a few subjects for the rest of the book. Don’t worry; this problem will be addressed. The second mismatch involved synchronization: how to keep the database and the index synchronized with each other. Hibernate Search listens to changes executed by Hibernate Core on indexed entities and applies the same operation to the index. That way, the database and index are kept synchronized transparently for the application developer. Hibernate Search also provides explicit indexing APIs, which are very useful for filling the index initially from an existing data set. The third mismatch was the retrieval mismatch. Hibernate Search provides a match between the Lucene index field names and the property names (out of the box), which helps you to write Lucene queries. The same namespace is used in the object world and the index world. The rest of the Lucene query is entirely up to the application developer. Hibernate Search doesn’t hide the underlying Lucene API in order to keep intact all the flexibility of Lucene queries. However, Hibernate Search wraps the Lucene query into a Hibernate query, reusing the Hibernate or Java Persistence APIs to provide a smooth integration into the Hibernate query model. Hibernate Search queries return domain model objects rather than Lucene Document instances. Beyond the API alignment, the semantics of the retrieved objects are similar
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between an HQL query and a full-text query. This makes the migration from one strategy to the other very simple and targeted. Other than the fundamental mismatches, Hibernate Search doesn’t require any specific configuration infrastructure as it integrates into the Hibernate Core configuration scheme and lifecycle. It doesn’t require you to list all the indexed entities. We’ve only started our exploration of Hibernate Search, but you can already feel that this tool focuses on ease of use, has a deep integration with the persistence services, and addresses the mismatch problems of integrating a full-text solution like Lucene into a domain model-centric application. Hopefully, you want to know more about Hibernate Search and explore more of its functionalities, and there’s a lot more to explore. The next chapters of the book are all about making you an expert in Hibernate Search and helping you discover what it can solve for you!



Part 2 Ending structural and synchronization mismatches



I



n these next three chapters, you will discover how Hibernate Search indexes your objects. Chapter 3 covers the concept of mapping and how to mark an entity and its properties as indexed. Chapter 4, going deeper into the mapping concept, describes how to map relationships between entities and unexpected property types. Chapter 5 tells you where the index information is stored, when and how index operations are performed, and what control you have over them. This chapter also covers the notion of a text analyzer and its relationship to advanced search techniques such as recovering from typos, phonetic approximation, and searching by synonym. While reading these chapters, you will index your domain model and set up Hibernate Search to answer your searches.



Mapping simple data structures



This chapter covers ■



Index mapping of an entity class and its identity property



■



Index mapping of properties (built-in bridge, indexing strategy)



■



Using an analyzer



Chapter 2 gave us a very brief introduction to data mapping. This chapter will explain in greater detail each basic mapping structure, the reasoning behind it, and more important, in which situation it is useful. You will learn how to declare an entity as indexable, which properties are indexed in this entity, and what kind of indexing strategy is used. But before that, let’s see why mapping is required.
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Why do we need mapping, again? The world in which our primary data structure lives (the object-oriented domain model) has a completely different model than the index structure. Let’s talk about a few of the differences highlighted by figure 3.1 and see how those contradictions can be solved. An object-oriented domain model in Java has a few notable characteristics: ■ ■



■



It is polymorphic. A class can inherit the structure from a superclass. It has a strong type system. Each attribute of a class has a type that precisely represents the data. In particular, different data types aren’t interchangeable. It has a rich and extensible type system. Types can be any of the many built-in types provided by the JRE or a custom one. Specifically, any program can define its own classes.



The Lucene index structure is much more monotonous. An entry is roughly structured as a map (a Document in Lucene terminology) containing key value string pairs. Each entry in the Lucene Document is called a Field, and the key is the Field name. Readers familiar with Lucene probably have noticed that this description oversimplifies the actual Lucene model, but it’s nevertheless a good first-level approximation. We encourage the curious reader to grab Lucene in Action for more information. Let’s highlight some differences with the object model: ■ It is not typed. Everything is essentially a string. ■ The type model is not extensible. It is not possible to define a custom Field type. ■ It is not hierarchical. There is no relation between Lucene documents, in particular, no hierarchical relation. ■ It is unstructured. Two different documents in the same index can contain different fields. NOTE



The authors do not imply that the object model is superior to the index model. Both have their respective strengths. In particular, the unstructured nature of the index model provides a great deal of flexibility that’s absolutely essential for a multipurpose search engine. As a matter of fact, Hibernate Search heavily depends on the unstructured flexibility provided by Lucene.



Because the two models have conceptual differences in the way they represent data (see figure 3.1), some conversion is necessary when representing the same data in the two models. Let’s explore these differences and see how Hibernate Search reconciles them. We’ll deal with three main issues: converting the overall structure, converting types, and defining the fine-grained indexing strategy.



Why do we need mapping, again?



Figure 3.1



3.1.1
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Converting the object model (rich type) into the index model (map of strings) leads to



Converting the structure The coarse-grained element we want to index is the entity. In the object world, it is represented as a class instance. Hibernate Search represents each class instance as a Lucene Document instance, a Document being the atomic piece of information retrievable by a Lucene search. Queries will then retrieve entities corresponding to the Document instances. Java classes can be subclassed and, thanks to that, inherit the data structure from their superclass. Unfortunately, Lucene Documents have no notion of subclassing. Even worse, it’s impossible to execute queries on correlated Documents because such a notion doesn’t exist in Lucene. This isn’t a problem in practice, and Hibernate Search maps each subclass instance in its own Document. The Document for a given subclass will contain the data from the subclass attributes as well as the data from all the mapped superclass’s attributes. Think of this mapping strategy as a denormalized model. For people familiar with Hibernate’s inheritance-mapping strategies, you can see this as equivalent to the table-per-concrete-class mapping strategy.
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You now know how Hibernate Search maps the coarse-grained structure of domain models. Let’s discuss how each entity attribute is mapped into the Lucene world. Each attribute or property considered to be indexed is mapped as a Lucene field whose default name will be the property name. While the Lucene field name can be overridden, as we will show later, the authors recommend you not do it because the one-toone mapping between a property name and a field name will make it easier both to write and, more importantly, read Lucene queries. One-to-one mappings can be made between a property and a field, but how does Hibernate Search convert the Java type into a string—the only type searchable by Lucene?



3.1.2



Converting types As previously described, the only type Lucene can “speak” is string. Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on how you see things), in Java, attributes can be of many different types. A URL is treated differently from a date or a number. Numbers are represented by different types depending on what they represent and their range of expectation, from short for small integer numbers up to BigDecimal for arbitraryprecision decimal numbers. Hibernate Search needs to convert each possible type into a string representation. For that, Hibernate Search has the notion of field bridge: A field bridge is a bridge between the Java type and its representation in the Lucene Field, or, to make it simpler, a bridge between a Java object and its string representation. Hibernate Search comes with a set of built-in field bridges for most of the Java standard types. But it isn’t limited to them. In the next chapter we’ll explore how you can further extend Hibernate Search support by writing a custom field bridge. Once a type is converted into a string, the value needs to be indexed.



What about null? Hibernate Search, by default, doesn’t represent null attributes in the index. Lucene doesn’t have the notion of null fields; the field is simply not there. Hibernate Search could offer the ability to use a special string as a null marker to still be able to search by “null” values. But before you jump at the Hibernate Search team’s throats, you need to understand why they have not offered this feature so far. Null is not a value per se. Null means that the data is not known (or doesn’t make sense). Therefore, searching by null as if it were a value is somewhat odd. The authors are well aware that this is a raging debate, especially among the relational model experts (see http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Null_%28SQL%29). Whenever you feel the need to searching by “null,” ask yourself if storing a special marker value in the database would make more sense. If you store a special marker value in the database, a lot of the “null” inconsistencies vanish. It also has the side effect of being queriable in Lucene and Hibernate Search.



Mapping entities



3.1.3
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Defining the indexing strategy We’ve pretty much described how Hibernate Search stores the object structure in the index, but we haven’t considered how Lucene should index the data. Lucene offers various strategies on how to index data. Each influences the kind of query that will be available to you. It’s important to have a global understanding of these strategies and, of course, to be able to choose among them. We’ll discuss those strategies while walking through the Hibernate Search mapping metadata. Even before thinking about the fine-grained indexing strategies, the first question you should ask is, “Should I index this data?” Or more accurately, “Should I be able to search by this data?” At a coarse-grained level, systematically indexing all your entities makes little sense; only those useful for retrieving information searched by your users should be marked for indexing. This is true as well at the fine-grained level. Not all properties deserve to be indexed. While they could be indexed, and while a query could easily filter them out, you should be aware that excluding them will speed up the following: ■ Indexing time—Index time is directly correlated to the amount of data to index. ■ Search time—While the index size doesn’t linearly affect the search query time, it has an influence. ■ Some clustering strategies—The smaller the index is, the faster replication will be. Fortunately, Hibernate Search makes it intuitive during the mapping to select the relevant part to index. Enough theory and concepts for now. Since we know why a mapping is needed, let’s discover how to map the data structure. The next section will describe how to map the coarse-grained level: an entity.



3.2



Mapping entities Let’s describe the steps required to transform a boring Hibernate entity into a colorful indexed entity. To help us stay concrete, we’ll come back to the online store example we started in chapter 2. We want to sell DVDs online; the DVD data structure is represented by a Dvd class. We’ll first explore what makes an entity indexed and what is happening behind the scenes.



3.2.1



Marking an entity as indexed All Hibernate Search mapping metadata are described through annotations. NOTE



WHY USE ANNOTATIONS? Hibernate Search metadata is very code-centric and shares a lot of information with the class structure: Annotations are a natural fit and avoid much redundancy compared to other metadata models such as XML. It would be quite simple to add XML deployment descriptor support for Hibernate Search. Nobody has found the time and interest to write this layer (so far), which seems to indicate that the Hibernate Search community doesn’t strongly desire this feature.
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All Hibernate Search annotations are contained in the org.hibernate.search.annotations package.



To mark an entity as indexed by Hibernate Search, place the @Indexed annotation on the class, as shown in listing 3.1. Listing 3.1



An entity is indexed by Hibernate Search when marked @Indexed



@Entity @Indexed public class Dvd { ... }



Mark the entity as @Indexed



Much information is inferred, and a lot of work is triggered from this single annotation. When the Hibernate SessionFactory bootstraps, Hibernate Search looks for all mapped entities marked as @Indexed and processes them. We don’t have to explicitly list the indexed entities in a configuration file. This reduces work and limits the risk of mistakes. The Lucene directory name is also inferred from this annotation. Because we haven’t explicitly defined an index name, the default naming convention applies. The index name is the fully qualified class name of the entity, in our example com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Dvd. You can override this name by using the name attribute of @Indexed (see Listing 3.2). Listing 3.2



Overriding an indexed name to refine the targeted Lucene Directory.



@Entity @Indexed(name="Item") public class Dvd { ... }



Index names can be customized



The underlying mapping between a Hibernate Search index name and a physical Lucene Directory depends entirely on the directory provider (see section 5.1). Let’s explore the two most common scenarios: the in-memory directory provider (RAMDirectoryProvider) and the filesystem directory provider (FSDirectoryProvider). Indexes using the RAMDirectoryProvider are uniquely identified by their index name for a given SessionFactory (EntityManagerFactory if you use Java Persistence). Hibernate Search keeps one instance of RAMDirectoryProvider per index name and per SessionFactory (or EntityManagerFactory). When using FSDirectoryProvider, the index name represents the path to the physical filesystem directory. Relative paths are prefixed with the indexBase property. It’s perfectly safe to share the same physical Lucene directory among several entities; Hibernate Search partitions the information. If you want to share the same physical Lucene directory across several entities, they need to share the same @Indexed.name value (as well as the same DirectoryProvider type), like Dvd and Drink in listing 3.3.



Mapping entities



Listing 3.3
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Indexed entity sharing the same underlying Lucene Directory



@Entity @Indexed(name="Item") public class Dvd { ... }



The same index name is shared by both entities



@Entity @Indexed(name="Item") public class Drink { ... }



The same logical name points to the same physical configuration in Hibernate Search, effectively sharing the index structure.



Should I share the same Lucene directory for all my entities? Usually this is not necessary. Sharing the same index will help to optimize queries because Hibernate Search will have to handle fewer file resources at the same time. This is particularly true when the amount of indexed data is low. On the other hand, the query is slightly more complex when an index is shared, because Hibernate Search needs to filter by class type. In addition, when the amount of data starts to grow significantly, splitting the index into several smaller ones will help Lucene to scale; each write lock is applied to a smaller portion of the data, which helps to maintain a good level of scalability. By default, Hibernate Search indexes each entity type in its own index and offers the possibility of using more indexes for the same entity through what is called index sharding (see chapter 9). The gain provided by sharing the directory is usually not significant enough to make a difference. Maintenance might be a stronger criterion, but you can see the glass half full or half empty: ■



■



Having one index per entity helps maintainability and allows incremental rebuild if something goes wrong on an index file. Having one single index (arguably) reduces complexity for operation people.



Hibernate Search lets you do what you prefer. The defaults provide good performance most of the time. Make sure you consider ease of development when you make your choice. Everything normalized in a simple and standard way will save you time. The authors generally use the Hibernate Search defaults.



Entity structures can be more complex than the previous example, especially when subclasses are involved.



3.2.2



Subclasses Hibernate Search, just like Hibernate, is fully polymorphic and lets you map hierarchies of classes as well as express polymorphic queries. In practice, this means that you
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can write classes and subclasses in your domain model without worrying about Hibernate Search. Back to our store example, our client forgot to tell us that on top of DVDs, the website also has to sell food such as popcorn and drinks such as wine. (I don’t know about popcorn, but chilling out with a glass of decent wine in front of a good movie is definitely something I’d be willing to pay for.) We’ll refactor our domain model to cope with this new requirement. The website will see Items that will be declined in Dvds, Food, and Drinks (see listing 3.4). Listing 3.4



Mapping a class and its subclass



@Entity public abstract class Item {



Superclasses don’t have to be marked @Indexed



@Id @GeneratedValue @DocumentId private Integer id @Field private String title; ...



Superclasses can contain indexed properties



}



Concrete subclasses @Entity are marked @Indexed @Indexed public class Drink extends Item { @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) private boolean alcoholicBeverage; ... } @Entity @Indexed public class Dvd extends Item { @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) private String ean; ... }



Hibernate Search will index not only marked properties of a given class but also all marked properties of its superclass. In listing 3.4, the Drink entity will be searchable by the following properties: ■ ■ ■



alcoholicBeverage from Drink id from Item title from Item



Mapping entities
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Can I map a view? In Hibernate Core, the typical way to map a table view is to map a special entity onto that view. For Hibernate Core, a view is no different from any other regular table. If you cannot materialize the view in your database, you typically use the @Loader annotation to describe the SQL query used to load the entity. In both cases, the entity is read-only (and typically marked as @Immutable). Any change to the underlying data requires you to reload the entity. You can index such view entities by marking them as @Indexed. Unfortunately, Hibernate Search doesn’t know when such an entity changes, because everything happens in the database, and it cannot keep the index updated for you. Use the manual indexing API described in section 5.4 to manually reindex your data efficiently. This is particularly efficient when the data constituting the view doesn’t change frequently; in this case, the frequency at which you need to reindex will be reduced. Note that when using modern JDBC drivers and databases, the difference between a physical database view and a prepared statement is quite minimal, because both are prepared in advance. You can simply map your entity on SQL statements for CRUD (create read update delete) operations without having to use a view.



You might have noticed that the Item entity is not marked as @Indexed. While marking Item with @Indexed will do no harm, it’s not necessary. You should mark entities with @Indexed only when: ■ You want to be able to search by this entity. ■ The entity is of a concrete type (not abstract). In our system, Item is an abstract class and will have no instances of it. If you look back at figure 3.1, you’ll see that subclasses are denormalized in the Lucene index: All instances of Drink will be indexed in the org.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Drink index, including the information about its superclass’s properties id and title. NOTE



Denormalization doesn’t prevent you from executing polymorphic queries. As you’ll see later in this book, you can search for all Items whose title contains valley. Both the DVD In the Valley of Elah and Napa valley wines will show up even if Item hasn’t been marked with @Indexed.



Hibernate Search doesn’t read metadata annotations from interfaces, but you can, of course, map the implementation class and its properties.



3.2.3



Mapping the primary key The data linking an object instance, a database row, and a Lucene Document, besides the entity type, is the identity property (named primary key in the database). Hibernate Search requires you to mark the identity property in a given class hierarchy. This property will be stored in the index structure and is one of the properties you’ll be able to query by in a full-text query. Have a look at listing 3.5.
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Mark the identifier property as the Lucene Document id



@Entity @Indexed public class Dvd {



Mark the id property with @DocumentId



@Id @GeneratedValue @DocumentId private Integer id; ... }



Marking a property as the identifier property is as simple as annotating it with @DocumentId. You can use this property in your full-text queries, but be aware that this property is untokenized and stored in the index. Why is that? Hibernate Search needs to find a Lucene Document by its exact entity identifier in order to be able to update its content when the entity instance changes. It also needs to read the identifier value out of the index to retrieve the object from the persistence context. If you need to query the tokenized property, consider using the technique described in section 3.3.4. NOTE



PRIMARY KEY AND CLASS HIERARCHY Just like a Hibernate Core entity hierarchy, an indexed class hierarchy can contain only one primary key declaration. If you try to use @DocumentId more than once in a class hierarchy, an exception will be thrown.



Some legacy database models require composite primary keys. At the time when this book was written, Hibernate Search didn’t support composite identifiers out of the box. But thanks to the flexible field bridge model, you can work around this limitation. While implementing the actual field bridge is explained in section 4.1.4, we’ll take a look at the mapping structure now. Listing 3.6



Using a composite identifier through a custom FieldBridge



@Entity @Indexed public class Person {



The property is a composite identifier



Mark the property as a



@EmbeddedId document id @DocumentId @FieldBridge(impl = PersonPKBridge.class) Convert to something private PersonPK id;



chewable by Lucene ... } @Embeddable public class PersonPK implements Serializable { private String firstName; private String lastName; ... }
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The noticeable element is the @FieldBridge annotation. The PersonPKBridge class referenced by @FieldBridge does the conversion between the composite property and its Lucene index representation (back and forth). This class must implement either TwoWayFieldBridge or TwoWayStringBridge. We’ll show a possible implementation in section 4.1.4. Marking a nonidentifier property as a document id is not supported by Hibernate Search (and probably has little use). We’re starting to map the object structure into an index structure, but what is the index structure, and how does Hibernate Search physically store the entity into the Lucene index?



3.2.4



Understanding the index structure Indexing is a complex process, and it sometimes doesn’t do what you’d expect it to do. This section will show you the Lucene index structure that Hibernate Search uses. This will help you to dig faster into the index and diagnose what’s going wrong. The must-have tool in the Lucene world for diving into the index internals is Luke. If you haven’t read the introduction to Luke from section 2.6, we strongly encourage you to do so now. Let’s take the mapping we used in section 3.2.2. We’ve mapped two entities, Dvd and Drink, both inheriting from the Item superclass. Luke must read the Lucene directory from a filesystem; unfortunately, it’s not possible to configure Luke to read in-memory directories. Our project will then use the default FSDirectoryProvider, as shown in listing 3.7. Don’t forget to set the indexBase property. Listing 3.7



Configuring Hibernate Search to store Lucene indexes on a filesystem



org.hibernate.search.store.FSDirectoryProvider Define the directory provider ./build/indexes Define the root directory ... 



If you look into the ./build/indexes directory (which should be relative to the directory where your Java program started), you’ll see two subdirectories: ■ ■



com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Drink com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Dvd
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If you deploy on JBoss AS, you can use the following indexBase value: ../server/[configuration]/data/indexes. Indexes will be kept next to the hypersonic database content.



TIP



Unless you override the index name in @Indexed, Hibernate Search creates one index directory per @Indexed entity, each index directory name corresponding to the fully qualified class name of the entity class. Item doesn’t have a Lucene index on its own because the entity isn’t marked as @Indexed. Using Luke on the Drink index and looking at the first document, we see the screen shown in figure 3.2. Each row represents a Lucene field in the document. Since Drink inherits Item, we expect to see title, description (which are denormalized from Item), and alcoholicBeverage. Note that their values are not stored in the index; the next section will explain why. id is the identifier property found in Item. Luke confirms to us the indexing strategy required for identifier properties: They are stored, indexed, but not tokenized. All these properties were expected. _hibernate_class was, however, not expected: There is no _hibernate_class in Drink nor in any of its superclasses. In each document (which represents an entity instance), Hibernate Search stores the entity type (in our case com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Drink). Thanks to the identifier property and the entity type in each document, Hibernate Search can: ■ ■ ■



Remove the indexed data for a specific entity instance Share the same index directory for multiple entity types Load an entity from the persistence context from a Lucene query result



In very specific situations, it’s quite appropriate to use the _hibernate_class property in queries, especially to go beyond what vanilla polymorphism can do. You can reference this special field name in your code by using DocumentBuilder.CLASS_FIELDNAME. You know how to map an entity and that @Indexed and @DocumentId are the only two mandatory elements. Hibernate Search lets us play nicely with polymorphic domain models and deal with the underlying Lucene index structure.



Figure 3.2 First document in the Drink index showing the id property and the special _hibernate_class property
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All this would be of little use without the ability to index properties. It would be like having a car with no wheel, no seat, no gas pedal, and no cup holder (maybe not that last one): pretty useless. This is the subject of the next section. As a matter of fact, the last few paragraphs already dangerously flirted with the idea of property mapping.



3.3



Mapping properties Some properties in your domain model deserve to be indexed and further searched, but not all of them. Mapping defines which property is selected at a fine-grained level. Mapping properties as indexed is like highlighting parts of a text with a marker: You select which information is relevant for future search requests (see figure 3.3). Instead of using a marker, you use annotations to mark the properties that need to be indexed. Unlike a regular highlighter, Hibernate Search can guess the type of the annotated property and find the right object-to-string converter. Just as using different highlight colors lets you define different contexts, Hibernate Search annotations let you refine the mapping strategy. Let’s explore the various possibilities.



3.3.1



Figure 3.3 Mapping properties is like highlighting the important information.



Marking a property as indexed Hibernate Search can indifferently read the property values from the attribute or from the getter method. When annotations are placed on the attribute, the attribute access is used. When annotations are placed on the getter method, getter access is used. Nothing fancy here! In this book, we refer to properties for either attributes or getters (Java should have had first-class property support from the ground up, but that’s another story). Attributes and getters can be of any visibility (from private to public). Choosing one strategy over another is a matter of taste. While the authors tend to prefer the getter access strategy because it properly mimics a true property support, it’s more important to keep one consistent access strategy across the board and, if possible, aligned with the Hibernate Core access strategy. Let’s explore that in listing 3.8. To mark a property as indexed, annotate it with @Field. Listing 3.8



@Field marks a property as indexed.



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @Id @GeneratedValue
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@DocumentId private Integer id; @Field private String title;



Title property is indexed in the title field



@Field private String description; ... @Field public String getEan() { return this.ean; } }



Annotation placed on field: field access is used



Annotation placed on getter: getter access is used



In listing 3.8, as you can see, both attribute and getter access are supported. We marked the title and description fields as well as the ean getter. Each property will be added to the Lucene document representing the Item instance. The field name will, by default, match the property name. You can override the default Lucene field name by using @Field.name. This isn’t recommended because the one-to-one matching between the property name and the Lucene field makes writing queries very natural. It can be handy, however, if you’re sharing the index with third-party applications or if you need to map the same property multiple times (see section 3.3.4). While we know how to mark a property as indexed, how does the actual index operation happen? How is the object data converted into a string structure suitable for Lucene? Bridges are responsible for the conversion between the two worlds.



3.3.2



Built-in bridges A field bridge is the Hibernate Search infrastructure responsible for bridging the object world to the index world. Each property value will be passed to a field bridge, which will add it into the Lucene Document representing the entity instance. Bridges convert an object type into a string. Some field bridges also know how to convert the string back into the original object structure (which, you’ll see later, is useful for identity properties and projected fields). The field bridge infrastructure is one of the pillars of Hibernate Search’s flexibility, and you can write you own. The set of built-in bridges will be sufficient for most of your indexed properties. Hibernate Search tries to match automatically a built-in bridge from the return type of a property. These rules are described in table 3.1. This list might evolve over time, so we encourage you to check the Hibernate Search reference documentation for the most up-to-date information. You can find the reference documentation in each Hibernate Search distribution. Most of the time, the result is straightforward: When Hibernate Search recognizes a supported property type, it uses the appropriate field bridge. We need to mention a few points: ■ ■ ■



Comparison in Lucene between two property values Dates The special case of null
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Mapping properties Table 3.1



Built-in bridges and their associated mapping



Java type



Built-in bridge



Description



String



StringBridge



no-op



short/Short



ShortBridge



Uses toString(), not comparable



int/Integer



IntegerBridge



Uses toString(), not comparable



long/Long



LongBridge



Uses toString(), not comparable



float/Float



FloatBridge



Uses toString(), not comparable



double/Double



DoubleBridge



Uses toString(), not comparable



BigDecimal



BigDecimalBridge



Uses toString(), not comparable



BigInteger



BigIntegerBridge



Uses toString(), not comparable



boolean/Boolean



BooleanBridge



String value: “true”/“false”



Class



ClassBridge



Uses class.getName()



Enum



EnumBridge



Uses enum.name()



URL



UrlBridge



Uses toString()



URI



UriBridge



Uses toString()



Date



DateBridge



The string representation depends on



@DateBridge’s resolution parameter. Converting Date into string and back is not guaranteed to be idempotent.



In Lucene everything is a string. This is particularly true for comparisons. Lucene compares data on two occasions: ■ ■



When a Lucene query sorts results by field value rather than by relevance When a ranged query is expressed (for example, return products sold between 10 and 20 €)



Because everything is a string in Lucene, comparisons can be a bit surprising at times. For example, the number 2 is higher than 12. This is why numbers are marked as not comparable in table 3.1. We’ll find a way to bring back sanity to number comparison in the next chapter when we talk about custom bridges. When using comparisons, always be aware of how the bridge stores data in the index, and remember that it will end up being a string comparison. Dates are the second topic worth a special mention. Unfortunately, the JDK doesn’t have great support for date and time. java.util.Date is used to represent everything: ■ ■ ■



Date (as in day) Time (as in hour and minute) Exact period of time (date and time)
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The Date object carries all the precision all the time, and only the application knows (sometimes) the context in which Date is used and the expected precision. In the Lucene index, it’s not always necessary to store the exact precision all the time. This is particularly true for ranged queries. Lucene’s internal implementation of RangeQuery replaces a range restriction by a query of all terms in the index matching this range (for a given field). For example, if we look for dates between 2004 and 2005, and if five elements match this range, the range query will be replaced by a Boolean query matching these five items. The number of matching elements can be quite large if the precision is high, slowing down the query. If your date has a monthly precision, you cannot have more than 12 matching terms for a range encompassing one year; a precision by the minute raises potential matching terms up to 525,600! This problem is also described in section 7.3.4. Hibernate Search lets you pick the date precision you wish from year to millisecond. The data indexed in Lucene will be up to the precision. When mapping a Date property, you must annotate it with the @DateBridge annotation, as shown in listing 3.9. Listing 3.9



Mapping a Date property



@DateBridge( resolution = Resolution.DAY ) private Date birthdate; @DateBridge( resolution = Resolution.MINUTE ) private Date flightArrival;



Precision stored in the index: day Precision stored in the index: minute



Dates are stored in the index in absolute format GMT. Depending on the resolution, the format goes from yyyy for year precision up to yyyyMMddHHmmssSSS for millisecond precision. As you can see, comparison between dates is possible with this scheme. Null is an interesting topic in the persistence field and, to this day, is still debated by experts. Remember we described the meaning of null as either “I don’t know the value” or “It is not applicable in this case.” For this reason, Hibernate Search does not index null values (see the note “What about null?” in section 3.1.2 for more details). While the authors do not recommend doing so, it’s possible to write custom field bridges that store a special queriable marker in lieu of null. At this point you should consider using the same marker in your database as well and avoid the mismatch between your database and the index. Now that we’ve reassured you about Hibernate Search taking care of object conversion and have warned you about some of the gotchas, we’ll focus on how Lucene indexes this data.



3.3.3



Choosing an indexing strategy Lucene offers flexibility in how the data is stored and indexed. Depending on the kind of query you want to apply to a given property and on the type of data, one indexing strategy will better fit your needs.



Mapping properties
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TO TOKENIZE OR NOT TO TOKENIZE



Most of the problems full-text searching aims to address revolve around words: ■ ■ ■



Searching for matching words within a sentence Finding words matching the same root (matched and matching, for example) Finding words having a similar meaning (for example, car and vehicle)



To solve these problems, Lucene must identify each word in a document to process it later on. This process is called tokenizing. A property that goes through this process is said to be tokenized, and each individual word can be queried. This (TOKENIZED) is the default operation applied when @Field is used. In listing 3.10, description is tokenized. Listing 3.10



Indexing a property using the tokenized strategy



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { ... @Field private String description;



A description is tokenized



}



In some cases the data should be indexed unaltered. Any kind of unique identifier property (and first among them the identifier property matching the database’s primary key) should not be tokenized but rather indexed as is. Queries will then be able to target the exact value. Why should unique identifiers remain intact? You certainly don’t want identifiers containing spaces, numbers, and case-sensitive data to be scrambled; they would no longer be searchable by their exact value. Dates and numbers might also be a type of data that shouldn’t be tokenized. The tokenization process is governed by analyzers, some of which ignore numbers altogether (see section 3.4.1 for more details). Properties that will be used to sort query results (to sort by property rather than by relevance) must not be tokenized either but must be indexed. You then need to use the UN_TOKENIZED indexing strategy on such properties. To index a property without using the tokenized process, use the @Field.index property, as shown in listing 3.11. Listing 3.11



Indexing a property and avoiding the tokenization process



@Entity @Indexed public class Dvd { ... @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) private String ean; A ean is not tokenized }
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The Index enum contains two more values: NO and NO_NORMS. NO can be used to ask Lucene not to index the property. This is useful in case you want to store the value in the Lucene index to allow property projection (see section 11.4) but have no need to search by this particular property. Not indexing the data will save both indexing time and space in the index. NO_NORMS is an advanced feature that you shouldn’t use without extra knowledge of Lucene. The NO_NORMS option will avoid the tokenization process and avoid storing useful data used to compute the score (the relevance) of a matching document in a query result. While this saves some memory space, it also reduces the feature set. Indexing is one thing, but you might sometimes need to store the original value in the index for the sake of retrieving it. Hibernate Search lets you do just that. STORING THE DATA IN THE INDEX



In Lucene, you can index data without storing it in the index. In most cases, the data is retrieved elsewhere, and duplicating the data is unnecessary. By default, Hibernate Search doesn’t store the property value in the Lucene index. This is unnecessary because the entities are hydrated from the persistence context (the Session or the EntityManager). On some occasions, however, it is significantly faster to retrieve the information from the Lucene index itself. Queries retrieving the data from the Lucene index are called projections (see chapter 11). Every projected property must be stored in the Lucene index. Storing the value in the index can also be useful if thirdparty applications access the same Lucene index. To enable data storing, use @Field.store, as in listing 3.12. Listing 3.12



Storing a property value in the index, enabling projection queries



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { ... @Field(store=Store.YES) private String title;



Title value is stored in the index



}



Don’t store every single property, though. Doing so takes up space in the Lucene index and consumes more input/output, and the field bridges used must obey the TwoWayFieldBridge or TwoWayStringBridge contract (see section 4.1 for more information). You can decide to store the value in a compressed manner. This saves some space in the Lucene index at the expense of more CPU consumption at reading and writing time. To store a property in a compressed manner, use the Store.COMPRESS value. In listing 3.13, the title is stored as compressed in the index.



Mapping properties



Listing 3.13
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Storing a property value as compressed in the Lucene index



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { ... @Field(store=Store.COMPRESS) private String title;



A title value is stored compressed in the index



}



You can also store statistical information about the indexed data. EXTRACTING STATISTICAL INFORMATION: TERMVECTORS



By default, Lucene stores the necessary information it needs to answer your queries. But your application can look at statistical information on a given field in a given document and extract a few interesting things, for example: ■ ■ ■ ■



List of terms (words) used Number of occurrences for each term Positions in the field (roughly the number of words before a given term) Offset in the field (start and end): the position in the string where the term starts and stops



This kind of information can be useful when: ■ ■



NOTE



Doing “more like this” queries Highlighting the matching sections The term vector feature is available only in Hibernate Search 3.1 and above.



This statistical data isn’t stored by default in the Lucene index because it takes space and time to compute. But you can enable it on a per-field basis. Use @Field.termVector to choose which data to store: ■ ■ ■



■



■



TermVector.NO (default)—Does not store statistical information TermVector.YES—Stores terms and their number of occurrences TermVector.WITH_OFFSETS—Stores terms, their number of occurrences, and



the offset information TermVector.WITH_POSITIONS—Stores terms, their number of occurrences, and the position information TermVector.WITH_POSITION_OFFSETS—Stores terms, their number of occurrences, and both position and offset information



Listing 3.14 gives a usage example.
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Storing statistical information for a field



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { ... @Field(termVector=TermVector.YES) private String title;



Store occurrence statistics



}



Section 12.4.3 gives more information on how to extract and use these statistics. You know a lot about indexing properties now, but we haven’t yet shown you how to index the same property multiple times.



3.3.4



Indexing the same property multiple times Indexing the same property multiple times may sound like a waste of time and index space, but it’s very handy in specific situations. You’ve seen that properties used for sorting at query time must not be tokenized because doing so significantly diminishes how you can query given properties. In particular you cannot benefit from the ability to search by word in such properties. You can work around this limitation by indexing the property multiple times (see listing 3.15). Listing 3.15



Indexing the same property with different indexing strategies



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { Same property ... indexed multiple @Fields({ times @Field(index=Index.TOKENIZED), @Field(name="title_sort", index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) }) Use a different private String title; field name



Note that the additional properties must be explicitly named because two fields shouldn’t share the same name. Queries will then be able to refer to the additional indexed data by their field name (see title_sort in Listing 3.15). While mapping entities is like building the skeleton of a body, mapping properties is like adding all the necessary pieces to bring life to it. Mapping properties is directly related to how you’ll decide to search your domain model. Hibernate Search tries to do as much as possible for you through the built-in field bridge infrastructure and makes it as easy as possible thanks to sensible defaults. It also opens the doors for customization, especially as to which indexing strategy should be applied. You’ll see in the next chapter how to bring this flexibility to the next level, but before that, let’s talk about important concepts in the mapping process and how they’ll affect you.
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3.4



Refining the mapping While we covered specific mappings for entities and properties, some mapping descriptors are applicable at both levels. An analyzer takes a text and breaks it into individual words. This isn’t as easy as it sounds, and a lot of customized chunk operations can be applied. We’ll show you how to choose an analyzer. The second mapping we’ll discuss in this section is defining a boost factor to give more weight to one field than another.



3.4.1



Analyzers Analyzing is the process of taking a text or a sentence and splitting it into several words, which are then indexed by Lucene. As you have seen in section 3.3.3, this analyzing process is triggered on properties marked as TOKENIZED. Analyzers will be described in detail in section 5.2, but we’ll show you how to configure an analyzer now because it’s part of the mapping process. In many applications, one global analyzer is good enough. You can define the analyzer you want to use by default through a configuration property, as shown here: hibernate.search.analyzer=org.apache.lucene.analysis. ➥ standard.StandardAnalyzer # or hibernate.search.analyzer=applicationanalyzer



hibernate.search.analyzer takes either the fully qualified class name of the analyzer class or the name of an analyzer definition. As you will see in chapter 5, an analyzer definition lets you declare a complex analyzer by name. The StandardAnalyzer class, which should be good for most basic texts in English, is the default value. It’s possible to define different analyzers for different entities. If you need an even finer-grained level, you can define a specific analyzer for a given field. The most local analyzer has priority when choosing the analyzer to use as defined in this list of decreasing analyzer priority: 1 2 3 4



analyzer defined on @Field analyzer defined on a property (attribute or getter) analyzer defined on an entity global analyzer



Listing 3.16 demonstrates these rules. Listing 3.16



Defining analyzers at different levels of the mapping



@Entity @Indexed @Analyzer(impl=StandardAnalyzer.class) @AnalyzerDef(name="synonyms", ...) public class Item { ... @Field private String title;



Default analyzer for this class "synonyms" analyzer definition
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@Field @Analyzer(definition="synonyms") private String description;



Use the analyzer definition



@Fields({ @Field(name="brand", index=Index.TOKENIZED, analyzer=@Analyzer(impl=PhoneticAnalyzer.class)), @Field(name="brand_sort", index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) }) Field-level private String brand; analyzer



In listing 3.16, all fields (for example, title) of Item use StandardAnalyzer except: ■ ■



The description field, which uses the synonyms analyzer The brand field, which uses a phonetic analyzer



Before you get too excited, let’s remember that mixing analyzers should be left to specific cases. In particular, analyzers used to build the query should be compatible with analyzers used to index the queried data; mixing analyzers makes query building more complex. Chapter 7 and specifically section 7.2.3 go into the details of this problem. The next section describes boost factors. Briefly, boost factors alter the influence a given field has on the relevance of a document. Splitting the different analyzer strategies into two different fields allows us to decide if we want to use the phonetic approach to build the query. For example, we might want to try exact matches before backing up to a phonetic approach if the result list is desperately empty.



Opening possibilities with multiple-field mapping, analyzers, and boost factors Mixing the ability to index the same property into multiple fields with the use of analyzers provides interesting possibilities. As you’ll see later in this book, using analyzers is the key to such features as synonym matching, phonetic approximation, and so on. Using a dedicated field for the approximation strategy will allow the query writer to precisely decide whether or not she wants to benefit from these features and which boost (or weight) she wants to provide to these approaches. The following concrete example demonstrates how a property can be indexed both regularly and by using a phonetic analyzer. @Entity @Indexed public class Item {



Use the



standard @Fields({ analyzer @Field(name="title"), @Field(name="title_phonetic", analyzer=@Analyzer(impl=PhoneticAnalyzer.class), boost=@Boost(0.5f) Lower field Use the }) influence phonetic public title;



analyzer



... }



Refining the mapping
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If you don’t understand all the fuss about analyzers, don’t worry; we’ll go back to them in detail in 5.2. This chapter showed you how to use an analyzer on a field, on a property, on a class, or globally.



3.4.2



Boost factors Not all properties and not all entities are equal in the search process. Some have a stronger influence than others. Let’s imagine in our store application that a user is looking for the Band of Brothers DVD. Finding these words in the title field should push the matching document to a higher priority than finding the same words in the description property. By default Lucene associates a boost factor of 1.0 to entities and properties. You can override the boost factor to reflect the importance of title over description (see listing 3.17). Listing 3.17



Using the boost factor to prioritize some properties over others



@Entity @Indexed public abstract class Item { ... @Field @Boost(2.0f) private String title;



Boost title field



@Field @Analyzer(impl=SynonymsAnalyzer.class) private String description; }



The boost factor is a float that can take any value, including lower than 1 if you wish to diminish the impact of a field rather than increase it. The exact influence of the boost factor in the document score is explained in chapter 12.



Can I use negative boost? As far as the authors know, it’s possible to use a negative boost, but you might be surprised by its effects. A negative boost means that if a query searches a word contained in a given negatively boosted field, the global document score (or popularity) will diminish if this word is found. Use cases for it do not pop up naturally. You could imagine an entity that stores words in a special property; each of these words not associated with the document should reduce your chances to retrieve the document. This might be used as a way to compensate for the presence of some words that are nonsignificant for the document. Generally speaking, you shouldn’t use negative boosts. If you do, do so only if you understand precisely what you’re doing (especially read chapter 12 to understand scoring and section 13.1.2 for an example). If you’re looking to exclude words from a query, explicitly exclude them by using - or its programmatic equivalent BooleanClause.Occur.MUST_NOT.
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You can also boost some entities over others. In our DVD store example, it probably makes sense to return matching DVDs slightly higher in our search results than food items. You can achieve that by boosting the entity, as shown in listing 3.18. Listing 3.18



Boosting an entity (among others)



@Entity @Indexed public class DVD { ... } @Entity @Indexed @Boost(.75f) public class Drink { ... }



NOTE



Reduce the score of all Drinks



Rather than promoting or demoting an entity against another, an alternative is to expose the choice to the user by returning the results in different lists. In a DVD store, the main list could return matching DVDs but also propose a small side link to the best-matching actors.



Boost factors are combined; more precisely, they are multiplied by each other. If an entity is boosted by 1.4, and one of its property is boosted 1.2, the total boost for the field will be 1.4 * 1.2. You can boost a specific @Field by using @Field(boost= @Boost(1.2f)). This is particularly useful when a property is indexed multiple times. While the authors agree that not all properties and entities are made equal, they also think that defining the priority at indexing time is not the best approach. For example: ■



■



What happens, if after some live testing, you realize that the boost factor should be 1.5 rather than 1.3? What happens if in one use case the optimal boost factor is different than in another use case?



To solve the first problem, you’ll have to reindex all your data; the boost factor is defined and stored at indexing time. To solve the second problem, you’ll have to give your preference to one use case over another. Fortunately, Lucene offers tools to work around these problems. You can define boost factors in the query rather than in the index. This essentially delays the boost factor decision until you execute the query. See Section 7.1.6 for more information. While it can make the query writing a bit more tedious, a boost time query is the preferred method of the authors because it gives a lot of flexibility.



Summary



3.5
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Summary That’s it! You now can officially claim that you know how to map all the basic models in Hibernate Search. This was a lot of new information in one chapter, but don’t worry. In practice, most of the default values are used, and defining the mapping information comes quite naturally. You should spend most of your time thinking about the data you wish to search by and about the type of query you want to be able to execute. From this knowledge, the mapping description comes naturally. An attentive reader might have seen that we left some questions about mapping situations unanswered. The next chapter will describe more advanced mapping techniques, some of them at the heart of Hibernate Search’s flexibility. If you’re still a bit uncomfortable with mappings, or if you think you’ve had enough mapping information for the day, you can skip the next chapter for now and jump to chapter 5 or even chapter 6. After reading chapters 6 and 7 on how to write a query, you’ll understand better the reasons behind the mapping metadata.



Mapping more advanced data structures



This chapter covers ■



Custom bridges



■



Mapping relationships



Although Hibernate Search comes with built-in bridges for most useful Java types, they won’t cover all your needs. It’s not uncommon in an application to need to define specific types. Even if the type you’re wanting to index is supported, its string representation generated by Hibernate Search and indexed by Lucene might not be appropriate for the kind of full-text query you’re looking for. Generally speaking, what happens when you need to map the unexpected? Hibernate Search has the notion of a bridge, which converts the object structure into the Lucene structure. You can extend the supporting types and their behavior by writing your own custom bridge implementation. The first part of this chapter covers this functionality.
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If you’re still uncomfortable with the notion of mapping, read chapter 3 again or jump to chapter 5. You can easily come back to this chapter later in your journey. Thanks to chapter 3, you know how to map most of the domain model. For 80 percent of your mapping and even for many applications, this is all you’ll need to know. We’ll cover more advanced needs in this chapter; the extra 20 percent of mappings require either additional features or more flexibility.



Chapter 3 showed how Hibernate Search maps an entity, its superclasses, and its properties. But it made no mention of another structural mapping problem: relationships. Both in the database model and in the object model, it’s possible to create associations between two entities. Databases traditionally employ four types of associations: ■ ■ ■ ■



One to one, represented by a type association in Java Many to one, represented by a type association in Java One to many, represented by a collection or an array in Java Many to many, represented by a collection or an array in Java



Lucene provides no built-in association between documents. While this limitation doesn’t seem too problematic at first glance, it means that we cannot express correlated queries. Correlated queries are queries involving the values of associated object properties. Back to the DVD store example we started in chapter 2, we cannot express the idea of returning all the DVDs whose title contains mountain and that feature the artist ledger. This is close to a deal breaker. Fortunately, Hibernate Search offers a way to work around this limitation, as you’ll see in the second part of this chapter. But let’s come back to our first problem, mapping unexpected structures.



4.1



Mapping the unexpected: custom bridges Bridges fulfill the following needs in the Hibernate Search architecture: ■



■



They convert an object instance into a Lucene consumable representation (commonly a string) and add it to a Lucene Document. They read information from the Lucene Document and build back the object representation.



The first operation is mandatory for all bridges and is used every time an entity is created or changed and when its properties have to be indexed. The second operation is optional and is used in two situations, when the bridge is used on: ■ ■



An identifier property A property stored in the index that aims to be projected in a query



An identifier property needs to be read from the Lucene index and rehydrated. This means Hibernate Search needs to be able to build the object representation of the identifier out of the Lucene data. From this rehydrated value, Hibernate Search will be able to retrieve the entity from the persistence context by its id.
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Some queries, called projection queries, return the property values straight from the index rather than from the Hibernate persistence context. To project a property, its value must be stored in the index, and its bridge must be capable of reconstructing the object representation. Projection queries are described in section 6.5. Bridges that support the conversion of both the object to Lucene and from Lucene to the object are called two-way bridges.



Why not all bridges are two-way bridges All built-in bridges provided by Hibernate Search are two-way bridges (see table 3.1), but bridges degrading (or losing) information in the process of converting the object instance to a string representation are not uncommon. Because information is lost, building back the object representation is either approximative or simply not possible. A bridge taking a Date object and indexing its year is a typical example. A bridge reading a PDF (represented by an array of bytes) and indexing the content also loses information; all the text structure, style, and metadata are gone.



While listing all the use cases where bridges are useful is quite frankly impossible, some examples will help you get a better grasp on bridges and unleash your imagination. You can: ■



■



■ ■ ■



■



Index the text in a PDF represented by an array of bytes; the bridge needs to extract the text from the PDF (see section 13.2.1). Index a Microsoft Word document located at a given URL; the bridge needs to access the URL, read the Word document, and extract the text (see section 13.2.2). Index the year, month, and day of a Date object in separate fields Index a Map with each entry in a specific Lucene field. Combine several properties of an entity and index; the combination results in a single Lucene document field. Index numbers in a way to make them comparable; using a padding strategy makes the numbers comparable alphabetically (the only ordering strategy that Lucene understands).



Depending on the bridge complexity and capability, Hibernate Search offers four interfaces that can be implemented. Why so many? The number of interfaces could have been reduced to two, but they would have been too complex for simple cases. Hibernate Search takes away most of the complexity in the simple cases and lets you implement a much simpler interface. If you need extra flexibility, you’ll have to pay the price of implementing a more complex interface. But before walking through these scenarios, let’s discover how to declare the use of a custom field bridge.



Mapping the unexpected: custom bridges



4.1.1
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Using a custom bridge Like any other mapping declaration in Hibernate Search, annotations are the way to use a custom bridge. The @FieldBridge annotation is placed on a property (field or getter) that needs to be processed by a custom bridge (see listing 4.1). Optional parameters can be passed to the bridge implementation. Listing 4.1



@FieldBridge declares the use of a custom bridge



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { Property marked to @Field use a bridge Declare the bridge @FieldBridge( implementation impl=PaddedRoundedPriceBridge.class, params= { @Parameter(name="pad", value="3"), @Parameter(name="round", value="5") } ) Optionally provide private double price; parameters ... }



When @FieldBridge is present, Hibernate Search uses the explicit bridge rather than relying on the built-in bridge-type inference system. @FieldBridge has an impl parameter that points to the bridge implementation class. You can optionally pass parameters to the bridge implementation. This is quite handy for helping to keep bridge implementations more generic and allowing different configurations for different properties. We’ll cover parameters in section 4.1.3. In listing 4.1, the bridge indexes a number by padding and rounding its value. The application developer can adjust padding and rounding thanks to the bridge parameters. The @FieldBridge annotation can be added on the identifier property as well (marked by @DocumentId). In this case, the custom field bridge converts the identifier value into a Lucene structure and is able later on to extract the identifier value from the Lucene structure. Identifier values require a two-way bridge. If you map the same property multiple times, as shown in section 3.3.4, you can still use a custom field bridge. As shown in listing 4.2, the @Field.bridge parameter takes a custom bridge description annotation: @FieldBridge. Listing 4.2



@FieldBridge can be used in properties indexed multiple times



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { Set @FieldBridge @Fields( { in @Field @Field( name="price", bridge=@FieldBridge(impl=PaddedRoundedPriceFieldBridge.class),
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@Field( ... ) } ) private double price; ... }



So far, we’ve seen @FieldBridge defining custom bridges on a property or an @Field. But it’s sometimes useful to work at the entity level rather than on a given property. Here are a few use cases: ■ ■



■



Several properties of an entity need to be combined and the result indexed. Some entity metadata deserves to be indexed in the entity Document, but this metadata is not stored in the entity itself. Generally speaking, the Lucene Document that contains the index information of an entity needs to index additional information, and this information is out of the scope of the Entity object.



To solve this class of problems, Hibernate Search supports the notion of a class-level bridge. A class-level bridge is like any other Hibernate Search bridge we’ve seen so far. The only difference is that the entity instance is passed to the bridge in lieu of a property value. To declare a class bridge, place an @ClassBridge annotation on the class, as shown in listing 4.3. Listing 4.3



Use @ClassBridge to add class-level bridges



@Entity Mark the use of a @Indexed class bridge Recommended Class bridges have @ClassBridge( namespace properties similar name="promotion", to @Field index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED, impl=ItemPromotionBridge.class ) Class bridge public class Item { implementation ... used }



A class bridge implements the same interface a property bridge does. A class bridge declaration is very similar to an @Field declaration except that the class bridge implementation is mandatory because it cannot be inferred from the property type. In particular, a class bridge shares the following @Field properties: ■



name —The Lucene field name. In a class bridge, this name is recommended



■



store —The storing strategy used. analyzer—The analyzer used. index —The indexing strategy used. termVector —The term vector strategy used. boost —The index time boost factor used.



but might not be followed by the class bridge implementation. ■ ■ ■ ■



An @ClassBridge declaration also needs to provide the impl attribute (the class bridge implementation) and optionally provide parameters to the class bridge implementation (by using the params attribute).
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In listing 4.3, the class bridge adds a promotion field to the Lucene document. The promotion information could, for example, be provided by an external service implementation called by ItemPromotionBridge. More than one class-level bridge can be declared on a given entity. Use @ClassBridges for that purpose. Since you just learned how to declare property and class bridges, the next step is to see how to implement them. Depending on the complexity and the flexibility you need in your bridge, several solutions are available. The next two sections are dedicated to this subject.



4.1.2



Writing simple custom bridges Often a bridge is simply a conversion routine from an object representation to a string representation. You might also have to implement the routine to convert the string representation back to the object if the bridge is used on an identifier property or on a property meant to be projected. Let’s first discover how to write the simplest bridge: the conversion routine from an object to a string. ONE-WAY SIMPLE CUSTOM BRIDGES



Hibernate Search offers a simple bridge interface to satisfy such cases: org.hibernate.search.bridge.StringBridge. Let’s implement the bridge used in listing 4.1. Listing 4.4 shows both the declaration and the implementation of the field bridge. The bridge implementation is a StringBridge that rounds and pads doubles. Listing 4.4



Declare the use of a bridge and implement it



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @Field @FieldBridge( impl=PaddedRoundedPriceBridge.class ) private double price;



B Declare bridge implementation



... } /** * Round a price by range of 5, going to the upper boundaries * pad the result with up to 3 non-significant 0 Implement * Accept double and Double StringBridge */ public class PaddedRoundedPriceBridge implements StringBridge { public static int PAD = 3; public static double ROUND = 5d; Convert property public String objectToString(Object value) { if ( value == null ) return null;



D



C value into String



Null strings are not indexed
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if (value instanceof Double) { long price = round( (Double) value ); return pad(price); } else { throw new IllegalArgumentException( PaddedRoundedPriceBridge.class + " used on a non double type: " ➥+ value.getClass() ); }



runtime E Raise exceptions on errors



} private long round(double price) { double rounded = Math.floor( price / ROUND ) * ROUND; if ( rounded != price ) rounded+= ROUND; //we round up return (long) rounded; } Padding



F



implementation private String pad(long price) { String rawLong = Long.toString(price); if (rawLong.length() > PAD) throw new IllegalArgumentException( ➥"Try to pad on a number too big" ); StringBuilder paddedLong = new StringBuilder(); for ( int padIndex = rawLong.length() ; padIndex ➥< PAD ; padIndex++ ) { paddedLong.append( '0' ); } return paddedLong.append( rawLong ).toString(); } }



B Use the PaddedRoundedPriceBridge to index the price property. C A simple oneway bridge must implement the method objectToString. The value passed is the property value, the price in this example. D Null objects should generally return a null string; the null element is not indexed. E Unexpected inputs should raise a runtime exception. F Padding is an important technique in Lucene to enable a ranged query and sorting on numbers. The main method to pay attention to is objectToString. This method passes the property value (or the entity instance if the bridge is a class bridge) and expects a string representation in return. Lucene will index this string. While you can do pretty much what you want in the bridge implementation, this example shows a couple of interesting implementation decisions. Like all built-in bridges, this bridge returns null when a null object is provided. Hibernate Search does not add null string values to the index. Chapter 3 and especially section 3.1.2 explain the reasons behind this decision. While it is recommended to return a null string when a null object is passed, your bridge can go against this rule. When the bridge receives an unexpected type (in the custom bridge example, any type that is not a double is unexpected), a runtime exception is raised and indexing fails. Once again, a bridge can decide to ignore the issue and degrade
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nicely, but in most cases the right approach is to raise an alarm to the developer in the form of an exception. A very useful technique is used in this bridge example: number padding. The only data structure Lucene understands is a string. In particular, comparisons are entirely based on strings. Unfortunately, string comparisons and number comparisons don’t play together well. The number 2 is inferior to the number 12, but the string "2" is superior to the string "12". One way to align the number and string comparison is to pad numbers. Padding consists of adding nonsignificant leading zeros; thus, "002" is inferior to "012". The main drawback of this technique is that the number of leading zeros has to be decided upfront. Changing the maximum allowed value would mean reindexing all the elements. The bridge we’ve just designed is not sufficient to bridge an identifier property or to bridge properties that need to be projected. The next section describes the extra steps required to make a simple two-way bridge. TWO-WAY SIMPLE CUSTOM BRIDGES



As indicated by the name, a two-way bridge converts the information back and forth from the object model to the Lucene model. Bridges that degrade information, such as the rounding bridge described in listing 4.4, are not good candidates because there’s no way to extract the original information from Lucene. Two-way bridges are necessary when the bridge is used on either: ■ ■



An identifier property A property meant to be projected (read back from the index)



A two-way bridge that aims to convert an object to and from a string representation implements org.hibernate.search.bridge.TwoWayStringBridge. Listing 4.5 shows an implementation. Listing 4.5



Implementation of a two-way bridge



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @Field @FieldBridge( impl=PaddedPriceBridge.class ) private double price; ... }



Declare the bridge implementation



/** * pad a price with up to 3 non-significant 0s Implements * Accept double and Double TwoWayStringBridge */ public class PaddedPriceBridge implements TwoWayStringBridge { public static int PAD = 3; public String objectToString(Object value) {



B
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if ( value == null ) return null; if (value instanceof Double) { return pad( (Double) value ); } else { throw new IllegalArgumentException(PaddedRoundedPriceBridge.class + " used on a non double type: " + value.getClass() ); } Reverse }



C operation



public Object stringToObject(String price) { return Double.parseDouble(price); }



objectToString



private String pad(double price) { String rawDouble = Double.toString(price); int dotIndex = rawDouble.indexOf('.'); if (dotIndex == -1) dotIndex = rawDouble.length(); if (dotIndex > PAD) throw new IllegalArgumentException( ➥"Try to pad on a too big number" ); StringBuilder paddedLong = new StringBuilder( ); for ( int padIndex = dotIndex ; padIndex < PAD ; padIndex++ ) { paddedLong.append('0'); } return paddedLong.append( rawDouble ).toString(); } }



B



A two-way bridge implements TwoWayStringBridge. C Two-way string bridges implement the conversion between the string representation stored in the Lucene index and the object representation. There’s nothing spectacular in listing 4.5. The TwoWayStringBridge interface includes a stringToObject method; the method takes the string value stored in the Lucene index as a parameter and expects the object representation as the return value. In addition to the rules and common practices we’ve discussed for regular StringBridges, TwoWayStringBridges should ensure that the object passed as an argument and the result of the operation bridge.stringToObject( bridge.objectToString( object ) ) are similar from a user’s point of view. In Java land it usually translates as being equal per the Object equals operation. If the bridge doesn’t follow this rule, it cannot be used for identity properties, and the projected results are likely to surprise your users because the values retrieved would not be the values stored. While not all one-way bridges can support the two-way contract, the authors encourage you to try to use two-way bridge contracts as much as possible. It’s much easier to design a two-way bridge from the ground up than to morph a one-way bridge into a two-way bridge. You may have noticed in the last two examples that the padding choice is hardcoded into the bridge. It’s not possible to reuse the same bridge for numbers larger
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than 1000. While it was a decent choice for prices in a store that sells DVDs and food, what happens if we start to develop a side business around a home cinema? The padding value more likely should be set to 5. Why not make it a parameter?



4.1.3



Injecting parameters to bridges You can declare parameters in a bridge declaration. Providing parameters allows the bridge implementation to be more generic. To receive parameters, bridges need to implement the ParameterizedBridge interface. Let’s enhance listing 4.4. Listing 4.6 uses parameters injected at declaration time. Listing 4.6



Inject parameters by implementing ParameterizedBridge



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @Field @FieldBridge( impl=ParameterizedPaddedRoundedPriceBridge.class, params= { @Parameter(name="pad", value="3"), @Parameter(name="round", value="5") } ) Inject parameters private double price; ... } /** * Round a price by range of round, going to * the upper boundaries; pad the result with up to pad * non-significant 0s. * Accept double and Double */ public class ParameterizedPaddedRoundedPriceBridge implements StringBridge, ParameterizedBridge { private int pad = 6; //9,999,999 private double round = 1d; //by default round to the next ➥non decimal amount



B



the C Implement appropriate



public void setParameterValues(Map parameters) {



interface



Parameters are injected into setParameterValues



if ( parameters.containsKey( "pad" ) ) { pad = ➥Integer.parseInt( (String) parameters.get( "pad" ) ); } if ( parameters.containsKey( "round" ) ) { round = ➥Double.parseDouble( (String) parameters.get( "round" ) ); } } public String objectToString(Object value) { if ( value == null ) return null; if ( value instanceof Double ) { long price = round( (Double) value ); return pad( price );
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} else { throw new ➥IllegalArgumentException(ParameterizedPaddedRoundedPriceBridge.class + " used one a non double type: " + ➥value.getClass() ); } } private long round(double price) { double rounded = Math.floor( price / round ) * round; if ( rounded != price ) rounded+= round; //we round up return (long) rounded; } private String pad(long price) { String rawLong = Long.toString(price); if ( rawLong.length() > pad ) Use parameters throw new IllegalArgumentException( "Try to pad on ➥a number too big" ); StringBuilder paddedLong = new StringBuilder(); for ( int padIndex = rawLong.length() ; padIndex < pad ; ➥padIndex++ ) { paddedLong.append( '0' ); } return paddedLong.append( rawLong ).toString(); } }



B Declare bridge parameters using key/value pairs. C setParameterValues receives a map of parameter names and values. Parameters are declared when the bridge usage is declared. This set of key/value pair parameter values is passed to bridges implementing ParameterizedBridge. Parameters are quite convenient because they provide flexibility to bridge implementations. The authors recommend that you define sensible default values for each parameter if possible. Doing so makes the bridge user’s life much easier. In listing 4.6, we set the default padding value to be high enough to please most use cases. We also rounded by the unit as decimals are usually not interesting when comparing prices. Of course, any bridge user can override these default values at any time.



What about thread-safety? Bridges are used in a multithreaded environment. Developers should make sure that bridge methods can be executed concurrently. Because Hibernate Search injects parameters into bridges in a thread-safe way, setParameterValues implementations don’t need to guard against concurrency issues. In general, if you don’t change the state of the bridge object after the call to setParameterValues, your bridge implementation is safe. Hibernate Search guarantees that the state defined in setParameterValues() is visible to any subsequent bridge method calls.
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Not all bridges can cope with the idea of converting the object value into a string. Some bridges need more control and require access to the underlying Lucene API.



4.1.4



Writing flexible custom bridges Some bridges may need to go closer to the metal and have access to the underlying Lucene Document object. One fairly common use case involves mapping a property (from the object side) and splitting the information into multiple fields. Let’s start with a field bridge that converts from the object world to the index world, one way. ONE-WAY FLEXIBLE CUSTOM BRIDGES



A marketing study uncovered that our DVD store is visited by a lot of non-English-speaking persons. These persons are interested in rating movies based on voiceover performance. Our object model represents this data as a Map in Item. The map key represents the language used in the voiceover, and the map value represents its user rating. We’d like to be able to do full-text query based on the rating value per language. One approach is to store each language in its own field, as shown in figure 4.1. To implement such a bridge, you need access to the underlying Lucene Document instance. Bridges can access this information when they implement FieldBridge. Listing 4.7 shows a possible implementation. Listing 4.7



Figure 4.1 We represent each key in the map as a separate field in the Lucene index. For a given instance, a key may or may not be present in the map (and in the index).



Use a FieldBridge to convert a map into several fields



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { ... @Field(store=Store.YES) @FieldBridge(impl=MapKeyPerFieldBridge.class) @CollectionOfElements @MapKey private Map ratePerDubbing = new HashMap();



Define the bridge implementation



} /** * Only Map are accepted as value * For each key in the map, create a field name. (lowercase) and index * its value. * For example the map [english:good, french:moyen, spanish:excellente]
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* will result in the following fields in the index *  * name.english => good * name.french => moyen Implement * name.spanish => excellente FieldBridge */ public class MapKeyPerFieldBridge implements FieldBridge {



C



B



public void set(String name, Proposed field name Lucene Document Object value, Value to index instance Document document, LuceneOptions luceneOptions) { //we expect a Map here. checking for Map for ➥simplicity Various indexing strategies if (! (value instanceof Map) ) { throw new IllegalArgumentException("support limited to ➥Map"); }



E



D



F



@SuppressWarnings("unchecked") Map map = (Map) value; for (Map.Entry entry : map.entrySet() ) { Field field = new Field( name + '.' + entry.getKey().toLowerCase(),



Create the new field



entry.getValue().toLowerCase(), luceneOptions.getStore(), luceneOptions.getIndex(), luceneOptions.getTermVector() ); field.setBoost( luceneOptions.getBoost() ); document.add( field ); Add new field } to document }



G



H Inject boost



I



}



B The FieldBridge interface consists of a set method that provides access to the underlying Lucene artifacts. C The proposed field name is provided by the declaration (and defaults to the property name). It is recommended that you use name as the base or prefix to define field names stored in the Lucene Document. D Provide the value to convert (either the property value for a field bridge or the entity instance for a class bridge). E The Lucene Document instance represents the entity instance in the index. F LuceneOptions is a holder passed by the declaration to the bridge implementation. It is recommended that you use these options when building Lucene fields. G The bridge is responsible for creating new field(s). A Lucene Field object takes a name, the string value indexed, and a few indexing configuration parameters in the constructor. We recommend using the LuceneOptions values. H Boost needs to be injected in the boost property. I Don’t forget to add the newly created field into the Lucene document! The FieldBridge’s set method is called when an entity (for a class-level bridge) or a property (for a property-level bridge) is indexed into a Lucene document by
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Hibernate Search. One Document instance is created per entity instance indexed. All bridges defined on this entity are called, and the same document instance is passed along. The set method must be implemented in a thread-safe way so it can be accessed concurrently by Hibernate Search. NOTE



Users of Hibernate Search 3.0 need to implement a slightly different version of the FieldBridge interface, in which the set method has the following signature: public void set(String name, Object value, Document document, Field.Store store, Field.Index index, Float boost);



The FieldBridge interface gives tremendous flexibility to bridge designers because they have access to the native Lucene APIs. This flexibility is particularly valuable for the following use cases: ■



■



Indexing an entity or property in a custom structure that will facilitate future queries (for example, one field per map key). Adding metadata into the index for a given entity. A special class bridge is then responsible for adding this information. We could envision adding a promotion flag to some DVDs to push them higher in our query result.



Don’t limit your imagination to these examples. We’ve introduced the FieldBridge interface in order to face the unexpected and let you go beyond the standard Hibernate Search capabilities. The sharp reader has probably noticed that such a bridge cannot be used for identifier properties or projected properties (projected properties extract their value from the Lucene index rather than from the persistence context; see section 6.5). Don’t worry; we have a solution for you. TWO-WAY FLEXIBLE CUSTOM BRIDGES



In the previous chapter, we left a problem unsolved: composite identifiers. Hibernate Search doesn’t support composite identifiers out of the box, but you can easily write your own bridge to support such a case. Let’s get back to the last chapter’s example. A Person entity has a composite identity property object comprising both firstName and lastName. A bridge that’s intended to be used on identifier properties needs to fulfill three actions: ■ ■



■



Indexing and storing the property into the Lucene index Building the identifier property out of the values stored in a given Document instance (it requires a two-way bridge) Ensuring that a Document can be found and uniquely identified from the identifier property value (through a Lucene query)
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Let’s see how the bridge solves each of these needs. Listing 4.8 is an example of a composite identifier bridge for a Person object. Note that a property marked as @DocumentId is stored in the Lucene index. This must be the case in order for two-way bridges to perform their work. Listing 4.8



Composite identifier bridge for a Person object



@Entity @Indexed public class Person { @EmbeddedId @DocumentId Embedded id @FieldBridge(impl=PersonPkBridge.class) private PersonPK id; ... }



Use the custom field bridge



composite B Build identifier from



public class PersonPkBridge implements TwoWayFieldBridge {



document



public Object get(String name, Document document) { PersonPK id = new PersonPK(); Field field = document.getField( name + ".firstName" ); id.setFirstName( field.stringValue() ); field = document.getField( name + ".lastName" ); id.setLastName( field.stringValue() ); return id;



unique C Create string from



} public String objectToString(Object object) { PersonPK id = (PersonPK) object;



identifier



StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); sb.append( id.getFirstName() ) .append( " " ) .append( id.getLastName() ); return sb.toString(); } public void set(String name, Object value, Document document, LuceneOptions luceneOptions) { PersonPK id = (PersonPK) value; Store store = luceneOptions.getStore(); Index index = luceneOptions.getIndex(); TermVector termVector = luceneOptions.getTermVector(); Float boost = luceneOptions.getBoost();



each D Store subproperty



//store each property in a unique field Field field = new Field( name + ".firstName", id.getFirstName(), store, index, termVector ); field.setBoost( boost ); document.add( field );



in a field
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Mapping the unexpected: custom bridges field = new Field( name + ".lastName", id.getLastName(), store, index, termVector ); field.setBoost( boost ); document.add( field ); //store the unique string representation in the named field field = new Field( name, Store unique objectToString( id ), representation store, index, termVector ); in field name field.setBoost( boost ); document.add( field ); } }



E



The main goal of a two-way field bridge is to store a property into the index (the set method) and later on to be able to build the property object from the information stored in the index (the get method). The get method reads data from the document in order to build the composite identifier object B; each property is stored in a specific field. objectToString converts the composite identifier into a unique string representation C. Hibernate Search uses this string to find a specific document (through a term query). During indexing, each subproperty is stored in the index in an individual field D. These subproperties will be read later on when Hibernate Search builds the composite identifier property by calling get. It’s preferable to name these fields under the name namespace. The unique string representation of the composite identifier is stored in the name field E. Hibernate Search queries this field (through a term query) to retrieve a document by its identifier value. The example in listing 4.8 was simplistic; please don’t use firstname/lastname as a primary key in a real system. The authors encourage you to always use a surrogate key instead of composite keys. In the last example, we used . (dot) and the property namespace to build field names. This helps us build Lucene queries that are intuitive to someone familiar with the domain model. Table 4.1 shows how a query looks similar to navigation in an expression language. set, get, and objectToString must be thread-safe because a bridge is shared by many concurrent calls. Table 4.1 Queries are similar to object navigation in an expression language when Lucene field names are named after the root namespace followed by a dot (.) followed by the property name. Object navigation



item.getRatePerDubbing(). ➥get( "french" ). ➥equals( "moyen" ); person.getId(). ➥getLastName(). ➥equals( "Griffin" );



Lucent query



ratePerDubbing.french:moyen



id.lastName:Griffin
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On top of the rules we’ve just discussed, a two-way bridge targeted at supporting identifier properties must follow two additional rules: ■



■



objectToString must generate a unique string representation of the identifier. Hibernate Search will search this string in the field named after the name parameter in the set method. This query retrieves the document from its entity’s identifier property. The set method must add a field named name (a parameter of the method set), which indexes the objectToString value untokenized. A Lucene term query will be used to retrieve a document by its identifier.



You’ve just discovered the most flexible way to convert an object structure to a Lucene index and are now ready to face the Wild, Wild West of domain models. Custom bridges are the most popular extension point of Hibernate Search. While in most situations you won’t need to use custom bridges, they’ll soon become an essential tool for mapping exotic domain models. You might feel right now that this puts too much power in your hands, that you don’t need such flexibility (and in a lot of cases you’ll be right), but after reading chapters 6 and 7 on queries, you’ll need to bend the index structure to suit your needs in order to make the most of your full-text queries. Bridges will be there for you.



4.2



Mapping relationships between entities Until now, we have quite elegantly avoided talking about a very important aspect of domain models: relationships. Without relationships, you simply could not express queries involving more than one entity; you could not search for all authors whose name is Bernard (property Author.name) and who live in Atlanta (property Author.address.city). It’s important to preserve in one way or another the concept of relationship in the index structure.



4.2.1



Querying on associations and full-text searching Deep inside both the relational model and the object model lies the idea of relationship (or association) between entities. Both models allow you to navigate from one entity to an associated entity. Because associations are a native part of the model, it’s possible to express queries that apply restrictions on associated objects. We’ll call such queries correlated queries. Unfortunately in Lucene, queries on related documents cannot be expressed; the notion of relationship between documents has not been built into Lucene. Figure 4.2 shows the different concepts as they are represented in the object model, the relational model, and the index model. The main consequence for us is that we cannot express correlated queries. The reasoning behind Lucene’s choice is interesting. Lucene is not a database; it is an index. Indexes typically sacrifice normalization, data precision, and query expressive-
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ness for performance. This is what we’re asking them to do. Lucene, which is essentially an index technology, follows this rule. Hibernate Search works around this problem by denormalizing associations. Since a Lucene query takes only a single document into consideration to evaluate its relevance and has no notion of a document join or association, contrary to the object and relational models, Hibernate Search indexes the object graph into a single document. In figure 4.3, you can see that when the item entity is indexed, its associated director and actors are indexed in the same document. Each of the association’s entity properties is indexed in the association’s namespace. In our example, the director’s name is indexed in director.name, which is exactly how we’d express a navigation to the director’s name of a given item in an expression language or in HQL.



Figure 4.3 Hibernate Search denormalizes associations to make them queryable. The information in an object graph is rendered in a flat form in a single Lucene document.
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It’s worth noting that collections are flattened during the denormalization process. In our example this means that the names of all actors associated with a given item are stored and indexed in a single field, actors.name. What are the consequences? In theory, it limits some of the query’s expressibility. In practice, this should not affect you too much. With this model, it’s possible to express queries such as returning the items where: ■ ■ ■



Both Cruise and McGillis are in the movie. One of the actors is either Cruise or McGillis. Cruise is in the movie but not McGillis.



You won’t be able to express queries involving a correlation between two properties of a given entity in a collection. Let’s imagine that Actor has a homeTown property. You won’t be able to express a query like "return items where one of the actors is Tom and his hometown is Atlanta". The reason is that the whole collection of data is seen as a single element. Don’t give up, though. It’s often possible to either: ■



■



Turn the query upside down by targeting actor as the root entity, then collecting the matching items. Use a query filter to refine an initial query (see chapter 8).



I tried but cannot find a way around the collection limits Sometimes you’ll end up at a dead-end. No matter how hard you try, you won’t be able to express the query in Lucene. Good advice here is to step back and see if an HQL query could do the job. Full-text searching is like a new toy in the beginning. You’ll be tempted to use it more than necessary. Always remember that you can go back to plain HQL or work in a three-step process: Apply part of the query (the discriminant part) in Lucene, collect the matching identifiers, and run an HQL query that restricts by these identifiers and some other criteria.



It would be quite disastrous to index the entire object graph every time a root object is indexed. The index would be quite big, indexing would be long, and the index would be polluted with tons of not–so-useful information. Just like property indexing, Hibernate Search uses an opt-in approach: In the mapping you decide which associated object or collection needs to be indexed based on the type of queries you need to perform. The rest of the chapter will show how to map associations. We’ll start with a simple case: embedded objects.
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4.2.2



Indexing embedded objects Embedded objects in Java Persistence (they’re called components in Hibernate) are objects whose lifecycle entirely depends on the owning entity. When the owning entity is deleted, the embedded object is deleted as well. Let go back to our DVD store example. A DVD is rated. Rating has several dimensions: scenario, soundtrack, picture, and of course an overall rating. A rating doesn’t make sense without a DVD, so we’ll model it as an embedded object. To index the associated Rating object, simply place @IndexedEmbedded on the association and mark the Rating properties for indexing. The name @IndexedEmbedded is derived from the operation performed; we embed the indexing information in the main document. Listing 4.9 describes how to declare an object as embedded in the index. Listing 4.9



Using @IndexedEmbedded objects in the same Lucene document



@Embeddable public class Rating { @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) ... }



private private private private



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @IndexedEmbedded private Rating rating; ... }



Integer Integer Integer Integer



overall; scenario; soundtrack; picture;



Mark properties for indexing



Add new field to Mark the



B association for indexing



When Hibernate Search finds an @IndexedEmbedded annotation on rating B, it processes the Rating properties and indexes each property marked with an @Field annotation (or an @IndexedEmbedded annotation). It also executes each class-level bridge present on the Rating object. There’s a small difference: Each field name in the Lucene index is prefixed with the name of the association and a dot, rating. in our example. The Lucene document contains rating.overall, rating.scenario, rating.soundtrack, and rating.picture. This approach makes queries smell like regular object property navigations. If the association isn’t marked with @IndexedEmbedded, it’s ignored. Sometimes the field prefix generated by Hibernate Search doesn’t match your expectations because you’re mapping to an existing index, or your index-naming conventions are different, or your taste is different. The prefix attribute lets you control the prefix used to index properties of the associated objects. Note that in listing 4.10 queries need to target rate_overall rather than rating.overall. The dot is part of the default prefix and disappears when overridden.
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Override the @IndexEmbedded default naming convention



@Embeddable public class Rating { @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) ... }



private private private private



int int int int



overall; scenario; soundtrack; picture;



@Entity Association prefix @Indexed is overridden public class Item { @IndexedEmbedded(prefix="rate_") private Rating rating; ... }



B



@IndexEmbedded B marks the association as embedded. The Lucene document contains rate_overall, rate_scenario, rate_soundtrack, and rate_picture.



Some developers like to work with interfaces rather than implementations to provide so-called abstraction. While the authors don’t understand the reasoning for domain model objects, Hibernate Search lets you use this code style. Imagine that Rating is an interface and the implementation is RatingImpl. If you use the same mapping as shown in listing 4.9, Hibernate Search complains about Rating not being a mapped entity. @IndexEmbedded.targetElement (as shown in listing 4.11) forces Hibernate Search to use a specific class instead of the returned type. Listing 4.11



Use an interface in an annotation marked for @IndexEmbedded



@Embeddable public class RatingImpl { @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) @Field(index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED) ... }



private private private private



int int int int



overall; scenario; soundtrack; picture;



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @IndexedEmbedded(targetElement=RatingImpl.class) private Rating rating; ... }



B Define target class



@IndexedEmbedded B marks the association as embedded. RatingImpl is used in lieu of Rating to find the index mapping.



So far we’ve shown you simple value associations, and you may wonder if they work for collections. Absolutely! The same annotation is used to mark a collection as embedded in the index document. Each embedded object in the collection is indexed. As
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discussed in section 4.2.1, the same Lucene field contains all the collection element values for a given property. Listing 4.12 describes how to mark a collection as indexed. Listing 4.12



Mark a collection as embedded in the indexed document



@Embeddable public class Country { @Field private String name; ... } @Entity @Indexed @ClassBridge(name="promotion", index=Index.UN_TOKENIZED, impl=ItemPromotionBridge.class ) public class Item { Collection of elements @CollectionOfElements embedded in the document @IndexedEmbedded private Collection distributedIn = new ArrayList(); ... }



All collections supported by Hibernate are supported by Hibernate Search:



■



java.util.Collection java.util.Set java.util.SortedSet java.util.List java.util.Map java.util.SortedMap



■



arrays of objects



■ ■ ■ ■ ■



Note that the index part of indexed collections (List and Map) and arrays is not indexed in the document. If you need to index the index (or key), consider using a custom bridge, as explained in section 4.1.4. Don’t abuse @IndexedEmbedded. Just like for @Field, you must think about the queries your users need to perform and mark associations for indexing only if you need to. Be particularly careful about collections. Indexing time can be much longer than usual if the collection size is significant, because Hibernate Search needs to walk through each element and index the information. This becomes even worse if elements in the indexed collection themselves contain a collection marked as @IndexedEmbedded. Not only will indexing time be longer, but the index size will increase because more data is indexed. You’ve now mastered indexing embedded objects and collections of embedded objects. The next section brings us to the problem of indexing associations between entities. We’ll also discuss how to limit the amount of association indexing in a cascade and thus define a graph depth boundary for embedded associations. While this limitation can be applied to and is sometimes useful for collections of embedded objects, it’s much more common when associations between entities are indexed.
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Indexing associated objects When it comes to associations between entities, things are a bit more complicated compared to the associations with embedded objects we just described. At first sight, associations with embedded objects and associations with entities seem quite similar, and, indeed, they are in many ways. The big difference lies in the lifecycle. Embedded objects’ lifecycles are entirely dependent on their owning entity and cannot be referenced by other entities. This is all good and fine for Hibernate Search because when the embedded object is updated, Hibernate Core will raise an event claiming that the owning entity is updated. Hibernate Search has only to update the Lucene document for this entity. This isn’t as easy in associations between entities. Remember that using @IndexedEmbedded is essentially a way to denormalize your data and embed the information of two or more entities into a single Lucene document. When an associated entity is updated, Hibernate Search needs to know which other entities this entity is associated with in order to update their Lucene documents. Otherwise the denormalized data will be desynchronized (see figure 4.4).



Figure 4.4 When a change is made to an associated entity, Hibernate Search must update all the documents in which the entity is embedded.



Let’s take Figure 4.4 as our working example. When actor is updated, Hibernate Search needs to update the items related to actor. One strategy would be to update all the items in our inventory to make sure everything is up to date. Of course this solution doesn’t fly very far because it would mean loading all the items from the database and reindexing them. Instead, Hibernate Search requires us to make the association bidirectional (if it isn’t already) and mark the association pointing back to the parent entity with @ContainedIn. Listing 4.13 shows an example of @ContainedIn usage. Listing 4.13



Relations between entities should be bidirectional



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @ManyToMany



 Mapping relationships between entities @IndexedEmbedded private Set actors;



Embed actors when indexing



@ManyToOne @IndexedEmbedded private Director director; ...



Embed director when indexing
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} Entity @Indexed public class Actor { @Field private String name; @ManyToMany(mappedBy="actors") @ContainedIn private Set items; ...



is contained B actor in item index



} @Entity @Indexed public class Director { @Id @GeneratedValue @DocumentId private Integer id; @Field private String name; @OneToMany(mappedBy="director") @ContainedIn private Set items; ...



director is contained in item index



}



@ContainedIn B is paired with an @IndexedEmbedded annotation on the other side of the relationship. @ContainedIn can be placed on both collections and single-value



associations whether or not the association is the owning side of the bidirectional relationship. When Hibernate Search finds a change in an entity having an @ContainedIn association (director in our example), it marks the associated entity instance(s) as changed (items contained in director.items in our example). One or more Lucene document updates will then be triggered. Some people are confused by @IndexedEmbedded and @ContainedIn. They don’t know which side needs to be marked as @IndexedEmbedded to enable the query they want. Think about it this way: @IndexedEmbedded is the property you can navigate to in your queries; @ContainedBy is not. NOTE



Sometimes, it’s inconvenient to have to make a relationship bidirectional to please Hibernate Search. If the associated entity never changes in your system (immutable entity), you don’t have to add @ContainedIn. Since no changes will happen behind Hibernate Search’s back, your index will be kept synchronized. If the associated entity changes, but you cannot afford a bidirectional relationship, it’s always possible to trigger a manual reindexing of the owning entity (see section 5.4). Taking listing 4.13 as an example, you could decide to manually reindex all the item entities every night. Or you could keep track of the actor changes and cherry-pick the item entities that need to be reindexed using an HQL query.
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It’s not uncommon to have nested associations: embedded entities containing embedded relationships. We can even imagine these embedded relationships pointing to other entities that have embedded relationships and so on. You should avoid embedding too much information in a single Lucene document because indexing takes longer and the index directory grows bigger. A Lucene document should contain only the necessary bits of information to express planned queries. This poses the question of how to stop embedding associations and at which level to stop. By default, Hibernate Search stops embedding associations in a given object’s graph branch when the same class has already been processed. Figure 4.5 describes the default strategy. Hibernate Search raises an exception in this situation to prevent infinite loops created by circular relationships. The default behavior won’t always match your needs: ■



■



It’s common to have a class associated with itself that needs to be indexed (parent-child relationships from the same class are a good example). Entities that are both embedded and root indexed could lead to deep indexed object graphs. For example, the Actor entity is embedded in the Item entity but is also indexed separately because we’d like to be able to search for actors specifically.



@IndexedEmbedded allows you to control the depth at which association embedding stops. By default, the depth is not limited, and the method described in figure 4.5 applies. A depth limit is defined per association; it’s the maximum amount of embedding allowed in the branch started by the association (including the current association). Figure 4.6 is a revised version using an explicit depth limit. In figure 4.6, each association is either marked with an explicit depth or left at the default depth (infinite). The upper branch shows that from entity A, Hibernate Search is allowed to embed only two associations in depth for that branch. B is then included. The association between B and C indicates that the depth from this association cannot be higher than three. The association from C to B is not embedded because the maximum number of jumps allowed by the association from A to B was



Figure 4.5 By default Hibernate Search raises an exception when embedding an association if a class has already been processed in a given branch.
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Figure 4.6 A depth limit can be defined per association. It represents the maximum amount of embedding allowed, including the current association.



two (one jump from A to B and one jump from B to C). The third branch shows how to limit the depth in a branch involving circular references. The last branch, using an infinite depth, shows the default resolution explained by figure 4.5. Infinite depth (or undefined depth), which is the default if you don’t set a depth, will stop right before the same class is encountered for the second time (to avoid circularity issues). The depth attribute in @IndexedEmbedded (see listing 4.14) is the place to define the maximum depth for a given association. Listing 4.14



The maximum depth is defined by @IndexedEmbedded.depth



@Entity @Indexed public class Item { @ManyToMany @IndexedEmbedded(depth=4) private Set actors; @ManyToOne @IndexedEmbedded(depth=1) private Director director; ...



Limit the depth



Limit the depth



}



One last warning: Embedding too many associations is a bad practice. To convince you, remember that Hibernate Search needs to read the data for all the associated entities. This could load a big object graph if too many associations are marked @IndexedEmbedded.
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Summary In chapters 3 and 4, you have learned how to define the mapping Hibernate Search uses to transparently convert domain models into index models. Chapter 4 specifically showed you advanced strategies for mapping object graphs and, generally speaking, for mapping any unforeseen object structure, thanks to the flexible bridge model. This was a lot of information, sometimes even boring (we know this crossed your mind). The good news is that all this tedious learning is about to pay off in the following chapters! Chapter 5 will explain how indexing happens, what you should care about, and, more important, what you should not care about. The next part of the book, part 3, will dive into queries and how to make the most of a full-text search.



 Indexing: where, how, what, and when



This chapter covers ■



Choosing and configuring directory providers



■



Choosing the appropriate analyzer



■



Understanding Hibernate Search transparent indexing



■



Using manual indexing



Indexing is the action of preparing data so Lucene can answer your full-text queries in an efficient way. The index should be as close as possible to your real data changes and not lag behind. Why does Lucene need to prepare data? In order to answer full-text queries efficiently, Lucene needs to store some efficient representation of the data. Since most full-text search queries revolve around the idea of words, the index is organized per word. For each word, the index structure stores the list of documents and fields matching a given word as well as some statistical information. Section 1.3.1 gave us an idea of the index structure kept by Lucene.
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Lucene’s job is to build this magic structure and enable its superpowers, right? True, but it needs a little help from you: ■ ■



■



You need to store the index structure. You need to decide which of the features you require and which data preparation Lucene will do for you. You need to ask Lucene to index your information.



The index structure in Lucene must be stored somewhere. The two main storage solutions are in a file directory and in memory. We’ll cover how to ask Hibernate Search to use each of these strategies. The key feature of full-text search solutions comes from their ability to split a text into individual words and process these individual words in a way that will enhance the query capabilities. In Lucene jargon, this processing is called analyzing. Analyzers are a superpower framework: You can choose which analyzer to use or write one to set your own magic tricks. We’ll describe a few of the analyzers Lucene provides and how to configure them. In a pure Lucene usage you need to feed Lucene the data you want to search. Some part of your program must read the data, transform the data into an indexable format (we showed how to do that in chapters 3 and 4), and ask Lucene to index it. This isn’t an easy task, and some difficulties arise along the way: ■



■



Gathering data (and if possible only the data that changes) can be long and painful. The index process in Lucene has to follow specific rules.



Indexing in Lucene requires you to know how things work. Here are some gotchas you need to overcome: ■ ■



■



■



You cannot run more than one indexing process per Lucene index. Indexing a lot of data in one shot is faster than indexing documents one by one. You must determine how often you need to index your data—right away, once per hour, or once a day. After several change operations, a Lucene index needs to be optimized (defragmented).



Problems add up quickly. The first problem becomes particularly tricky when you need to put a clustered architecture in place. Soon you’ll start implementing some helper classes around Lucene to cope with your situation, and you’ll have to make up your mind about all those problems. Fortunately, Hibernate Search takes the indexing responsibility off your shoulders and makes the whole process transparent for you and your application. Because a transparent process doesn’t fit everybody’s architecture, Hibernate Search also lets you index entities manually. We’ll cover all that in the last part of this chapter. But let’s first answer the question of where to store the index structure.
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DirectoryProvider: storing the index Lucene stores its index structure in a Directory. A Directory is an abstract concept that can be materialized in different storage structures. Lucene provides a filesystem Directory as well as a RAM (in-memory) Directory out of the box. This is an extensible system, and you can find various implementations on the internet, including clustered cache directories, a Berkeley database backend, and a JDBC backend. Hibernate Search integrates with the two default backends provided by Lucene. The integration is handled by a directory provider. Before diving into the configuration details for each backend, let’s examine how a Lucene directory is associated with an entity.



5.1.1



Defining a directory provider for an entity As you’ve seen in section 3.2.1, an entity is marked as indexed thanks to @Indexed. The default index name is the fully qualified class name of the entity class, but you can override this name by using the index attribute. All details concerning a given index are configured through configuration properties. As you’ve seen in chapter 2 (section 2.2.2), you can provide properties to Hibernate Search through the following: ■ ■ ■ ■



hibernate.properties file hibernate.cfg.xml file if you use Hibernate Core persistence.xml file if you use Hibernate EntityManager Programmatic API (for example, Configuration.setProperty)



Each index can have specific key value properties defined in the configuration. To define the type of directory provider for an index, use the directory_provider suffix, as demonstrated in Listing 5.1. Listing 5.1



Setting the directory provider for a specific index



hibernate.search.com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Item.directory_provider ➥ org.hibernate.search.store.FSDirectoryProvider



The property name structure is composed of hibernate.search, followed by the index name (the entity’s fully qualified class name by default), followed by the configuration suffix. In almost all applications, all indexes will share the same directory provider type. Hibernate Search provides some form of configuration inheritance. All indexes will share properties from the default pool unless a setting is explicitly overridden. Use the default key in lieu of the index name to define global values inherited by indexes unless overridden. In listing 5.2, all indexes share the same directory provider definition, thanks to the hibernate.search.default context, except Item, which overrides the directory_provider value.
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All indexes except Item use the filesystem directory provider



hibernate.search.default.directory_provider ➥org.hibernate.search.store.FSDirectoryProvider hibernate.search.com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Item.directory_provider ➥org.hibernate.search.store.RAMDirectoryProvider



This mechanism drastically reduces the number of lines of configuration you need to write and is not limited to the directory_provider property. Any property available to a directory provider will be shared as well. Use this opportunity to reduce the configuration settings. If you use sharded indexes (that is, an index split into several small indexes), the configuration might change a bit. Read section 9.4.1 for more information on this topic. Now that you know how to configure the directory provider for an index (or for a set of indexes), let’s check the available opportunities.



5.1.2



Using a filesystem directory provider The default and most useful storage for a Lucene directory is a filesystem (if possible, a local filesystem). Such a model is efficient for several reasons: ■



■



■



■ ■ ■



The index can be huge, and most of the index structure will remain in the filesystem (as opposed to in memory). Local filesystems are now fast enough to accommodate Lucene’s read operations efficiently. Lucene caches information in memory to avoid unnecessary reads to the filesystem. This caching is done at the IndexReader level, and Hibernate Search benefits from it by reusing IndexReader instances as much as possible. A filesystem is the most used and tested solution in Lucene deployments. The index is persistent, and it can easily be backed up and replicated. You can navigate into the index internals thanks to Luke (see section 2.6).



The filesystem storage is the default choice in Hibernate Search: If you don’t specify the directory_provider property, org.hibernate.search.store.FSDirectoryProvider is used. Where does Hibernate Search store the index directory? It tries to be as smart and intuitive as possible and define names automatically out of the box, but it also lets you override different part of the directory-naming strategy: ■



■



indexBase is the property suffix that describes the root directory containing the



index directories. The default value is the current directory (which is usually where your virtual machine has been launched). indexName is the property suffix that describes the index directory name; the full path is defined by indexBase plus indexName. The default value for indexName is the index name (which itself defaults to the fully qualified class name of the indexed entity); indexName is rarely used in Hibernate Search deployments.
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While Hibernate Search lets you define your filesystem index directory in a lot of funky ways, the authors recommend that you define a single root directory (using hibernate.search.default.indexBase) where all index directories are stored and let the default strategy play its role from here. You’ll have a better understanding of what’s going on, and maintenance will be much easier. Listing 5.3 is an example of a directory structure where indexes follow Hibernate Search’s conventions. Listing 5.3



The recommended approach to defining a filesystem index directory



# Configuration hibernate.search.default.indexBase /User/production/indexes



The only property to set is indexBase, the root directory # File directory structure /Users Each index directory will be /Production under indexBase and named /indexes from its index /com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Item /com.manning.hsia.dvdstore.model.Actor



If possible, use a local filesystem or a storage area network (SAN) filesystem. Regular network filesystems (NFS) tend to be problematic for Lucene. Lucene needs to acquire a global pessimistic lock when it updates an index. The default locking strategy represents the lock as a file. Due to some caching strategies in place in most network filesystems, the lock file cannot always be read appropriately. If you absolutely must use a network filesystem, the authors recommend that you check the Lucene resources available on the subject. The Lucene team is making a lot of progress in this area. While a filesystem is the mainstream way of storing indexes, another interesting strategy is to store the index in memory.



5.1.3



Using an in-memory directory provider It’s possible to define a Lucene index as stored in memory. Of course, as soon as the application shuts down (more precisely as soon as the Hibernate SessionFactory or EntityManagerFactory is closed), the index data goes away. It is nevertheless quite useful in several situations. The primary situation is unit testing. Unit testing has spread across the development community. The general idea is to test individual functionalities or subsystems independently from each other. Speed is a primary concern. If a test suite is too long, people have the tendency to not launch it and commit the code hoping for the best (ah, humans!). Unit test purists test individual classes independently from each other and are horrified when two subsystems are tested together. Let’s discuss what we, the authors, think is a slightly more pragmatic approach. Thanks to in-memory databases such as HSQLDB, H2, or Derby, and thanks to the abstraction provided by Hibernate, it’s possible to test a system all the way down to the database from a fresh data set in a matter of seconds or milliseconds (as opposed to minutes when a remote database is used). Hibernate Search lets you embrace this fast
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approach to test Lucene indexes. Unit tests using both in-memory databases and inmemory indexes can initiate quickly the data set before each test. The test then verifies the application behavior in a well-defined environment that’s cleaned between each test. While it’s possible to do the same with a regular database and a filesystem– based index, the in-memory version makes the unit test suite run much faster, because it avoids unnecessary network or filesystem input/output. You can find more information on unit testing and in-memory approaches in section 9.5.2. If you followed the recommendation we gave you in the previous section (define a default directory_provider), you can easily switch from an in-memory provider in your unit tests to a filesystem–based directory provider in production (or in your dedicated test environment). Listing 5.4 shows two different configurations, depending on the targeted environment (test or production). Listing 5.4



Two configurations, depending on test or production environment



# Test Configuration hibernate.search.default.directory_provider ➥org.hibernate.search.store.RAMDirectoryProvider # Production configuration hibernate.search.default.indexBase /User/production/indexes hibernate.search.default.directory_provider ➥org.hibernate.search.store.FSDirectoryProvider



The in-memory directory provider is org.hibernate.search.store.RAMDirectoryProvider. In-memory indexes can also be used when the index is to be built quickly and retained temporarily. These temporary indexes can be useful when some offline operations require fast searching for the duration of the batch process; the index is built in-memory, used, then discarded. If the index needs to be made persistent, Lucene allows you to persist an in-memory index in a filesystem at any moment. Be careful not to index too much data when using an in-memory index. It may sound quite obvious, but the index size cannot go beyond the size of your memory or OutOfMemoryException will become your worst nightmare. Speaking of nightmares, so far we’ve left out the problems arising in a clustered environment.



5.1.4



Directory providers and clusters You’ve seen that network filesystems have problems with hosting Lucene directories. Can clusters work? Clustering Lucene indexes is problematic also because changing a Lucene index requires a global pessimistic lock. NOTE



GLOBAL PESSIMISTIC LOCK—GLOBAL TO WHAT? When we refer to global pessimistic locks, the global attribute is applied to all the players willing to update a given Lucene index in a cluster of nodes. However, this lock is not global to all directories in which your entities are indexed. One global lock per Lucene Directory is present.
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Figure 5.1 All writers must wait for the lock to be released across the entire cluster.



This global pessimistic lock limits the cluster scalability. As shown in figure 5.1, all nodes willing to write must wait for the current writer to release the lock. To avoid the scalability problem, Hibernate Search provides a recommended architecture to cluster a Lucene-based full-text indexing system. As shown in figure 5.2, one master node is solely responsible for updating the Lucene index while nonwriters (the slaves) execute full-text queries on a local copy of the index. On a regular basis, each slave updates incrementally its local version from the published master version. This architecture has interesting advantages: ■



■



It doesn’t suffer the scalability problems we just described that are caused by the global pessimistic lock (the lock is solely shared by the master). Full-text searches don’t suffer from remote input/output latency because they’re executed on a local index copy.



Figure 5.2 One master is responsible for all writing operations. Each reader (slave) copies the index from the master on a regular basis.
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You might wonder how Hibernate Search ensures that only the master node updates the index. Slaves delegate the work to the master. We won’t describe the magic potion here. You can read more on this subject in section 5.3.3 and in chapter 10.



What about in-memory clusters? Hibernate Search uses filesystem-based directories and copies them to the various slaves. Why not use a distributed in-memory approach? This is absolutely possible! Several providers such as JBoss Cache, Terracotta, and GigaSpace offer solutions for using an in-memory distributed Lucene Directory. The global pessimistic lock problem remains: This lock must be shared across the cluster when index changes happen. The second factor you need to take into account is the index size. Most of the time, the index doesn’t fit in memory. To work around this problem, these solutions use some kind of garbage-collection mechanism that releases bits of the index. When a released bit is needed back, it’s requested across the network. You must compare the local filesystem input/output performance with the network performance. We’ll discuss in-memory cluster models in chapter 10.



Let’s see how to configure the directory providers for such an architecture. As in section 5.1.2, the master and the slave directory provider work on a filesystem–based local copy of the index. The same properties are used to configure the directory (indexBase, indexName). In addition, the master node pushes a stable version of the index to a common source directory. This directory will be polled regularly by the slaves. Table 5.1 lists the properties available for master directory providers. Table 5.1



Configuration of the master node directory provider



Property name



directory_provider



Description



org.hibernate.search.store.FSMasterDirectoryProvider Directory provider implementation. While you can use a different implementation in unconventional scenarios, FSMasterDirectoryProvider is the recommended provider.



indexBase



Root directory of the index directory working copy.



indexName



Directory name of the working copy index. Defaults to the index name. This value is used in conjunction with indexBase.



sourceBase



Root directory of the index directory source. Typically a shared filesystem.



source



Directory name of the source index. Defaults to the index name. This value is used in conjunction with sourceBase.



refresh



The working copy index is copied to the source every refresh seconds. The default value is one hour (3600 seconds).
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The slave nodes copy the index stored in the source directory into their working copy on a regular basis. The source directory is the shared content between master and slaves. This directory is generally placed in a shared filesystem. Table 5.2 lists the properties available for slave directory providers. Table 5.2



Configuration of the slave node directory provider



Property name



directory_provider



Description



org.hibernate.search.store.FSSlaveDirectoryProvider Directory provider implementation. While you can use a different implementation in unconventional scenarios, FSSlaveDirectoryProvider is the recommended provider.



indexBase



Root directory of the index directory working copy.



indexName



Directory name of the working copy index. Defaults to the index name. This value is used in conjunction with indexBase.



sourceBase



Root directory of the index directory source. Typically a shared filesystem.



source



Directory name of the source index. Defaults to the index name. This value is used in conjunction with sourceBase.



refresh



The source index directory is copied to the working directory every refresh seconds. The default value is one hour (3600 seconds).



Usually you’ll simply need to configure directory_provider, indexBase, and sourceBase (as shown in listing 5.5) and let the default values finish the work for you. Listing 5.5



Configure indexBase and sourceBase for all indexes



# Master configuration hibernate.search.default.directory_provider ➥ org.hibernate.search.store.FSMasterDirectoryProvider # refresh every half hour hibernate.search.default.refresh 1800 # master working directory location hibernate.search.default.indexBase /Users/prod/lucenedirs # source directory location where the master is copied to hibernate.search.default.sourceBase ➥ /mnt/sourcevolume/lucenedirs # Slave configuration hibernate.search.default.directory_provider ➥ org.hibernate.search.store.FSSlaveDirectoryProvider # refresh every half hour hibernate.search.default.refresh 1800 # slave working directory location hibernate.search.default.indexBase /Users/prod/lucenedirs
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# source directory location where the master is copied to hibernate.search.default.sourceBase ➥ /mnt/sourcevolume/lucenedirs



In this example, both master and slave share the index content in /mnt/sourcevolume/lucenedirs. sourceBase is identical in both configurations and points to the same physical storage. The refresh period is also identical. While it’s not necessary to make these settings the same, it’s usually a good practice unless you have specific reasons not to.



The truth and nothing but the truth? The copy operations are slightly more complex than depicted previously. It would be dangerous to copy the value of one index directory into another one while the index is in use. The source directory contains two versions of the index: the active version, from which slaves copy the information, and the passive version, into which the master copies the new version. Hibernate Search copies the master to the shared source when no operations are at stake. A future version of Hibernate Search will probably use the Lucene snapshot feature to copy indexes while indexing operations are still running. Slaves copy the index from the active source. Copies are done asynchronously from the main operations. When the copy is finished, the newly copied directory becomes the active directory. Don’t worry; everything is taken care of for you by Hibernate Search. An index can be quite big. Copying the entire index all the time would be quite inefficient. Hibernate Search tries to do a better job and copies only the incremental changes. You can think of it as a poor version of rsync. A file is copied only if it has changed since the last copy. The first time you copy the index or when a huge Lucene optimization has been executed, the copy will be total and slower. The subsequent copies will be lighter and thus faster.



We know you may need to implement custom directory providers to accommodate particular situations. Hibernate Search is flexible and lets you use your own implementation and logic.



5.1.5



Writing you own directory provider There may be a time when the Hibernate Search built-in directory providers are insufficient for your needs. It might be because you need to tweak things a bit, because you have written a custom Lucene Directory, or because you want to reuse a JBoss Cache, Terracotta, or GigaSpace Lucene directory. Hibernate Search lets you write your own custom DirectoryProvider. The DirectoryProvider implementation benefits from the same configuration infrastructure available for built-in directory providers. The list of properties matching the current index name is passed to the initialize
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method. The property names are unqualified: Default properties or index-specific properties are merged and passed to the initialize method. Writing a DirectoryProvider might require some knowledge of Lucene. An example of a directory provider is in section 11.3. Once you know where your index structure will go, the questions in your agenda are, what happens during indexing? Can you influence it? Can you tweak it? We’ll cover this in the next section.



5.2



Analyzers: doors to flexibility Analyzers are one of those things in Lucene that people tend to “leave for later.” Some people even tend to see them as some dark magic and haunted artifacts. While we cannot deny some dark magic things happen in some analyzers, they’re not that complex. And they are indeed very useful and definitely worth the effort to learn about them. Some of them are fascinating in that they reflect the complexity of our languages. Before diving into the dark magic, let’s see what an analyzer does.



5.2.1



What’s the job of an analyzer? Analyzers are basically responsible for taking text as input, breaking it into individual words (called tokens in Lucene terminology), and optionally applying some operations on the tokens. We’ll call these operations filters, but they do more than filter in the common sense of the word: A filter operation can alter the stream of tokens as it pleases. Said otherwise, it can remove, change, and add words. Once the filter centrifuge is finished, Lucene uses the list of words (a stream really). Each word is indexed, along with statistical information. TOKENIZING: SPLITTING TEXT INTO WORDS



The first step of an analyzer is to take a stream of characters (text in human terminology) and return a stream of tokens (a list of words in human terminology). This looks like a piece of cake: We take the text and split it each time we find a space, a dot, or a comma (basically at every nonletter or number character), and we’re good! This approach might work most of the time in classic Latin-based languages, but we’ll reach some harder problems pretty fast: ■



■ ■



Hyphenation A dash is not always a word separator, especially in texts extracted from newspapers (because of thin columns). URLs, acronyms, and other particular groupings A dot is not a word separator. Elision (in languages like French, Dutch, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish) The last vowel of a word might be suppressed when the following word starts with a vowel. An apostrophe separates the two words: l’avion (the plane) should be considered as two words (literally le avion). Sometimes an apostrophe should be considered as a single word: aujourd’hui (today). In case you didn’t know, every rule of French grammar has an exception (except this one, maybe).
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If we start to consider non-Latin languages, things get even worse. Some languages don’t even have a clear notion of words. Chinese and Japanese, for example, do not separate words with a space. As a matter of fact, traditional Chinese does not have a word to designate the idea of word as an identifiable graphical unit.



Since when is a word a word? The idea of words is not as old as you might think. The grammar experts of ancient Greece and Rome didn’t manage to clearly define the notion of words, and continuous script was the norm. Continuous script consisted of not having any space between words: thisisanexampleofcontinuousscriptwhilereadableitsquitehardtofindinformationquicklyinsuchaflow. Continuous scripting was good enough at that time because most reading was done aloud. The idea of adding word breaks was driven by the need for quick reference searching, by the need to read in a foreign language in the Middle Ages (reading in Latin, which was no longer the common language, was quite difficult in continuous script), and by the need to move away from reading aloud. For more information, you can read Space between Words: The Origins of Silent Reading, by Paul Saenger.



Depending on the targeted language, a tokenizer algorithm might be more accurate than another type of algorithm. FILTERING: OPTIMIZING THE INDEXING CONTENT



Assuming we have a stream of tokens from a text, some additional operations can (or even should) be applied. Some words are so common that it would be best not to index them. They should literally be filtered out. In most cases, accentuation and case are not discriminant in searching and should be removed before indexing. Filters can add, modify, or remove any token in the token stream to optimize the final content indexed by Lucene. You could think of filters as a bunch of interceptors, each one handling a specific operation on the token stream. WHERE TO FIND ALL THESE ANALYZERS AND HOW TO USE THEM



Lucene comes bundled with some basic analyzers, tokenizers, and filters. The contribution part of Lucene (which you can find in the Lucene distribution) provides many additional analyzers, tokenizers, and filters. Finally, Apache Solr comes with a nice analyzer configuration framework that Hibernate Search reuses. Make sure to add solr-core.jar and solr-common.jar to your classpath. You can find these JARs in the Hibernate Search distribution, in the Solr distribution, or in a Maven repository (such as the JBoss repository at http://repository.jboss.org/maven2). The authors recommend using the JARs provided in the Hibernate Search distribution to avoid any version conflict. TIP



If you use @AnalyzerDef, you must add solr-core.jar and solr-common.jar to your classpath.
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We’ll explore some of these resources in the rest of this section, but don’t hesitate to browse the Lucene and Solr source code and documentation. Once you’ve found the analyzer, tokenizer, or filter of your dreams, you can apply it globally, per entity, or per property, as shown in section 3.4.1. However, we haven’t shown how to specify an analyzer definition and its associated tokenizer and filters. All this can be defined using the @AnalyzerDef or @AnalyzerDefs annotation. Listing 5.6 gives us an example. An analyzer definition (@AnalyzerDef) makes it very easy to assemble tokenizers and filters; it lets you declare a TokenizerFactory and a list of TokenFilterFactorys adapted to your needs. Listing 5.6



An analyzer definition can be used anywhere in the domain model



Analyzer @Entity @Indexed definition @AnalyzerDef( name Tokenizer factory name="applicationanalyzer", tokenizer = @TokenizerDef(factory = StandardTokenizerFactory.class), filters = { @TokenFilterDef(factory=LowerCaseFilterFactory.class), Filter @TokenFilterDef(factory = StopFilterFactory.class, factory params = { @Parameter(name="words", Parameters passed to value= the filter factory ➥"com/manning/hsia/dvdstore/stopwords.txt"), @Parameter(name="ignoreCase", value="true") } ) Use a predefined } ) analyzer @Analyzer(definition="applicationanalyzer") public class Item { ... }



An analyzer definition is referenced by a name. An analyzer definition can be referenced by name on any @Analyzer.definition or even the global analyzer definition (defined by hibernate.search.analyzer), regardless of where it has been defined (in the same or different class). Each analyzer definition receives a TokenizerFactory described by @TokenizerDef and a list of TokenFilterFactorys described by @TokenFilterDef. Each TokenizerFactory or TokenFilterFactory can receive a set of parameters (a key/value pair) passed thanks to the @Parameter annotation. This sounds a bit theoretical right now, but don’t worry. The next few sections give practical examples. Solr comes bundled with a huge variety of factories, most of them building and configuring tokenizers and filters from the Lucene distribution. If you don’t find the factory for a given tokenizer or filter class, don’t hesitate to implement your own; it’s as simple as implementing org.apache.solr.analysis.TokenizerFactory for a tokenizer or org.apache.solr.analysis.TokenFilterFactory for a filter. Finally, if you have a specific tokenizer or filter requirement, you can implement your own. This
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is a fairly advanced topic that we won’t cover in this book. The authors recommend that you study the source code of existing implementations and read Lucene in Action from Manning. A couple of analyzers, tokenizers, and filters fulfill essential services, so you must be aware of them. We’ll discuss these in the next section.



5.2.2



Must-have analyzers The most useful and basic analyzer you should be aware of is StandardAnalyzer: This is the default analyzer in Hibernate Search, and it does a decent job for a number of European languages even though it’s primarily targeted at English. This analyzer is composed of the following: ■ ■ ■ ■



StandardTokenizer StandardFilter LowerCaseFilter StopFilter



StandardTokenizer should support most needs for English (and most European language) texts. It splits words at punctuation characters and removes punctuation marks with a couple of exception rules (see the Javadoc for more information). You can use the StandardTokenizer through the StandardTokenizerFactory provided by the Solr integration. The StandardFilter removes apostrophes and removes dots in acronyms. Solr provides a StandardFilterFactory that you can use in an analyzer definition to use the StandardFilter. The LowerCaseFilter changes all characters to lowercase. Solr provides a LowerCaseFilterFactory. If you plan to index Russian or Greek, be sure to check the language-specific analyzer in the Lucene contrib package at org.apache.lucene. analysis. Russian and Greek need a specific lowercase filter (because of their special alphabets). The StopFilter eliminates some commonly used words. Words very common in a language (like a, the, and is in English) are usually not relevant to the search and dilute the results. They are sometimes called noise words and are usually filtered out. By default, StopFilter will remove commonly used English words, but you can pass a specific stop word file, which contains one word per line. You can also ask the stop filter to ignore case, but we recommend that you apply a true LowerCaseFilter before using StopFilter. Listing 5.7 is an example of an analyzer using StopFilter. Listing 5.7



A StopFilter uses a stop list file and ignores case



@AnalyzerDef( name="applicationanalyzer", tokenizer = @TokenizerDef(factory = StandardTokenizerFactory.class ), filters = { ...,
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@TokenFilterDef(factory = StopFilterFactory.class, params = { @Parameter(name="words", File containing value= stop words ➥"com/maning/hsia/dvdstore/stopwords.txt"), @Parameter(name="ignoreCase", value="true") Purposely } )



ignore case



} )



TIP



If you don’t specify a list of stop words, Lucene uses its own predefined list that’s suited to the English language. The list is a, an, and, are, as, at, be, but, by, for, if, in, into, is, it, no, not, of, on, or, such, that, the, their, then, there, these, they, this, to, was, will, and with. Even if you plan to index texts in English, take a deep look at this list. None of these words will be present in the Lucene index. If you plan to index numerous documents discussing countries and their differences, of in Republic of China might be useful. Start with the list provided by Lucene and adjust it to your needs.



Remember that applying filters normalizes the data and is an essential process. The filtered words (token) will be indexed as is by Lucene. If you don’t apply the lowercase filter, for example, your search will be case sensitive. Listing 5.8 shows the analyzer definition corresponding to the use of StandardAnalyzer. Listing 5.8



Analyzer definition equivalent to StandardAnalyzer



@AnalyzerDef(name="standardanalyzer", tokenizer = @TokenizerDef(factory = StandardTokenizerFactory.class ), filters = { @TokenFilterDef(factory = StandardFilterFactory.class), @TokenFilterDef(factory = LowerCaseFilterFactory.class), @TokenFilterDef(factory = StopFilterFactory.class) } )



NOTE



Filters in @AnalyzerDef annotations are applied in their declared order. In listing 5.8, StandardFilter is applied before LowerCaseFilter, which is applied before StopFilter.



This is a lot of theory! Let’s take a sentence and see what happens step by step when the standard analyzer is used. Listing 5.9 walks us through the process. Listing 5.9



A sentence processed step by step by the standard analyzer



#original sentence During this lovely day, the waiter told me: Look, a plane! #after the StandardTokenizer During|this|lovely|day|the|waiter|told|me|Look|a|plane| #after StandardFilterFactory During|this|lovely|day|the|waiter|told|me|Look|a|plane|



B Tokenize the sentence



C Filter apostrophe and so on
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#after LowerCaseFilter during|this|lovely|day|the|waiter|told|me|look|a|plane| #after StopFilter during|lovely|day|waiter|told|me|look|plane|



D Lowercase words



stop E Remove words



We first split the phrase into individual tokens B. The next step is silent for our particular sentence C. Then all cases are removed, D then noise words are identified and removed E. If you want to index accented content such as texts in Spanish or French, a filter is available to replace accented letters by their nonaccented equivalent. Use ISOLatin1AccentFilterFactory to enable this filter. These will be the most useful tools for you on a daily basis. If you target non-English languages, we encourage you to go to Lucene Contrib and check the source code of your target language analyzer. You’ll learn some interesting information there. For example, the French package contains an ElisionFilter. The basic analyzers, tokenizers, and filters work well for lots of projects. But in some cases, you’ll need better and more appropriate solutions: ■ ■ ■ ■



Approximative search Phonetic search Search by synonyms Search by word family



Let’s explore some of the coolest features of Lucene!



5.2.3



Indexing to cope with approximative search One way to cope with typos or wrong orthography (either in the indexed text or in the query provided by the user) is to make use of FuzzyQuery. This system doesn’t require any special processing at indexing time. It computes the Levenshtein distance (edit distance) and takes this value into account when retrieving matching documents. All the work is done when the query is executed. We’ll discuss fuzzy searching in more detail in sections 7.1.4 and 7.3.5. Another strategy consists of preparing the index structure to best serve an approximation query. In most cases, a typo or wrong orthography alters a word in one or two places. Part of the word, however, is correct. The user might have the beginning, the end, or the middle of the word right. The n-gram algorithm is based on this idea. An n-gram is a sequence of n consecutive characters in a word. The list of trigrams (3-grams) for the word hibernate is hib, ibe, ber, ern, nat, and ate (see figure 5.3). Instead of indexing the whole word, an n-gram tokenizer or filter will index each available ngram for a given word. When the query is built, the same process is applied to the query terms. Let’s imagine a query where a user is looking for ybernat. The query will look like ybe OR ber OR ern OR nat. Some of the n-grams match the Hibernate n-grams, and the matching document will be picked up. The more n-grams an element matches, the
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Figure 5.3 Applying an n-gram filter to the words helps you find approximate matches.



higher the ranking will be. The higher n is, the better the precision is (that is, there will be few false positives) but the less likely multiple typos will be recoverable. The Contrib part of Lucene contains an NGramTokenFilter. Solr has the corresponding NGramFilterFactory. This factory accepts two parameters: minGramSize and maxGramSize. The filter will build all n-grams where n varies from minGramSize to maxGramSize. Setting minGramSize and maxGramSize to 3 is a good default.



5.2.4



Searching by phonetic approximation An alternative technique to the approximation problem, besides using a fuzzy query or n-grams as discussed in the previous section, is to use a phonetic approach. Despite the widespread reliance on the internet, text messaging, and other text media, we still live in a world where oral communication is an important part of our life. A couple of algorithms reduce a word to its phonetic equivalent. When two words are phonetically equivalent (same phonetic reduction), they’re likely to be the same word separated by a few typos. Most phonetic algorithms are based on phonetic rules that eliminate nondiscriminant letters and encode the remaining ones. The most elaborate of these algorithms use contextual information before reducing a letter to a sound. Unfortunately, most of them are focused on the English language. When you add Solr analyzers (provided in the Hibernate Search distribution) and Apache Commons Codec (in version 1.3 at the time this book was written; available at http://www.apache.org) to your class path, Hibernate Search provides access to four algorithms: ■



■ ■



■



Soundex—The most widely known and one of the oldest phonetic algorithm for English texts. RefinedSoundex—A variation of Soundex more focused on spell checking. Metaphone—Provides a variable-length phonetic representation of a word. This algorithm was developed by Lawrence Philips to fix deficiencies in Soundex. It uses a larger set of rules than Soundex. DoubleMetaphone—An enhancement of the Metaphone algorithm developed by Lawrence Philips. This algorithm handles more irregularities, including those in such languages as English, German, Greek, French, and Chinese.
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Let’s imagine you listen to the radio in your car and hear about this fantastic DVD based on a novel by Victor Hugo. How do you spell this damn French word? It must be Lay Meeserable from what the speaker said. Close, but not quite. The proper title is Les Misérables. By using the DoubleMetaphone algorithm, both interpretations are reduced to “LS MSRP.” Be sure to apply the same algorithm on both the indexed and the query terms. These algorithms are very useful in conjunction with a fuzzy search (which computes the distance or similarity between two strings.) The index contains the phonetic reduction of the words and enables phonetic-based searches. TIP



Index properties make use of approximation analyzers in dedicated fields. The flexibility of the queries you will be able to write will be greatly enhanced (see section 5.2.7).



Listing 5.10 shows the use of the PhoneticFilterFactory to do a phonetic reduction of the indexed tokens. Listing 5.10



Using a filter to do phonetic reduction of indexed tokens



Enable the @AnalyzerDef(name="phonetic", phonetic filter tokenizer = @TokenizerDef(factory = StandardTokenizerFactory.class ), filters = { @TokenFilterDef(factory = StandardFilterFactory.class), @TokenFilterDef(factory = StopFilterFactory.class, params = @Parameter(name="words", value="stopwords.txt") ), @TokenFilterDef(factory = PhoneticFilterFactory.class, params = { @Parameter(name="encoder", value="DoubleMetaphone"), @Parameter(name="inject", value="false") Define the } ) Don’t inject the encoder } ) original word



B



D



strategy



C



The phonetic filter is activated B (make sure you add solr-core.jar, solr-common.jar, and commons-codec.jar to your classpath). By defining the encoding parameter C, you can select the appropriate phonetic algorithm from Soundex, RefinedSoundex, Metaphone, and DoubleMetaphone. The inject parameter D (defaults to true) specifies whether to add the original token value and the phonetic reduction or simply the phonetic reduction (as shown in the example) to the token stream. The authors recommend that you set this parameter to false and index the nonphonetic word in a different field. While this takes more time when indexing, it also provides more flexibility at query time. Which algorithm should you chose? There is no definitive answer; the best solution is to test each algorithm on your data set and check the pertinence of the results. Don’t forget to involve your users in the test; their feedback will be invaluable for building a set of test data.
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Searching by synonyms Several approaches to searching by synonyms are possible; one of them is to anticipate the problem at indexing time. Instead of simply indexing a word, you index the word as well as all its synonyms in Lucene (see figure 5.4). A query using any of the Figure 5.4 A word is indexed with synonyms will then match the document. Lucene all its synonyms. A filter adds all the acts as if someone had put in every possible synonym synonyms to the stream of tokens. each time a given word is present in a phrase. A slightly different approach is to replace a given word by its reference synonym; all synonyms share the same reference word (see figure 5.5). By applying the same operation in the query, Lucene will be able to find all synonyms as if they were a single word.



Figure 5.5 A word is replaced by its reference synonym at both index time and query time.



Hibernate Search lets you use either of these strategies. NOTE



The first strategy (adding all the synonyms to the index) involves only index time changes. You should take care to not apply the same analyzer at query time. This analyzer breaks the golden rule, which is to always apply the same analyzer at index and query time (see section 7.2.4 for more information).



Be aware that the second strategy can affect the scoring of your results (the Solr documentation on SynonymFilterFactory has some information about the impacts of such a choice). You could use a generic synonym dictionary as input, but a lot of synonym rules are business tainted. You’ll probably enhance the accuracy of your search engine if you build a synonym dictionary specific to your domain and business. Synonym processing is available as a filter. SynonymFilterFactory accepts three parameters: ■



ignoreCase—Ignore case when processing the tokens. The default is false.
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expand—If true, replace a token with several tokens (one for each synonym) in



the token stream. If false, replace a token with its primary synonym. The default is true. synonyms—The resource name of the synonym file (for example, com/acme/ synonyms.txt).



The synonym file format is best explained by the Solr reference documentation itself. Listing 5.11 is a small excerpt of this documentation. Listing 5.11



Synonym file format as understood by the Solr filter



# blank lines and lines starting with pound are comments. #Explicit mappings match any token sequence on the LHS of "=>" #and replace with all alternatives on the RHS. These types of mappings #ignore the expand parameter in the schema. #Examples: i-pod, i pod => ipod, sea biscuit, sea biscit => seabiscuit #Equivalent synonyms may be separated with commas and give #no explicit mapping. In this case the mapping behavior will #be taken from the expand parameter in the schema. This allows #the same synonym file to be used in different synonym handling strategies. #Examples: ipod, i-pod, i pod foozball , foosball universe , cosmos # If expand==true, "ipod, i-pod, i pod" is equivalent to the explicit mapping: ipod, i-pod, i pod => ipod, i-pod, i pod # If expand==false, "ipod, i-pod, i pod" is equivalent to the explicit mapping: ipod, i-pod, i pod => ipod #multiple synonym mapping entries are merged. foo => foo bar foo => baz #is equivalent to foo => foo bar, baz



Check the complete Solr documentation for more information. While synonyms do merge words with different meanings, this technique does not do an efficient job at considering persist and persistent, for example, which are words from the same root.



5.2.6



Searching by words from the same root If we were performing a query for the term craftsmen, would we also want documents returned that contained terms like crafted, craftier, craftily, crafts, craft, or crafty? More than likely we would, but based on what we’ve discussed so far, this would not happen. That’s where stemmers come in handy.
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A little bit of history While the Porter stemming algorithm is the best-known stemming algorithm in the Lucene community thanks to the widespread usage of the Snowball language written by Dr. Porter, it isn’t the first. The first-published stemming algorithm was the Lovins stemming algorithm by Julie Beth Lovins in 1968. See http://snowball.tartarus.org/ algorithms/lovins/stemmer.html for some additional information. The Google search engine started using stemming technology in 2003.



In 1979, Martin Porter designed an algorithm for reducing words to their root by removing their suffixes. This became known as the Porter stemming algorithm. The Porter stemming algorithm website is http://tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/ index.html, and it has a link to the original algorithm paper along with links to the algorithm written in 22 programming languages, including Java, Perl, Ruby, C#, and even ERLANG. In the first phase, rules are applied as in table 5.3. Remember that these rules are applied in sequence. That’s why the SS rule is applied before the S rule. If the rules were not applied in that order, the S rule could change things in a way that we would not want it to. The application of later rules deals with the length of the word to ensure that the matching portion is indeed a suffix and not so much a part of the word that it would lose its meaning if the supposed suffix were removed. For example, take the words abatement and cement. If we remove the suffix ment from them, we’re left with abate and ce. Clearly, cement has lost its meaning and would not be stemmed. The Lucene project has links to the Snowball stemming language, also developed by Porter. It’s named in honor of the early (circa 1960s) string-manipulation programming language SNOBOL and is located at http://snowball.tartarus.org. Snowball is not just for the English language. The website has discussions of the algorithm in more than 15 languages, and it would be good for you to get involved if your native language is not listed there. Also, in the Contribution section, Lucene includes classes that perform the stemming functions along with a precompiled .jar file that can easily Table 5.3



The first rule set in the sequential process of stemming a word Rule



Example



SSES



->



SS



Caresses



->



Caress



IES



->



I



Ponies



->



Poni



SS



->



SS



Caress



->



Caress



S



->



Cats



->



Cat
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be added to your application library. The JAR is located at lucene_install_directory/ contrib/snowball/lucene-snowball-*.jar. A SnowballPorterFilterFactory is available in Solr. Let’s see how to use the stemmer analyzer (listing 5.12). Listing 5.12



Configure the Snowball filter for English



@Entity @Indexed @AnalyzerDef( name="englishSnowball", tokenizer = @TokenizerDef(factory = StandardTokenizerFactory.class ), filters = { @TokenFilterDef(factory=StandardFilterFactory.class), @TokenFilterDef(factory=LowerCaseFilterFactory.class), @TokenFilterDef(factory = StopFilterFactory.class, params = @Parameter(name="words", value="com/manning/hsia/dvdstore ➥ /stopwords.txt") ), Use the @TokenFilterDef( Snowball filter factory = SnowballPorterFilterFactory.class, params = @Parameter(name="language", value="English") ) Define the } ) language public class Item { @Fields( { @Field(name="title"), @Field(name="title_stemmer", analyzer=@Analyzer(definition="englishSnowball")) }) title_stemmer uses private String title; the Snowball filter ... }



B



C



Hibernate Search uses the SnowballPorterFilterFactory B when indexing. It defines the language targeted C (Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, German2, Italian, Kp, Lovins (the first published stemming algorithm), Norwegian, Porter (original implementation of the Porter Stemming algorithm), Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, or Swedish). The default is English. Listing 5.13 is an example of how to employ the Snowball analyzer to stem words during both the index build phase and the query phase. Don’t focus here on how to write a query; we’ll come to it in chapters 6 and 7. Listing 5.13



Results of stemming both index and query terms



//ensure stemming works accordingly public String checkStemmingIndex() { FullTextSession ftSession = SessionHolder.getFullTextSession(); try { SearchFactory searchFactory = ftSession.getSearchFactory(); Analyzer entityScopedAnalyzer = searchFactory.getAnalyzer(Item.class);
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QueryParser parser = QueryParser("id", entityScopedAnalyzer );



➥new



Build Lucene query //search on the exact field Query query = parser.parse("title:saving");



Search the



exact word if ( ! "title:saving".equals( query.toString() ) ) { return "searching the exact field should not alter the query"; } org.hibernate.search.FullTextQuery hibQuery = ftSession.createFullTextQuery(query, Item.class); @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") List results = hibQuery.list(); //we find a single matching result int exactResultSize = results.size(); if ( exactResultSize != 1 ) { return "exact match should only return 1 result"; } query = parser.parse("title_stemmer:saving");



Return matching results



Search same word on the stemmed field



if ( ! "title_stemmer:save".equals( query.toString() ) ) { return "searching the stemmer field should search the stem"; } Search the stem



version of each word



//return matching results hibQuery = ftSession.createFullTextQuery(query); results = hibQuery.list(); if ( results.size() 			
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